MINUTES
of the

COUNCIL OF THE COUNTY OF MAUI
December 7, 2012
THE REGULAR MEETING OF THE COUNCIL OF THE COUNTY OF MAUI, STATE OF
HAWAII, WAS HELD IN THE COUNCIL CHAMBER, KALANA 0 MAUI BUILDING,
WAILUKU, HAWAII, ON FRIDAY, DECEMBER 7, 2012, BEGINNING AT 9:10 A.M., WITH
CHAIR DENNIS A. MATEO PRESIDING.
CHAIR MATEO: Council of the County of Maui regular meeting of December 7, 2012 will
come to order.
Mr. Clerk, may we have the roll call please.

ROLL CALL
PRESENT: COUNCILMEMBERS GLADYS C. BAISA, ROBERT
CARROLL, ELEANORA COCHRAN, DONALD G. COUCH JR.,
MICHAEL P. VICTORINO, MICHAEL B. WHITE,
VICE-CHAIR JOSEPH PONTANILLA, AND CHAIR DENNIS A.
MATEO.
EXCUSED: COUNCILMEMBER G. RIKI HOKAMA.
DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK LANCE TAGUCHI: Chairman, there are eight Members
present, one excused. A quorum is present to conduct the business of the Council.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you. Members, this morning our colleague from East Maui will be
providing the opening remarks for us.
Mr. Carroll.
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OPENING REMARKS
The opening remarks were offered by Councilmember Robert Carroll.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank, thank you, Mr. Carroll. Will everyone please rise and join us in, in
reciting the Pledge of Allegiance.

PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE
The Members of the Council, and others in attendance, rose and recited the Pledge
of Allegiance.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you for your comments, Mr. Carroll.
Mr. Clerk, let's proceed.
DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK: Chairman, proceeding with testimony on ceremonial
resolutions. We have received no requests from individuals in the, in the Council
chamber who wish to offer testimony on ceremonial resolutions.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you. Members, and ladies and gentlemen, we do have a
connection to the District Offices so our residents from Hana, Lanai, and Molokai can
also provide testimony. And to be fair, we will rotate the various sites. And the Chair
will request at this time that the staff on these District Offices recognize yourselves.
The Hana Office.
MS. DAWN LONO: Chair, this is Dawn Lono at the Hana Office.
CHAIR MATEO: Lanai Office.
MS. DENISE FERNANDEZ: Chair, this is Denise Fernandez at the Lanai Office.
CHAIR MATEO: Molokai Office.
MS. ELLA ALCON: This is Ella Alcon from the Molokai Office.
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CHAIR MATEO: Thank you. We have established connectivity between this chamber and
our District Offices.
Mr. Clerk, there is no one in the chamber to provide testimony on ceremonial
resolutions?
DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK: Yes, Chair. No one has signed up to offer testimony on
ceremonial resolutions.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you.
Hana District Office, has anyone signed up to provide testimony on the scheduled
ceremonial resolutions for today?
MS. LONO: The Hana Office has no one waiting to testify at this time.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you.
Lanai District Office, has anyone signed up to provide testimony on the scheduled
ceremonial resolutions for today?
MS. FERNANDEZ: The Lanai Office has no one waiting to testify.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you.
Molokai District Office, has anyone signed up to provide testimony on the scheduled
ceremonial resolutions for today?
MS. ALCON: The Molokai Office has no one waiting to testify.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you. Members, there's no, no one signed up to provide testimony
on the ceremonial resolutions for this morning. With no objections, we will close
public testimony on ceremonial resolutions for the day. Any objections?
MEMBERS VOICED NO OBJECTION.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you. So ordered.
Mr. Clerk, proceed with the resolutions.
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DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK: Chairman, proceeding with ceremonial resolutions.

CEREMONIAL RESOLUTIONS
RESOLUTION
NO.
12-119
CONGRATULATING THE MAUI HIGH SCHOOL
MARCHING BAND AND COLOR GUARD IN
CAPTURING FIRST PLACE IN THE AAA DIVISION AT
THE 2012 MILILANI TROJANS FESTIVAL OF BANDS
CHAIR MATEO: Mr. Pontanilla.
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you, Chairman.
I MOVE TO ADOPT THE PROPOSED RESOLUTION.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO:
SECOND, MR. CHAIR.
CHAIR MATEO: It's been moved by Mr. Pontanilla and second by Mr. Victorino to adopt the
proposed resolution.
Mr. Pontanilla.
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. At this time, I'd like to ask Chair to have the
County Clerk read the resolution in its entirety.
CHAIR MATEO: Mr. Clerk, please read the resolution.
(The resolution was read in its entirety.)

CHAIR MATEO: Thank you, Mr. Clerk.
Before the Chair recognize Mr. Pontanilla, I would just like to remind the Members as
well as Mr. Clerk that we have established connectivity with our District Offices. You
will need to please speak a little louder.
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Mr. Clerk, if you can just pull the microphone closer to you so they're able to hear the
proceedings as well. Thank you for this, this opportunity.
Mr. Pontanilla.
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. First of all, I'd like to thank the Clerk for reading
the resolution.
Members, I ask your support in adopting the resolution recognizing the outstanding
achievements of this group of students from Maui High School and their directors
whose efforts achieve for a third year in a row, first place honors in their division at an
annual band festival.
It is my privilege to once again honor the Maui High School Band program and its
outstanding youth whose proven dedication to the arts, countless hours memorizing
the music, dance routine, and marching steps have garnered State recognition.
These students deserve recognition not only for their excellence in music, but also for
their ability to balance normal school day responsibilities with their extra-curricular
passion.
As the resolution stated, the group handily outperformed division competitors
garnering first place performance in nearly all the judging categories and receiving a
superior rating as they showcase their talent amongst many of the powerhouse
bands from across the State.
I especially want to recognize the efforts of Band Director, Mr. Wasano, who has
brought this music program at Maui High School to such an outstanding level and to
the group's 41 seniors that will be graduating and leaving the band for future
endeavors.
In recognizing the accomplishment, we also applaud the support from the student's
parents and families, the Band Booster, Principal Bruce Anderson, school educators,
and community partners who have played a role influencing the group's ability to
succeed.
I urge Members to join me in congratulating the Maui High School Marching Band
and Color Guard for their achievement through the adoption of this resolution.
Thank you, Chairman.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you, Mr. Pontanilla. Members, further discussion?
Ms. Baisa.
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COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Thank you very much, Chair. I just have to chime in here as a
very proud Saber myself. Of course, nobody can even think back to 1958, folks,
that's when I graduated. But I have never, never stopped being very proud of Maui
High and it's a, its accomplishments. You make us all proud. We're very, very
honored to have you here today. We congratulate you. We know you're the best.
Thank you for bringing home another honor to Maui. All the best to the students and
to their supporters, parents, mentors, and everybody that's involved in this. God
bless you all and Merry Christmas.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you, Ms. Baisa. Members, further discussion?
Mr. Victorino.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Thank you. And I also would like to echo my
congratulations to the Maui High Band, to Mr. Wasano for all his outstanding work
and his, his staff. Most importantly, I'd like to thank the young ladies and men who
make the Marching Band and Color Guard a possibility, cause they have to commit to
do this Mr. Chair. This is extra, up and beyond your school day. And these are the
kind of young people I know in the future will be leading this County because they're
willing to commit now to give more than they have to; to work hard.
And you saw the number of hours they put in. Yes, it paid off with a win. But still,
you had to pay your dues. And most importantly, young ladies and young men, don't
forgo, don't forget to go home and thank your parents and others who have
supported you because it took money. And that money had to be raised by the
booster club and others, your family was there for you. So, put that combination
together, Mr., Mr. Chair.
And again, Maui is no ka oi. Maui's future is in good hands. And this is just another
example of how we shine when we leave Maui County and go out into the big stage
whether it's Oahu or the mainland or wherever it may be. And I'm proud to say Maui
is no ka oi and this is a classic example.
So, Kerry and to all of the rest of you, congratulations, continued success, God bless
you, and Merry Christmas, also.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you, Mr. Victorino. Members, further discussion? All those in favor
of the motion to adopt the resolution entitled "CONGRATULATING THE MAUI HIGH
SCHOOL MARCHING BAND AND COLOR GUARD IN CAPTURING FIRST PLACE
IN THE AAA DIVISION AT THE 2012 MILILANI TROJANS FESTIVAL OF BANDS",
signify by saying "aye".
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AYES:

COUNCILMEMBERS
BAISA,
CARROLL,
COCHRAN, COUCH, VICTORINO, WHITE,
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA, AND CHAIR MATEO.

CHAIR MATEO: Those opposed say "no".
NOES:
EXCUSED:

NONE.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA.

CHAIR MATEO: Motion is carried with eight "ayes"; one "excused".
Mr. Pontanilla.
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Thank you, Members.
Mr. Chair, at this time I'd like to ask Band Director, Kerry Wasano; Drum Major,
Lavinia Sagario; and Ann Cua, President of the Band Booster to come forward to
receive a copy of the resolution and say a few words.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you.
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you.
CHAIR MATEO: Please join us at the podium.
Mr. Pontanilla.
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you, Chairman. Before the participants over here in the
back of me speak, I'd just like to make a few comments. You know, I was watching
TV one night and I get this text, "turn to channel 0C16, Maui High is playing", from
Michelle, my EA. And so I turned the channel, 0C16, sure enough the band festival
was going. So, I text her back and I text her, "oh, it's not raining", cause last year, as
you know, it was raining cats and dogs in Mililani. So, she text back to me and says,
and says, "oh you just jinxed us because it started to rain".
So, you know, I, I just want to say to the Maui High School Band that you guys did a
wonderful job because me as a, as a viewing audience, you know, when I saw you
guys perform, just bring chicken-skin. And when they read off all of the awards that
you folks had, then I told myself you guys are better than triple or four-A. You know,
and that was really surprising that a school from Maui, Maui High School, was so
superior. In fact, I think, not I think, I know that they're the best in the State.
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You know, I go golf Sundays and I hear the students playing away, probably
marching in the fields. And, and you know, you can hear really clearly and it tells me
that dedication from the students.
And one of the things that I noticed when they were at Mililani competing that
whenever they show the crowd, you know, I see all the parents, the boosters, all
stand up, they all wave. And I can say that I think Maui had the biggest contingent at
that festival. Maybe you guys can attest.
But again, you know, enough of my comments. At this time, I'd like to bring up Kerry
to say a few words.
MR. KERRY WASANO: Maybe, maybe not the, the biggest contingent but definitely the
loudest, definitely. Councilmembers, thank you guys so much again for, for the honor
of being here to represent my students and the, the people of Maui High School in
this honor. Thank you so much. And I'll say it again and, what we do pales in
comparison to what you do for us in the County. So, thank you guys very much for
all that you do.
This is definitely, I'm, I'm the Director of the, the organization but it's by no means a
single, single handed job, I, I guess; there's a lot of staff members, there's a lot of
parents. And as was mentioned earlier, the parents of all the students, they really,
they really do sacrifice a lot to make this happen. So, just like to thank everyone
involved and yeah we, we're very proud to be, to have been so successful after all of
the sacrifices that were, that were given by the families and students. Thank you.
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: At this time, I'd like to call on Drum Major, Lavinia.
MS. LAVINIA SAGARIO: Good morning and Happy, Happy Holidays to all. To formally
introduce myself, my name is Lavinia Sagario and I'm the Head Drum Major for the
2012 Maui High School Marching Band and Color Guard. I have been Drum Major
for three years now since my sophomore year, and I'm a senior. And I can say that
I'm proud to be a part of the Maui High School Marching Band because I can totally
see how the students that have been through this program have grown
tremendously.
And I wanted to talk about the three words that the students have picked this year.
So, every year, every season, the students pick three words in which they believe
they will live up to, to represent the season. And the three words that were chosen
were "sacrifice", "reliance", and "remember". And I believe that the students have
lived up to these words, lived up to these words.
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For "sacrifice", everyone had to sacrifice. But I believe it was for the good of the
band. We all had to sacrifice their homework time, their weekends. Sacrifice
spending time with their family and friends.
For "reliance", the band had to depend, depend on each other, on the field, but also
off the field. Whether it's trusting each other, doing homework, making sure
everyone's on the same page, and working together trusting that we all can depend
on each other to do the best that we can do.
And lastly, "remember". It's, there's a variety of ways that we can say that
remembering to do their homework, they can remember to remember, they can
remember to memorize their music, remember their drill spots on the field. And
lastly, to remember all the reasons why they've joined marching band in the first
place. And I'm glad that I'm in part of this year, and this year has been the most
ambitious and proudest year I've ever been in.
And I hope that the students that are in the marching band who are underclassmen
continue to do this throughout their high school years because through all the
sacrifices and the remembering and the reliances that they made, they'll learn to be
better musicians and also better civilians of Maui County.
And we also learned what success is, and what it takes and what dedication is.
Overall, I believe that we can be the best we be if we put our mindset to it. So, I'd
like to thank all of you for, for this resolution. I'm honored to be here to represent on
behalf of the band. And we didn't really expect anything, so, Happy Holidays. Thank
you.
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: And the last person of the group is Ann Cua. As you know,
Ann is a Planner with the Planning Department. In fact, there are a lot of parents
working for the County of Maui that are parents of these, some of the students here
this morning.
So, Ann.
MS. ANN CUA: Good morning, Chair. Good morning, Members. On behalf of the Band
Boosters, I just want to thank you for giving us the opportunity to, to come into your
chambers and to honor these students. They worked so hard, so hard. And it is
such an honor to travel with them.
And, you know, I, I have to thank Mr. Wasano and Kristin in believing in these, in
these students and taking them off-island because if they just stayed here, they
wouldn't know and we wouldn't know just how good they are. And, you know, going
to Oahu and competing with all those different schools really gives them, it kind of
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opens their eyes to see, oh my gosh, you know, there are very, very talented
musicians in this State.
And it, it just challenges them and, and this, this entire program challenges them. It,
it builds, it builds character, it teaches them time management. It, it just, it just
increases their abilities as a person.
And, you know again, we want to thank you for, for recognizing them, for inviting
them to this awesome chamber. It's such an honor. Some of them have never been
here before, would have never been able to be here before if not for this honor. So,
thank you and thanks to those in the community who support this band. It takes a lot
of money to move this band around. You know, it's not just students, it's equipment,
it's, you know, plane fares and hotel and it's a lot of money. And fundraising does so
much but, you know, parents' involvement, parents' support, and support from the
community, which we have received and continue to receive.
We just, we just want to mahalo all those people who just come forward and, and
give, especially at a time where it's very hard to give. So, again, thank you so much
for this recognition. It's such an honor for us to be here. And, Happy Holidays. Bye.
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you, Ann. You know, I was going to have Akaku scan
the audience over here, especially the kids. But, you know, I so happy that the Chair
would allow us to recognize the students upfront as we roll the camera on Akaku.
So, students, please come forward to the chamber floor for picture taking at this time.
And again thank you, Chairman Mateo, for this opportunity.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you for bringing the resolution forward, Vice-Chair.
Mr. Clerk, proceed.
DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK: Chairman, for the record, RESOLUTION NO. 12-119.
Chairman, continuing with ceremonial resolutions.
RESOLUTION
NO.
12-120
CONGRATULATING
HALAU KEKUAOKALA'AU'ALA'ILIAHI
FOR ITS OUTSTANDING ACHIEVEMENTS AT THE
37 TH ANNUAL QUEEN LIU' UOKALANI KEIKI
HULA COMPETITION
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CHAIR MATEO: Mr. Victorino.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Yes, Chair.
I MOVE THAT THE RESOLUTION BE PASSED.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH:
SECOND.
CHAIR MATEO: We have a motion on the floor made by Mr. Victorino to adopt the
proposed resolution, second by Mr. Couch.
Mr. Victorino.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Thank you, Chair. May we have the resolution read in its
entirety.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you.
Mr. Clerk, please read the resolution throughout.
(The resolution was read in its entirety.)
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you, Mr. Clerk.
Mr. Victorino.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Thank you, Chair. And first of all, I'd like to thank the
Deputy Clerk for an outstanding job reading through that, the resolution. Thank you
very much, Mr. Taguchi. And that's not an easy task, not an easy task. Thank you
very, very much.
Chair, again, this morning we are blessed and honored to again recognize not only
our culture, not only our traditions, not only the host, but people in this County who
work for the County of Maui, who go on every day to give extra to teach our keiki not
to forget the past through chant, through hula, through dance. They continue to
strive. And then to go off island to compete at the Queen Lili'uokalani Keiki
Competition and to achieve these various achievements are an outstanding
testament to the fortitude of the people of Maui County.
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It is, it is with great pride, I mean we had the band, the marching band just moments
ago, and now we have this. You know, we have a halau that has gone off and many
others that have gone off this island to compete in many prestigious competition
throughout the State and outside of the State and bring pride back to Maui County.
These people and these youngsters and their kumu hula spend many, many, many
hours preparing. It's not just dress-up, go out and dance, you know. These are
hours of commitment, and those are the groups, again, like I mentioned earlier, that
are going to be our leaders of the future because they're willing to commit to do extra
now. They choose to do this now. And I believe they will be the future leaders. And
I'm very thankful to be here with them, to honor them, to thank them. The students
they train, the adults they work with, their supporters, the parents, the boosters or
whatever you want to call their families, our big ohana that supports the financial and,
and, and all the other aspects that's needed for this halau. So, it's, I'm very proud of
their accomplishments.
And, you know, Iliahi and Haunani, are two young people that right now could be
doing other things. They could be selfish and take care of themselves and do what
they want. But no, they're giving back. And we cannot recognize enough, the, that
type of people. And I want to say that I am proud to know them. I am proud that
what we have achieved here today, with the two groups, again, makes Maui no ka oi.
In closing, I'll say, Mr. Chair, that I will ask my colleagues to please support this
resolution and wish nothing but continued success to all of them in the future. Thank
you, Mr. Chair.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you, Mr. Victorino. Members, further discussion?
Mr. White, followed by Vice-Chair Pontanilla.
COUNCILMEMBER WHITE: Thank you, Mr. Chair. You know, Haunani and Iliahi are
incredible examples that, Haunani was, I believe, either the first or second winner of
Ka'anapali Beach Hotel's Hula 0 Na Keiki. And now she has come full circle to not
only sweeping this competition, but they swept our competition this year as well.
And it's because they spend an amazing amount of time schooling their kids and
imbuing them with the values, the culture, work ethic, etc., etc., etc. They're in, their
level of excitement that they generate within their halau is absolutely incredible.
And as Mr. Victorino mentioned, they're County employees. Iliahi is in our
Prosecutor's Office and Haunani is in the Planning Department. And they just
continue to exude excellence in everything they do in the hula world. And I'm sure
they do the same in their job for the County. I just want to take my hat off to them.
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And as with the band, we are showing our kids that perseverance, hard work, and
focus, reliance, and all these other things that the, that the Drum Major mentioned, all
pay off in the long run. And it's through hard work that they've achieved excellence
and I thank them and I thank the parents that support the kids through the hours and
hours and hours of practice and focus that is necessary to achieve the results they've
achieved.
So, I again want to thank you, Chair, for allowing us to have these resolutions this
morning. Aloha.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you, Mr. White.
Mr. Pontanilla.
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. I too would like to congratulate Ilihai [sic] and
Haunani in their outstanding achievement, you know, at the 37 th Annual Queen
Lili'uokalani Keiki Hula Competition. You know, as a parent, many years ago, maybe
40 years, you know, my daughter, you know, started hula at age four, you know, all
the way up through when she graduated at Purdue. And today she is a
schoolteacher at Waihee Elementary.
So, you know, what the student from Maui High School had said and, and if,
Mr. White, had reiterated, yeah, you know, they, they become an outstanding citizen.
So, you know, congratulation again for that wonderful achievement. Thank you.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you.
Mr. Couch.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Thank you, Mr. Chair. And I too want to congratulate Iliahi
and Haunani. As Mr. White said, they are County employees and I, having served as
the Deputy Director of Planning, I know Haunani was one of my supervisors when I
was there. She's, she's done an excellent job for the Department of Planning and I
just wanted to mention that she's done a great job outside as well. So, I'm, the
County's proud to have her as one of our employees.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you.
Ms. Baisa.
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COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Thank you, Chair. I'll be very brief because everything that
needs to be said has already been said. But I want to add my congratulations and
thanks and best wishes to these wonderful, wonderful people that are doing such
great work in our community to preserve our culture and to help our youth. So, best
wishes to all of you and thank you again for your hard work in bringing another honor
to Maui.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you. Members, further discussion? All those in favor of the motion
to adopt the resolution entitled "CONGRATULATING HALAU
KEKUAOKALA'AU'ALA'ILIAHI FOR ITS OUTSTANDING ACHIEVEMENTS AT THE
37 TH ANNUAL QUEEN LILI'UOKALANI KEIKI HULA COMPETITION", signify by
saying "aye".
AYES:

COUNCILMEMBERS
BAISA,
CARROLL,
COCHRAN, COUCH, VICTORINO, WHITE,
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA, AND CHAIR MATEO.

CHAIR MATEO: Those opposed say "no".
NOES:
EXCUSED:

NONE.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA.

CHAIR MATEO: Motion is carried, eight "ayes"; one Member, "excused".
Mr. Victorino.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Thank you, Chair. With your permission, may I call up
both Iliahi and Haunani to the podium to accept the certificates please?
CHAIR MATEO: Sure. Please join us at the podium.
Mr. Victorino.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Thank you, Chair. I would like to call upon Iliahi to say a
few words and present him with the certificate. And I also have a congratulatory
certificate for the win at Ka'anapali which you swept also. So, I want to double the
effort today. So, if you would say a few words and then I want to present this to you.
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MR. ILIAHI PAREDES: Spoke in Hawaiian.
On behalf of Halau Kekuaokala'au'ala'iliahi, the families, the haumana, the students,
the supporters, we are so humbled to have this recognition. I want you to know, Maui
County, that hula thrives here in Maui County.
Halau Kekuaokala'au'ala'iliahi is just a small part of this wonderful hula that we bring
out to the world. We have other kumu hula, other halau that have just brought so
much pride to this County and we feel so blessed, my wife and I, to, to be a part of it,
to share our hula.
We both started hula when we were three
opportunity to learn this beautiful art form, the
pride, the love, that hula shares with us. And
that's why we teach our keiki and we share with
the opportunities that we were given.

years old and we were given the
values, the beliefs, the humility, the
yes, we want to pay it forward and
them the things that we were given,

I first met Haunani back in 1986, '87 at the Queen Lili'uokalani Keiki Hula
Competition as competitors. I was there, I, Oahu boy; Haunani, the beautiful Maui
girl. And I, I told her years later when we, we started dating that I already knew that
that was my wife, yeah. But it was the, the wonderful things that we learned as keiki,
the wonderful lessons, the opportunities that we were given that really has, have
made us the people that we are today and we can give that to our keiki now here on
Maui County. And so, that is our mission. That is our challenge and we love it. We
love to work with our keiki.
And the Maui keiki, they are survivors, they are strong-willed, and they want to
challenge themselves to be better; better for the community here and we are so
proud of that. We are proud of their work, they're, proud of their dedication. And
they know that without their parents, without their supporters, their kupuna, their
ohana, they cannot do the things that they are doing now. And they are humbled by
that experience. And when we see that and we see that recognition, we know that
they have learned something. And we hope that they can continue that, and when
it's their time, they can pay it forward too.
Yes, we are proud County of Maui employees. And we want to thank our-MS. HAUNANI PAREDES: My bosses are here.
MR. PAREDES: --the, want to thank our bosses, J.D. Kim, Will Spence, John Summers,
Robert Rivera, all of those that allow us to, to be who we are after work. And when
we have the opportunity to bring our keiki down to Keiki Hula, they say, hey, go
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ahead, lead our keiki. So, we want to mahalo the County and our administrators, our,
our bosses for, for that opportunity.
We want to mahalo the schools, the DOE schools here on Maui that had, that allow
us to practice there. We don't have a set place to, to practice but we, you know,
lao School, Wailuku Elementary, Kamehameha Maui; they offer their campus so that
we can practice and we can get the kids ready for the competition. So, mahalo nui.
The community just comes together for us. We have Aunty Pua Lindsey and her
ohana that allow us to gather our things from their place. You know, our, our, our
flowers, our adornments. And you know, this community is so wonderful and that's
why hula thrives here in Maui County because we know the community supports us
and we know you folks support us and, and we are so thankful for that. Mahalo nui.
My beautiful wife probably has some words.
MS. PAREDES: It's always hard to follow a Prosecutor, yeah? He's so very eloquent, that's
why I married him actually. No, I married him because look at him, he's so
handsome.
You know, just, we just are so blessed. We are very, very blessed. Ke Akua has
blessed us with wonderful students that had come from beautiful families that are in
the community; Wailuku, Kahului, Kihei, all over Maui that have a community, has a
following that supports their children that we can, we can take forward to places like
Oahu to have them share our hula. And, you know, we are just so thankful for our
keiki. They're not here today because we are very firm believers in education. But
our soloist, part of their, their winning is to be a part of the Brothers Cazimero
Christmas Concert. And so they are there in Oahu now-MR. PAREDES: Representing.
MS. PAREDES: --representing Maui. And it's, you know, it's just an honor for, for any
individual to share a stage with the Brothers Cazimero. So, they're there and they're,
they're practicing.
But we are so thankful to have the honor to come here today, even though we're
working. We're here and on behalf of our students, on behalf of their parents and all
the ohana that support us. Mahalo nui, mahalo nui.
MR. PAREDES: We want to, although we cannot share any hula today with our keiki with
you today, we want to just leave you with a, an oli; an oli that we learned from
Aunty Pat Namaka Bacon that shares a thought. The thought is the day is here and
we, we teach this to our keiki because we know that as we begin and as we dance
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hula, we always have to think positive, we always have to think that the day is here.
And the, when the day is here, we can holomua, we can move forward. So, we want
to present .. .
(Wahl and Joy Paredes presented a Hawaiian Chant.)

MR. PAREDES: Aloha kakou.
MS. PAREDES: Aloha.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Thank you. If I was your boss, I would give you the rest
of the day off but I'm not. So, I sorry, I cannot do that.
But, I, what is the, oh never mind I won't say. Ladies and gentlemen, again, let's give
them a big round of applause because this is our, really our future. And you notice
that they all dressed together and you know what was funny? I said, you know, every
time my wife and I dress in matching outfits, everybody laughs. But you know what?
It is just beautiful. And you're a smart man. You knew when, when you saw what
you needed, you got it. Thank you. Aloha everyone. Thank you, Chair.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you, Mr. Victorino.
How so very appropriate, Members, the words that they part with is, "the day is here,
let's move forward".
Mr. Clerk, let's proceed.
DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK: Chairman, for the record, that was RESOLUTION NO. 12-120.
Chairman, proceeding with the presentation of testimony on agenda items. We have
received 31 requests from individuals in the Council chambers who wish to offer
testimony on agenda items. Shall we proceed?
CHAIR MATEO: Members, and our friends in, in the gallery. At the General Election held
on November 6, 2012, Maui County voters approved an amendment to Section 3-5 of
the Revised Charter of the County of Maui (1983), as amended, as follows: "To the
extent capable, the council shall provide interactive communication access for the
residents of Hana, Lana‘i, and Molokasi, and other geographical areas as the council
deem appropriate and reasonable to all county council committee meetings and
council meetings. Access shall include, but not be limited to, the ability of the public
to testify, of the council members to ask questions, and of the public to respond to
questions."
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Section 14-2(3) of the Charter provides that an amendment shall become effective
30 days after its adoption.
In an effort to comply with this amendment within 30-day period, we are starting with
a limited telephone interactive communication system at this morning's Council
meeting that will enable individuals from Hana, Lanai, and Molokai to provide
testimony by way of speakerphone from our District Offices. I appreciate the efforts
of our staff from our District Offices and the Office of Council Services in assisting us
with this effort, as well as the patience of all concerned as we implement the new
Charter requirement.
Before our testifier is, is called, the Chair would like to set the parameters for those
wanting to provide testimony to the Council. We welcome anyone wishing to share
your comments with the Council this morning.
For those individuals wanting to testify in the Chamber, please sign up at the desk
just outside the chamber door. If you'll be testifying from our Hana, Lanai, or Molokai
locations, please sign up with the, with the Council staff at that location.
You will be allowed to speak for three minutes on any of the items listed on the
agenda for today. When your name is called, advance to the podium or to the
speaker devices in the District Offices. State your name for the record. And if you
represent a group or organization, please state the name of that group or
organization as well.
We do have connection to the District Offices, so residents from Hana, Lanai, and
Molokai will be able to testify. And to be fair, we will rotate through the various sites.
For those providing testimony in the chamber, a lighting system on the podium is
there to assist you with your testimony. At the start of your comments the green light
will be lit. At the two minute thirty second mark the yellow light will be lit. And at
three-minute mark the red light will be lit, letting you know you will need to conclude.
For those providing testimony in the District Offices, the County Clerk will provide you
and advise you of your time.
For those of us with cell phones or other noise-making devices, this would be a good
time to please turn them off or set them on the silent mode. Decorum in this chamber
will be maintained at all times.
Mr. Clerk, call up our first testifier.
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DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK: The first person to testify is Donald Sheridan, testifying on the
Maui Island Plan.

PRESENTATION OF WRITTEN OR ORAL TESTIMONY
MR. DONALD SHERIDAN, MALULANI FOUNDATION (testifying on Maui Island Plan):

Mr. Chairman, Councilors, my name is Don Sheridan. I am President of the Malulani
Foundation; and this is Susie Saunders, who is our secretary.
Our goal is to provide a health and wellness center on Hawaiian Homelands at
Pulehunui. Our mission is to provide unsurpassed healthcare to all full and part-time
residents, and island visitors by blending the best of all medical technologies,
incorporating Hawaiian medicine, traditional medicine and engaging in the
exploration of new medical frontiers.
Our vision is to create a world-class state of the art full service teaching hospital and
medical center to be located on Maui's Pulehunui Hawaiian lands. A long-term lease
would be finalized to actualize a patient centered healthcare facility treating the whole
patient body, mind, soul, and spirit. Provide training in all healthcare disciplines
lending the world's best well-being approach, approaches to healthcare here on
Maui. Collaborative Hawaiian practitioners and first-rate traditional medical doctors
will provide medical treatment here on Maui. Create a new economic engine for Maui
by creating medical tourism to our island paradise.
And as to our focus, a full medical treatment and teaching facility on Maui. A
wellness center will be developed in three phases and ultimately we'll utilize 80 acres
of land including the hospital, herbal and floral gardens, along with laboratories and
residences for staff and patient family stays during the treatment of their loved-ones.
Provide economic and educational opportunities for all while creating jobs and
economic growth for Mauians. Minimize travel time and expenses needed for care
off-island.
Malulani will provide a global model for the Pacific Rim region. The Malulani board
members are all non-paid volunteers and the Malulani Foundation is a
501(c)3 non-profit organization. Any questions?
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you. Members, is there a need to have any part of the testimony
restated? Thank you very much.
MR. SHERIDAN: Thank you.
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CHAIR MATEO: Mr. Clerk.
Thank you. Chair is going to go to Hana District Office. Is there anyone who wish to
testify?
MS. LONO: The Hana Office has no one waiting to testify.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you.
Lanai District Office, is there anyone who wishes to testify?
MS. FERNANDEZ: The Lanai Office has no one waiting to testify.
CHAIR MATEO: Mahalo.
Molokai District Office, is there anyone who wishes to testify?
MS. ALCON: The Molokai Office has no one waiting to testify.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you.
Mr. Clerk, proceed.
DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK: The next person to testify is Sharon Suzuki, testifying on the
Maui Island Plan.
MS. SHARON SUZUKI, MAUI ELECTRIC COMPANY (testifying on the Maui Island Plan):

Good morning, Chair Mateo and Councilmembers. My name is Sharon Suzuki and I
am the President of Maui Electric Company or MECO.
I would like to again thank you for the time and energy that you have put into the
Maui Island Plan. I congratulate you on reaching this historic and significant
milestone in the General Plan process.
I provided testimony at the Council's November 27, public hearing regarding Maui
Electric's concern relative to policies and actions contained within the Heritage
Resources chapter of the Maui Island Plan. I will not be getting into the details of my
previous testimony. However, I believe it is useful to highlight a few key points which
are worthy of further consideration.
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In particular, I note that Section 2.5 of the Heritage Resources chapter of the Maui
Island Plan contains policies and actions relating to public utility improvements and
their relationship to scenic resources. In the interest of time, I will not read all the
pertinent statements as these were cited in my previous testimony. An example,
however, includes Policy 2.5.2.e which states: "Require Urban Design and Review
Board review and approval of utility poles, facilities, and other visible infrastructure
improvements along scenic corridors."
A related implementing action calls for the development and adoption of standards
and processes to: "Require the Urban Design and Review Board to review and
approve the installation of utilities along scenic corridors."
We believe that these provisions are probably preempted by State law, which has
delegated authority over these particular issues to the Hawaii Public Utilities
Commission or PUC. The PUC's authority to regulate all public utilities, including
MECO, is found in HRS 269-6.
Whenever a public utility applies to the PUC for approval to place, construct, erect, or
otherwise build a new 46 kilovolt or greater high-voltage electric transmission system,
the PUC will determine whether the electric transmission system shall be placed,
constructed, erected, or built above or below the surface of the ground. We note that
the PUC process is transparent and allows for public input in the decision-making
process.
For these reasons, we respectfully request that policy numbers 2.5.2.e, 2.5.2.f, and
2.5.2, 2.5.2.g, together with implementing action 2.5.2.e Action 3, be deleted and that
objective 2.5.2 be amended to read as follows-DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK: Three minutes.
MS. SUZUKI: "Reduce impacts of development projects on scenic resources."
CHAIR MATEO: One minute to conclude.
MS. SUZUKI: Thank you for the opportunity to provide this testimony.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you. Members, is there a need to have any part of the testimony
restated?
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: I got one.
CHAIR MATEO: Mr. Pontanilla.
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VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Thank you, Sharon for being here. You know,
coming from the utility industry myself, who pays for this in the end?
MS. SUZUKI: I'm sorry. Oh, the infrastructure development?
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Yes.
MS. SUZUKI: The customers.
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Thank you, Chairman.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you, Mr. Pontanilla. Thank you very much, Ms. Suzuki.
MS. SUZUKI: Okay, thank you and Happy Holidays everyone.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you.
Mr. Clerk.
DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK: The next person to testify is Lloyd Fischel, testifying on the
Maui Island Plan.
MR. LLOYD FISCHEL (testifying on the Maui Island Plan):
Good morning. I'm Lloyd Fischel, a, from Haiku, farming on less than two acres of
land. There are, I'm happy to be here today with all of you especially after we had
such a brilliant morning ceremony and, and wonderful words by Councilman Carroll.
So, we're going to review a little bit. The, these are our laws that serve to protect
Maui no ka al; democracy from becoming an . . . of corporations and the Hawaiian
people.
HRS 226, development plans shall be formulated with input from the general public.
Development plans shall indicate desired population and physical development
patterns for each County. Development plans shall address the unique problems
and needs of each County and shall not be contrary to the County Charter.
Maui's Charter, Section 8, the General Plan shall be based on sound policy and
information. Maui's General Plan 2.8, State law states our laws must be internally
consistent with compatible vision, principles, goals, policies, implementing actions,
and land use maps.
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Countywide Policy Plan, Ordinance 3732, states Maui's vision. Maui County will be
an, an, an innovative model of sustainable living taking into consideration the needs
of the whole community, natural and cultural assets to reflect the high value we place
on our natural environment and people.
Our Policy Plan, Objective 3, states that we evaluate development as to impacts on
land, air, aquatic, and marine environments.
Our Charter warrants the plans be based on sound policy. Maui's Policy Plan has
throughout, evidence of protecting the Hawaiian peoples land rights. It states our
laws must "facilitate the use of kuleana lands by the descendants of Native
Hawaiians who receive those lands pursuant to the Kuleana Act".
The Island Plan violates these policies. The Island Plan is nothing regarding
Hawaiian land rights and has not been compared with existing community plans to
ensure projected growth is in line with density numbers these plans call forth. It fails
to rise to the level required as to the impacts of the aina. The plan has no provision
for greenways and open-spaces by layering itself over the communities before the
people. Review and recommend, the plan and the process goes against our Charter
and democracy.
Planning Director, former Planning Director Mike Foley stated, just this October,
updating the Maui General Plan was originally intended to manage the amount of
growth. Instead of a managed or directed growth plan, the Maui Island Plan has
unfortunately become a growth promotion plan. What he said, Director Foley.
DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK: Three minutes.
MR. FISCHEL: Do I have another minute?
CHAIR MATEO: One, one minute to conclude.
MR. FISCHEL: Thank you. Foley said that the GPAC's leadership didn't adhere to the
community plan goals. And it was pointed out, 2008, by Corporation Counsel Giroux,
nobody knows what we're doing today. Nobody has gone this far, concluding that the
Maui Island Plan process is on the galactic edge of planning. What he said is that
the plan is outside the law, one that is supposed to ensure meaningful public input.
And I might add that Councilman Mateo agreed earlier this year that the plan causes
a lot of alarm because the communities really should be the driver. And General
Plan Committee Chair Baisa responded, well, Chair I've said the same thing myself.
We find ourselves where we're at today, after all this energy, time, and money, that's
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a question I was asked the other day, I couldn't answer. But I think we just got to
press on here and hope for the best.
I'll finish here. The plan is internally inconsistent and needs to be sent back to
committee.
DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK: Four minutes.
MR. FISCHEL: And only then can the Chair's hope for the best, be concern, be realized.
Thank you.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you.
Members, is there a need to have any part of the testimony restated?
MR. FISCHEL: Thank you.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you, Mr. Fischel.
Mr., Mr. Clerk.
DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK: Next person to testify is Sandra Florence, testifying on the
Maui Island Plan.
MS. SANDRA FLORENCE (testifying on the Maui Island Plan):
Aloha, good morning. My name is Sandra Florence. I live in Haiku and I really truly
appreciate this opportunity to speak before you this morning.
Let me begin my brief comments by saying thank you for your tremendous
commitment to public service and working in the political arena. I've been blessed to
live on Maui for 25 years.
But I have not been highly involved in the planning process; more on the sidelines
watching results. It's only been in the last couple of years that I've become
increasingly aware of the real critical nature of long-term, effective long-term planning
and smart growth. And I have to tell you, getting involved and trying to understand
the planning process on Maui, it's kind of PhD material. I mean, between the
General Plan, Countywide Policy Plan, Maui Island Plan, community plans; it's, it's
not real clear how one fits all that together, what's subordinate to the other, how one
relates to the other. It pretty much a guessing game.
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But in terms of the Maui Island Plan, and that's what we're here, you're considering
today. I went online and I read the intent of the plan. But what struck me the most
and what's most important to me is how that plan is ultimately to be used. Once
adopted, that document becomes the principle tool for the County and its citizens to
use when evaluating any public or private project and their impacts on land use, the
economy, the environment, infrastructure, cultural resources. How can this plan
possibly serve as that tool when green areas have been taken off of it and relegated
diagrams that lack definition and weight?
If this plan honored our host culture, green space would be first on the map. If this
plan honored the community and all those dedicated hours to the process in
developing, green would be on the map. If this plan was modeled on successful
communities who have pioneered and practice smart growth, green would be on the
map. If this plan met the criteria of the County to serve as this principle evaluation
tool, green would be on the map. And here's the thing, all through this process,
green has been on the map.
Now, here, at the eleventh hour, greens removed.
DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK: Three minutes.
MS. FLORENCE: After some back door meeting. I'll speed up. I mean, you know, here.
CHAIR MATEO: One minute to conclude.
MS. FLORENCE: It dishonors the process, the participant. It renders the plan incomplete.
Worse yet, it fails to give us a collective vision. That's no good for public service that
have to administer it; landowners, buyers, developers, the community, nobody.
Instead of clarity, it dilutes, it leaves us, it wastes money, it sets up games and more
backdoor deals.
It's Corporate Counsel's job to worry about lawsuits, that's great. But let's face it, you
can be sued for waking up in the morning. We didn't elect the corporate counter [sic].
Kauai shows green space, Big Island show, communities all across the Country show
green face [sic]. Let's figure out how to do it on Maui. We didn't elect the Corporate
Counsel, we elected you, and we're calling on your leadership and your background
to put green back on the map, please, respectfully.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you. Members, is there a need to have any part of the testimony
restated? Thank you, Ms. Florence.
The Chair will take this opportunity to check in with our District Offices. Hana District
Office, is there anyone who wishes to testify?
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MS. LONO: I have no one waiting to testify.
CHAIR MATEO: Lanai District Office, is there anyone who wishes to testify?
MS. FERNANDEZ: The Lanai Office has no one waiting to testify.
CHAIR MATEO: Molokai District Office, is there anyone wishing to testify?
MS. ALCON: There is no one waiting to testify.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you.
Mr. Clerk, proceed.
DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK: The next testifier is Danone Shaffer, testifying on the Maui
Island Plan.
MS. DANONE SHAFFER (testifying on the Maui Island Plan):
Hello, County Councilmembers. My name is Danone Shaffer and I am here to ask
that Olowalu be removed from the Urban Growth Boundaries of the Maui Island Plan.
I have worked a, an eco-tourism as a whale naturalist and snorkeling guide for the
last nine years here in Maui. I have spent hundreds of hours in the water on Olowalu
reef and I feel that it is a place that must be protected from development.
The developers, Mr. Frampton and Mr. Ward, claim that they will not harm our
environment but have yet been unable to come forward with any concrete evidence
that this development will not harm this sensitive eco-system.
Olowalu's waters have the largest and healthiest coral reef system remaining in Maui.
It is home to over 350 identified manta rays, the fourth largest resident population in
the world. It is also one of the few black-tip reef shark nurseries in the State.
Olowalu has some of the largest old growth corals in the State; some over 500 years
old. This unique reef also houses nearly every species of rare coral in Hawaii.
We know that coastal development kills coral reefs. Sedimentation from erosion and
storm run-off, human waste, automotive and household pollutants, fertilizers, and
overuse are all factors that contribute to the destruction. Maui's coral reefs have
already suffered a 25 percent to 90 percent loss of coral over the past decade. How
can we continue down this path of destruction? Maybe in the past, 20 years ago, the
scientific evidence was not available to inform us about how coastal development
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affects the reef. But this information is available to us now and we have witnessed
this destruction first hand here on Maui.
We already know what will happen if this reef system dies. It will not recover. It will
be lost forever. There will be no amount of money that will be able to fix this
collapsed eco-system. So, Maui County Councilmembers, I ask you to please listen
to the marine researchers and their scientific evidence and save Olowalu reef so that
someday your children and your grandchildren will have a beautiful place to
experience Maui's underwater world. Thank you.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you. Members, is there a need to have any part of the testimony
restated?
Ms. Cochran.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Thank you, Chair. And good morning, thank you for being
here.
MS. SHAFFER: Good morning.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Do you know if the three species that were put on the, the
corals, endangered species list by NOAA I believe, are located in Olowalu coral
system?
MS. SHAFFER: I'm, nearly every rare species of coral is in Olowalu but I'm not sure if the,
the endangered species are located for sure.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Thank you.
MS. SHAFFER: I cannot say.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Thank you, Chair.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you, Ms. Cochran. Thank you, Ms. Shaffer.
MS. SHAFFER: Thank you.
CHAIR MATEO: Mr. Clerk, proceed.
DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK: Next person to testify, Grant Chun, testifying on the Maui
Island Plan.
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MR. GRANT CHUN, A&B PROPERTIES (testifying on the Maui Island Plan):

Good morning, Mr. Chair and Councilmembers. My name is Grant Chun and I'm
here from A&B Properties. First off, I don't think anyone would be surprised when I
say that I was a former Maui High School Band geek. So, I'm really glad I wore blue
and white today.
Thank you very much everyone for your diligence in your work and on your review of
the Maui Island Plan. Through that work on the General Plan Committee, you've all
done a really tremendous job of managing a very complicated and unwieldy process.
I'm here to call your attention to a non-substantive, housekeeping issue that exists
pertaining to Table 8-6. Specifically in Table 8-6 of the Maui Island Plan, there was a
reference to the Waiale Workforce Housing being part of the acreage referenced
therein. This is not correct.
Actually, that acreage is referenced in another Table 8-5. Thus the reference in
Table 8-6 should be deleted. And for your convenience, we've enclosed copies of
our testimony that show the, essentially the typographical error that repeats the same
entry twice.
I understand from talking with Councilmembers that the Planning Department will be
empowered to make corrections and non-substantive changes to the plan to ensure
its accuracy. In that regard, I just wanted to offer this testimony to make this part of
the record and ensure that this error was handled accordingly.
Thank you all again very much for all your hard work and Happy Holidays.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you. Members, is there a need to have any part of the testimony
restated? Thank you, Mr. Chun.
Mr. Clerk.
DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK: Next person to testify is John Revilla, testifying on the Maui
Island Plan.
MR. JOHN REVILLA (testifying on the Maui Island Plan):

Aloha and good morning, Chairman and Councilnnembers. Aloha, my name is John
Revilla. I was born.and raised on Maui. I currently live on the land my grandparents
gave me. The land is documented as Grant 1471 in the district of Honua'olu. The
land is just above Makena Beach Resort and Golf Resort, which I refer to as a resort.
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I'm here to say that the developer of the resort shouldn't be permitted to build or
develop because they are not good neighbors.
I am only living, I'm the only living, one living in the area. I am landlocked. My
property is almost 26 acres. The best route to my property is utilizing resort gate
number three on the Old Makena Alanui Road. The gate is located mountainside,
just before the entrance to the resort.
I am also here because, I am in need of a perpetual easement and rules, if any, to be
reasonable and fair. My lawyer has been trying to work with the resort's lawyers and
the resort has not been very cooperative.
The easement I was established by Seibu and Dowling used at the time. Today, the
easement involves an electrical gate and approximately 1,800 feet of roadway from
the gate to the stop sign. After the stop sign is State land. Less than two miles south
of the sign is my property, my land, and my home.
I signed an easement agreement back in 2008. The resort management created
rules I had to sign or forfeit access to my property. The rules I was forced to sign are
unreasonable and demeaning. I would share those rules with you, but I lost my copy,
and the resort refuses to replace it.
Under the rules, there were two stipulations I did not agree with. Verbal promises
were made but they were lies.
Rule six to six, I was to enter gate number three from six, after six, before 6:00 p.m.
or I was locked out. I can exit the property only after 6:00 a.m. Any emergencies
and/or needs to exit before 6:00 a.m. were not allowed.
Rule, name to deed. Name not on the deed cannot access the land. My property
has no infrastructure. It hurts to tell my family they cannot visit me.
As the resort says, as the resort says, I must call to check in with security at gate
three when entering. In July of this year, I was issued a remote control clicker for
gate three with no rules attached. My family and I accessed the property freely.
During this time, I invited my nephew to come to live on the land with me as a win-win
situation. I provided the place to stay, he provided transportation for me.
But the remote clicker, which cost me $1,800 in lawyer's fees was taken away from
me.
DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK: Three minutes.
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MR. REVILLA: I have to, I had to rely on my family to pay for the lawyer. I'm unemployed.
And as of today, the clicker has been deactivated.
CHAIR MATEO: One minute to conclude.
MR. REVILLA: Bottom line is, Makena Resort and its affiliates should not be given
permission to develop the land. I am one local man just trying to do the right by the
land entrusted to me. I have nowhere to go. My family and I are being treated like
third-class citizens. Only my nephew and, and I are allowed on the land.
Councilmembers, I ask to, I ask to consider what the result, the resort of, done to my
family and I. I know I am just one, and this is about one family. But how many, how
many will have to suffer, be hurt, by the resorts ruthlessness? Who will stand up for
us, the little guys, and say the resort, and say to the resort we don't like how you do
business here on Maui? Thank you very much.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you. Members, is there a need to have any part of the testimony
restated?
Mr. Couch.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Thank you, Mr. Chair. Mr. Revilla, do you have a, a copy of
that, that we could make copies and have that printed out?
MR. REVILLA: Yes, I have.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Can you give that to the staff and. Thank you.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you. Thank you very much, Mr. Revilla.
Mr. Clerk.
DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK: Next person to testify is Lynn Rasmussen, testifying on the
Maui Island Plan.
MS. LYNN RASMUSSEN (testifying on the Maui Island Plan):

Good morning. It's nice to be back here and to see you. I'm Lynn Rasmussen. I live
in Makawao on Baldwin Avenue and I have not been active in the community plan
process.
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I've been following it in the newspaper, and this week, when I read about the green
space designation being eliminated from the community plan, it broke my heart for
Gladys and all of her hard work. And I saw that your attorney's opinions, which is
one opinion, weighed more importantly against then the hundreds of thousands of
opinions you've gotten over the last seven years in this community plan.
Now, I'm not coming just to complain. I'm also coming with suggestions for what to
do about it. I've had years of working with attorneys, you know, professionally and
personally. And, and we've had different kinds of attorney's in our lives that, who
have represented us. And, frankly if, if I listened to my attorney's advice, children
wouldn't play in my backyard, they wouldn't be climbing trees or playing with my dog.
I certainly wouldn't have co-founded the Paia Youth Center. No board, no attorney
would sit on that board because the risk was too great. But my husband and I
figured that the risk, the community's safety risk, the need for dropping criminal
behavior in Paia by having a youth center was more important than the personal risk
that we might come up against. And we certainly had the deep pockets on the board.
There is always risk whenever you sign any contract, whenever you make any
agreement with anybody anywhere.
So, the job is not to, is not and, oh, by the way, communities all over the Country,
communities with very rich, powerful individuals with very powerful attorneys have the
most, the most strict land rules and land use rules. Now, what I am, what I propose
is that instead of saying to, allowing your attorneys to say no you can't do this, you
say, you ask, your job is to tell us how to do this. Our job is to make this happen.
Now, the hard thing about this is, is that Gladys has worked on this for seven years.
And when I saw this, I thought my god this woman is supposed to now deal with this
issue too, at the last minute?
DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK: Three minutes.
MS. RASMUSSEN: And I thought, no fair. I'm hoping. I'm done. I'm hoping one of you will
please step forward, take this in hand, work with your attorneys to come up with a
solution that makes sense for the community plan and still allows for green spaces. If
you need help, give me a call. I'm good at this. Thank you.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you. Members, is there a need to have any part of the testimony
rephrased?
Mr. Couch.
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COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Thank you, Mr. Chair. And thank you, Ms. Rasmussen for
being here. I heard you mention three times about community plan. Are you aware
that this is the General Plan and not the community plan?
MS. RASMUSSEN: General Plan, yeah, excuse me.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Because community plans is where green space should be.
MS. RASMUSSEN: Sure. I understand the General Plan.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Okay. So, you're asking that the community plans take care
of the green space?
MS. RASMUSSEN: No. I'm asking that the General Plan take care of the-COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: All right, thank you.
MS. RASMUSSEN: I'm sorry. Thank you for clarifying that.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you. Members, additional needs to have any part of the testimony
restated? Thank you, Ms. Rasmussen.
MS. RASMUSSEN: Thank you.
CHAIR MATEO: Mr. Clerk.
DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK: Next person to testify is Warren Watanabe, testifying on
Committee Report 12-146.
MR. WARREN WATANABE (testifying on Committee Report No. 12-146):

Good morning, Chair Mateo, Members of the Council. My name is Warren
Watanabe, Executive Director of the Maui County Farm Bureau.
The Maui County Farm Bureau, on behalf of our, of our commercial farmers and
ranchers expresses the following concerns regarding the impacts of the proposed
water shortage rates on the viability of our industry. We understand this discussion
of the rates schedule will be placed on a future Budget and Finance Committee
agenda. However, we feel it is important to articulate our concerns for your
consideration.
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Agriculture on Maui and across the State is a focal point among industry, state, and
county government. During our HFBF Convention and again at WOW Farms on the
Big Island, Governor Abercrombie, Governor Abercrombie passionately spoke about
now being the time to enhance agriculture. He challenged the Legislature saying,
"You either go or you don't. You either have legislators that are bold or you don't.".
Viable farms and ranchers contribute not just to the well-being of a community but
provide a stable economic base.
We support the efforts of the department to change water usage patterns and
conservation of this resource. However, please recognize that agriculture has sought
means to conserve, maximizing use of drip irrigation and voluntarily reduce plantings
during the summer. The latter decision is based on the risk of not taking a crop to
harvest. However, unplanned reductions in water use will result in loss. Many
vegetable crops will not yield without adequate water and livestock cannot be told not
to drink water. In our current regulatory climate, some of the water use is needed to
meet food safety and other regulatory requirements. This water cannot be reduced.
Our understanding is the, is that the water shortage rates will be assessed when the
15,001 gallon threshold is reached. Most of our agricultural producers easily reach
this threshold as they are commercial producers with significant acreage. It has been
stated that the water shortage declaration should be for a very short time, but the
profit margins in agriculture are very slim. This will be coupled with a reduction in
revenue. When you total all of the expenses; will our farmers and ranchers be able
to remain in business? And I want to be clear, we are not requesting that agriculture
be exempt from water use restrictions, we ask for consideration of an exemption from
the proposed water shortage rates and penalty. As highlighted during our prior
testimonies, parallel actions need to occur as these water restriction policies are
implemented.
Examples of measures that can be taken include: one, provide water rate structures
that recognize agriculture's needs during droughts; strong support of drought
mitigation and other irrigation infrastructure initiatives during the 2013 Legislature;
activation of the Hamakuapoko wells; promotion of increased storm water capture
capacity; reevaluate original storage proposals-DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK: Three minutes.
MR. WATANABE: --associated with the Upcountry dual line.
CHAIR MATEO: One minute to conclude.
MR. WATANABE: Thank you. Pragmatic recognition of agriculture's needs in the Maui
Water Use and Development Plan.
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We recognize the various water needs of the community and we need to work
together to find a solution, a resolution to this issue but it should not be at the
detriment of existing users. We are willing to work with you to develop policies and
actions that will expand agriculture as a key contributor to the economy.
And may I add as you celebrate the holidays and plan your next, your meal, that you
buy local and support "Grown on Maui". Thank you.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you. Members, is there a need to have any part of the testimony
restated?
Mr. Pontanilla.
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you, Chairman. You, you know, the second part of
your letter, number 5, "Reevaluate of a original storage proposal associated with the
Upcountry dual line", understanding that the State of Hawaii has gone in for a bond
issuance in regards to taking care some of their needs. Would you know if part of
that need includes this Upcountry dual line and, you know, proposed storage area?
And, and how do you or how does a farmer on, on Maui going to lobby for this; make
sure that it's in?
MR. WATANABE: Well, you know, the Farm Bureau has always been a supporter and, for
water infrastructure improvements. Farm Bureau, they played a key part in getting
Kahakapao funded and, and constructed. The problem why we ask that this be
reevaluated is because the original plan did call for a storage reservoir. Due to the
large sum of money required to do the dual line, it was taken out and the dual line will
now, its source is now Kahakapao.
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay. Thank you. Thank you, Chairman.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you, Mr. Pontanilla. Members, further needs to have the testimony
restated? Thank you, Mr. Watanabe.
MR. WATANABE: Thank you.
CHAIR MATEO: Mr. Clerk.
DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK: Next person to testify is Jim Smith, testifying on Committee
Report 12-146, Bill 94, and Maui Island Plan.
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MR. JIM SMITH (testifying on Committee Report No. 146, Bill 94 (2012) and the Maui
Island Plant
Chairperson Mateo, Members of the Maui County Council, Merry Christmas. I
hopefully won't be seeing you again but that's not practical.
The, we, we have to put this in a political context. You are being diverted, okay. In
1992, the Mayor then in the State of the County Address, April 3, 1992, says,
wonderful ideas, new principle. We live in a constantly changing world. How do you
have law in a constantly changing world? You don't. We have to move away from
regulation. We have to instead be focused on results.
Now, the engine of that is the Office of Corporation Counsel. The engine of that is
the Office of Corporation Counsel. And in 1990, the Supreme Court in four different
cases rebuked uses of power by this Administration using these principles. Now we
come forward with two bills for the, from the Water Use Committee, okay. And you
focused on results, not the bills; you move them in, you move them out. You're
focused on results. You need to be focused on the bills.
And you've been diverted from that by this Administration, all right. And I hope that in
my testimony on these different bills, you will be able to see that. I'm going to ask
you to return those bills back to committee and look at what is happening.
For example, Bill 94, okay. And that is the power to the Director to change at will and
stop water meters, okay.
The rules of the Board of Water Supply clearly stated in 1977 that they seek to
ensure a just and fair distribution of water to the people of Maui County. It didn't say
to those who sign a list and who don't sign a list. It says the people of Maui County.
You have a bill before you that's going to take it away from some people; this
application for service. How is that possible? Was this, this state, this purpose
somehow repealed? I don't think it was. I really don't think it was. It couldn't be
implied by, repealed by implication. It shouldn't be repealed in any case.
If you look at the minutes for October 20, the Board of Water Supply, David Craddick
gives another alternative. He says, basically, that there should be at a total amount,
set up for the different areas, okay, how much water they should use in a specific
amount of time, this is at page 9.
DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK: Three minutes.
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MR. SMITH: And what? Okay. This is my last minute. And so then when the limit is
reached, the applications stop. You don't do a carte blanche. Besides, you'll need a
rule to do this. So, I ask you please return this to committee. That was my testimony
on, on Bill No. 94.
CHAIR MATEO: Members, is there a need to have any part of the testimony restated?
Thank you, Mr. Smith. Please proceed.
MR. SMITH: My next testimony is on, on Bill 146 [sic]. Now, Bill 146 [sic] is very, very
troublesome, okay because this means, okay, in 1992, again, in October 1992, there
was a finding of inadequacy set forth by a director as a press release; finding of
inadequacy, okay, and demand, and all of those things. And it was found in the court
and upheld by the Supreme Court to be a rule. A finding of inadequacy and the
actions you take is a rule.
Now you come at a time and you're asked to give the Director carte blanche to do
this. Why? There's other options. And two, it's a rule and you should, you can't do it
without rule-making authority and he doesn't have rule-making authority unless it's by
statute. So, you should give him rule-making authority if you want him to have it.
In the absence of that, you've got decree instead of consent governing. His decree,
not my consent. So, he has to do it according to rule. So, I'd ask you to take these,
this back, these two bills and look at it from the political point of view. Equal is equal.
Set up rules. Do it by rule, not discretion. Do it by the real thing, not the pretended
thing. This is my, my testimony on Bill 146 [sic].
And now I'd ask you to consider this Island Plan, okay. And it's interesting to note
that there are two legal questions that need to be asked and need to be given to you
in writing. And the first legal question that needs to be asked is the construction of a
constitutional provision, okay, how does that provide for the interpretation by a
director or, or anyone else for what it means?
My understanding is that a constitutional provision is read on, and this is Hawaii State
Law, it's ordinary meaning. And then, if there is some confusion, it's past practice.
Past practice for the General Plan has been a General Plan made specific by
community plans. That is the practice. That is the ordinary meaning as
demonstrated in two decades of the word General Plan.
And you, for seven years, have been dancing with the fiction of who? Planning?
Who? No, got to be Corporation Counsel. It has to be a fantasy world; a wonder
world. And you've give them too much credit. So, I would ask you please to take this
bill back, to see this.
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Now this is the minutes from October 2, 2012 of the Water Resources Committee.
And the Director of Planning says, "Thank you, Mr. Chair.". And this is page 4. "And
would really love for this committee to be under the Department of Water Supply."
What do you think that means the administrators are thinking your duty is? And this
is reflected time and again in this Island Plan.
I'd like you to turn to page 10 of your report, which is unnumbered. And you should
number this report. It's unnumbered because it went to public hearing. But it says
basically that your Committee was assured by the Planning Director that he would
initiate an amendment to the Maui Island Plan concurrent with the applicable
community plan update to ensure consistency with the community plan.
Don't you understand that your boundaries are regulatory and when you enact these
boundaries, they become entitlements? And then when you take them away, you
become libel for taking them back even though it's a, a, a community plan? Because
that's the argument that was given to you about greenways. They're turning you
inside out.
I'd ask you to return this committee, to committee and not let this fantasy continue,
because it's so simple yet it's, it's so enduring for employment in the Planning
Department. So, I would say please consider that there are legal questions that need
to be asked-DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK: Three minutes.
MR. SMITH: --and there are legal questions that need to be provided in writing-CHAIR MATEO: One minute to conclude.
MR. SMITH: --from the Office of Corporation Counsel.
Excuse me?
CHAIR MATEO: One minute to conclude.
MR. SMITH: Oh, I thought I extended beyond that. Well, I'll end my testimony now. Thank
you very much.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you. Members, is there a need to have any part of the testimony
rephrased? Thank you, Mr. Smith.
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Members, shortly we'll be taking a very short break. Before we take a, a break, the
Chair will go back to our District Offices to, to check in.
Hana District Office, is, is there anyone who wish to testify.
MS. LONO: The Hana Office has no one wishing to testify.
CHAIR MATEO: Lanai District Office, is there anyone who wishes to testify?
MS. FERNANDEZ: The Lanai Office has no one waiting to testify.
CHAIR MATEO: Molokai District Office, is there anyone who wishes to testify?
MS. ALCON: There is no one waiting to testify.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you. Members, at this time, this, this Committee, this Council will
take a five minute recess. We're going to be in recess for five minutes.
(THE MEETING WAS RECESSED BY THE CHAIR AT 10:52 A.M., AND WAS
RECONVENED AT 11:04 A.M., WITH ALL MEMBERS PRESENT, EXCEPT
COUNCILMEMBERS COCHRAN, HOKAMA, AND VICTORINO, EXCUSED.)
CHAIR MATEO: Council of the County of Maui regular meeting, December 7, 2012, will
reconvene.
Mr. Clerk, call up our next testifier.
DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK: The next testifier is Summer Starr, testifying on the Maui
Island Plan.
(Councilmember Cochran returned to the meeting at 11:04 a.m.)
MS. SUMMER STARR (testifying on the Maui Island Plan):
How's it, good morning. Not everybody's here but that's okay. I don't know, do any
of you guys spearfish or have family, friends that spearfish? If you ever go
spearfishing and you're looking for tako, often, guys will take the tako out and throw it
on their back and the thing will stick there until they can swim back into shore.
(Councilmember Victorino returned to the meeting at 11:05 a.m.)
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MS. STARR: And sometimes they stick them in a bag, but sometimes you throw them on
their back, tako stays there thinking it's the safest place and then the guy swims into
shore and then make the tako.
So, the tako yeah, the he'e, blind to the broader perspective, is clinging for dear life
to the very thing, and in fact the, the only thing that is steering it to its certain death.
So, with that I would say that the short-sidedness in decisions made out of a
perceived desperation are no substitute for dedicated consideration and long-term
solutions of self-reliance.
The patterns that play here are really evident, even to someone as young as myself.
Your constituents are consistently applying pressure to release you all of
perpetuating these patterns. So, making allowances for the short-term benefit of the
few, at the long-term detriment of the many that actually live in and enjoy these
spaces against the will of the majority in the simplest and shortest of terms is
undemocratic.
I don't have any specific suggestions on the General Plan. That's my, my feelings
on, in the exact moment on the addition of 400 acres to the Makena Resort plan at
the moment, but also as a guiding principle to the plan in general. Mahalo nui,
Chairman and Councilmembers.
CHAIR MATEO: Mahalo. Thank you. Will you please state your name for the record.
MS. STARR: Summer Starr from Makawao.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you. Members, is there a need to have any part of the testimony
restated?
Thank you, Ms. Starr.
Mr. Clerk.
DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK: Next testifier is Lee James, testifying on the Maui Island Plan.
MR. LEE JAMES (testifying on the Maui Island Plan):

Thank you, Councilmembers for being here today and listening to the people. My
name is Lee James. I am the President of Ultimate Snorkel/Ultimate Whale Watch,
which has been operating vessels out of Lahaina Harbor for over 20 years.
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I know there's many things to consider in the proposal as you have heard. You're
weighing the pros and cons for the people and have, that have voted for you. I
wanted to talk about the marine resources that will be affected by your decision;
mostly just all Olowalu. And I'd just like to make some broad statements about its
reef. It's composed of living organisms that make unique and beautiful area that
adds value to the experience of Maui, that's a fact.
We want the next generation to have the opportunity to experience this reef that has
taken hundreds and hundreds of years to grow. I safely can say that no one wants to
see this reef die. I also can safely state that there will be further development on
Maui. And our, our best research shows that our reefs are, are declining. And with
coastal development being a major threat, it's not the only threat, but it's a major
threat. Urbel, urbazi, urbalizing, sorry, urbanizing Olowalu uphill from Maui's last
remaining healthy reef would be pulling the plug on, on its life support system.
So, we owe it to ourselves and to further generations to have a clear understanding,
just have an understanding of, of how the detriment to this reef might, might evolve if
there's allowed to be development above the reef.
There are many options to weigh but the wrong choice at this stage could be
catastrophic to the reef. While we don't know yet about how to develop properly, you
just see example after example where there's major development then the reef
declines immediately afterwards. So, I just say just please kind of put the brakes on
until we have a firm understanding of how to develop an area without harming the
near reef area.
And, and I know it's, there's lots of decisions that go into, to a, a destruction of a reef,
but taking away this hurdle could, could be the first of a lot of poor decisions that, that
take away the reef for, for ourselves and our future generations. Thank you.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you. Members, is there a need to have any part of the testimony
restated? Thank you, Mr. James.
Mr. Clerk.
DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK: Next person to testify, Cynthia Sullivan, testifying on the Maui
Island Plan.
CHAIR MATEO: Cynthia Sullivan.
Mr. Clerk, proceed.
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DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK: Next person to testify, David Florence, testifying on the Maui
Island Plan.
MR. DAVID FLORENCE (testifying on the Maui Island Plan):
Aloha nui loa. Thank you for allowing me this half a minute to come before you, this
august Council to give testimony. Fm here to ask the Council to put back the green
space on the map and into the plan. Is this Council a part of a free and open
society? If so, an answer should be given by some one of you as to, one, why are
decisions of import to this community made behind closed doors? And two, why was
the green removed from the maps?
I have a concern over the absence of transparency. Please put it back. Thank you
very much.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you. Members, is there a need to have any part of the testimony
restated? Thank you, Mr. Florence.
Mr. Clerk.
DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK: Next person to testify, Dave Parish, testifying on the Maui
Island Plan.
MR. DAVE PARISH (testifying on the Maui Island Plan):
Aloha and good morning. My name is Dave Parish and I appreciate the opportunity
to give my testimony this morning advocating keeping protected areas on the
Directed Growth Maps as they were shown during the General Plan Committee
2012's review.
All growth and no green is not the balanced planning process the community has
worked so hard to develop nor does it give landowners or the community a clear and
concise road map they need. Short of changing the Maui Island Plan maps, we hope
the Council will consider adopting stronger language that shows a committed process
relating to protected areas on the diagrams as supported by the community
associations. We must do what is pono, protecting our island's greatest asset, our
beautiful aina. Mahalo for your time.
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CHAIR MATEO: Thank you. Members, is there a need to have any part of the testimony
restated? Thank you, Mr. Parish.
Mr. Clerk.
DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK: Next testifier, Mike Moran, testifying on the Maui Island Plan.

MR. MIKE MORAN (testifying on the Maui Island Plan):
Good morning. Aloha, Chair Mateo and esteemed Councilmembers. Warmest
holiday greetings from the Kihei Community Association and mahalo to you for your
service to the community with special emphasis to those not returning, Chair Mateo
and Vice-Chair Pontanilla. My name is Mike Moran testifying for the Kihei
Community Association.
As you prepare for the final review of the Maui Island Plan, the Kihei Community
Association again respectfully requests that you vote to exclude from the Urban
Growth Boundary, the 390 acres of Makena Resort property referenced as D035 in
the proposed amendment map.
In meeting with our South Maui Councilmember Couch last month, it is our
understanding that he is considering introducing a floor amendment this morning to
take this very action. And our Association commends this positive move. KCA urges
the other Councilmembers to support such an amendment.
As we have repeatedly told the Committee and then last week the full Council, KCA
has held many meetings over several years regarding the desired Urban Growth
Boundaries for Kihei and Makena. The entire community was invited to submit
written testimony, and public testimony was received on many occasions. Virtually
no one expressed a favor of including the 390 acres within the growth boundary. We
believe our community has spoken clearly but our government has not heard us.
Over the past five years, the Maui Planning Commission, GPAC, the former Planning
Director, and the Kihei Community Association all have reviewed and rejected the
inclusion of these 390 acres. But again, the present elected officials have not, not
seem to have heard this unified call.
Respectfully, we now urge our Council representative Couch to boldly step forth and
introduce this amendment, and that his fellow Councilmembers honor and support
the wishes of the residents of South Maui. Please vote to exclude these 390 acres
from the Urban Growth Boundary. Mahalo.
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CHAIR MATEO: Thank you. Members, is there a need to have any part of the testimony
restated? Thank you, Mr. Moran.
Mr. Clerk.
DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK: Next testifier, Edwin Lindsey, testifying on the Maui Island
Plan.

MR. EDWIN LINDSEY (testifying on the Maui Island Plan):
Good morning, Council. Good morning, Chair. My name is Edwin Lindsey,
otherwise known as Ekolu. I'm speaking today on behalf of Polanui Hiu as well as
my family and those things that cannot speak as well.
Polanui Hiu, who is that? This is our first time testifying. It's a group of community
members who have gotten together to try and bring back balance to our reefs. And
our project area is based off our family home in Lahaina. So, just wanted to share
with you our vision; that the waters of Polanui, which is the ahupua'a, are thriving
with an abundance of native fishes and limu. The community is empowered through
aloha, to malama, Na Papalimu 0 Pi'ilani, the name of the reef, and hoomau, in our
traditions for future generations.
So, we've been meeting for about two years now and we've decided to make a
statement this time around because what we've learnt throughout this process is that
the Olowalu reefs are seeding all of West Maui through Dr. Mike Field's research, this
new research test coming up.
So, I'd like to implore you to move Olowalu from the Urban Growth Boundaries. This
reef is a very beautiful reef and sacred and its seeding many of the West Maui reefs.
How does that affect us at Polanui? Well, from tsunamis and all the other problems
and land-based pollutions and everything else that are wrong with reefs, threats
include disruption . . . in erosion patterns, over-fishing, over-harvesting, reduction of
fresh water input and flow, sedimentation, and non-point source pollution,
recreational use of reef and near-shore waters, and discharge of chlorinated water
from swimming pools. Those are some of the threats that we have identified.
Now, I think we get a little confused when we look at the developers and plans as
opposed to just what the Urban Growth Boundaries are. So, I'd like to oki their
development side and keep that separate and just look at what those boundaries are.
We don't know what's going to happen so the decisions we make today is going to
have an impact, not in our lifetime, maybe two lifetimes forward.
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After all, we're only borrowing our world today from our children. And it is our
kuleana, our responsibility to return something better than when we got it. You no go
borrow somebody's tools or machines and then thanks eh, and give em back all
broke. We don't want to do that. So, it is our responsibility to maintain these reefs.
Maybe development in the future, but for now I'd like to keep it as is until we have
more information. I have no disrespect for Frampton and Ward and their
development issues. I think they're a wonderful project, but do I want to see this
place developed? No, I don't. Do we want to see it developed? No, we don't.
Polanui Hiu takes a stance on this case, we do not want to see it developed or put in
its Urban Growth Boundaries. We'd like to have those removed for our future
generations.
You know, it took about 40 years-DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK: Three minutes
MR. LINDSEY: --before I've seen what my son sees today. When we go diving in front of
our place, hardly see a hinalea swimming around. When I was his age-CHAIR MATEO: One minute to conclude.
MR. LINDSEY: When I was his age, I use to see bounty, all kinds of colors, all kinds of fish.
My grandfather would bring home whatever kind of fish he wanted, that my
grandmother wanted for dinner that night. I'd like to see that happen in Olowalu, as
well as happen again in front of my house. Mahalo.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you. Members, is there a need to have any part of the testimony
restated? Thank you very much, Mr. Lindsey.
Mr. Clerk.
DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK: Next person to testify, Gordon Cockett, testifying on the Maui
Island Plan.
MR. GORDON COCKETT (testifying on the Maui Island Plan):

Good morning, Mr. Mateo, ladies and gentlemen of the County Council. My name is
Gordon C. Cockett and I emphasize my middle initial again for the benefit of the
audience. There's three of us with the same name on this island. I don't want the
other two to get blamed for anything I say.
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I was, as I've said before, I was born and raised on this island, have lived in Lahaina
for the past 25 years or so. And the last week, when my testimony on the West Maui
inclusion in the plan, today I would like to go back to that and correct a mistake that I
made regarding Leialii not being reduced in size by you to a much smaller
development.
I would like to say here and now that I'd like to see you do the same thing to Olowalu.
Fifteen hundred units is what the plan originally was. Three thousand more cars on
our highway is what I'm concerned about. Others have spoken of the reef so I will
stick with the highway and the other infrastructure involved in this development:
schools, fire stations, police stations, part of the infrastructure. Developer, I believe
has said that they're going to do it, they're going to build. We have to staff those
things.
What about the highway? It's already inadequate. What is 3,000 more cars going to
do to it? Five miles an hour on occasion. I have driven behind a string of a hundred
cars or more. What is this going to do to the tourist industry? Who is going to be
laughing all the way to the bank while we experience this? Not you. You not going
to be laughing all the way to the bank. Maybe some of you are, I don't know. But,
please do to Olowalu what you did to Leialii. Please, it's too big.
A self-appointed konohiki of Olowalu says that she has told me. Well, if she told me
anything, my hearing aid must have been off-DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK: Three minutes.
MR. COCKETT: --because I didn't hear a thing. Thank you for your time.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you. Members, is there a need to have any part of the testimony
restated? Thank you, Mr. Gordon C. Cockett.
Mr. Clerk.
DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK: Next person to testify, Bill Paynich, testifying on the Maui
Island Plan.
MR. BILL PAYNICH (testifying on the Maui Island Plan):

Good morning, Council. Good morning, Chair. My name is Bill Paynich. I reside in
Haiku. I'm here because I'm a concerned citizen who's addressing parts of the Maui
Island Plan and I want to let you know that I've had a lot of choices before I moved to
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Maui full-time, twelve years ago. I first came through here on my way to the
Philippines with my father in 1957. And I've been coming back every now and then
and fell in love with Maui. And I know there's a lot of people who feel that way and
that's why they're going to come here and we're planning for this growth that we're
going to have.
The Maui Island Plan was constructed with a great deal of tireless effort on the parts
of individuals who are our community citizens, our ohana. And they listened to the
community when they constructed over seven years, painful years actually, and lots
and lots of hours of what should go into the plan and how it's going to affect everyone
with different opinions, different respect for the aina, for the green areas, and for
development which we're going to have. And we want to have control, and we want
to have controls that really work. Diagrams are diagrams. Maps are maps. The
community has ultimately come into an incorporation of their best thoughts into the
balanced plan and I repeat balanced plan for the, for our future growth.
My plan is basic policy overview is to have growth boundaries, functional balance,
and protected green areas defined by detailed maps for efficient, not ambiguous,
non-functioning tools, that diagrams will ultimately be. And that's to be used to
execute the plan successfully.
I am against the proposed removal of all the green spaces mapped on the Direct
Growth Maps that have been prepared with great thought. And I'm asking you to
please reconsider, maybe redirect some energy to a decision that's been made, the
elimination of the green and protected areas in our maps. And let's actually function
here with a balanced approach, because a balanced plan is a smart plan. And I
thank you for your time.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you. Members, is there a need to have any part of the testimony
restated? Thank you, Mr. Paynich.
MR. PAYNICH: Mahalo.
CHAIR MATEO: Mr. Clerk.
DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK: Next testifier, Michelle Sewell, testifying on the Maui Island
Plan.
MS. MICHELLE SEWELL (testifying on the Maui Island Plan):

Good morning, everyone. Thank you so much for your time. My name is Michelle
Sewell and I'm from Haiku. I'll make this short and sweet.
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I'm here this morning to ask the Council to have our green and protected areas put
back on the Maui Island Plan. Needless to say, I was surprised to hear that the
growth maps to be used for the next two decades will be void of protected areas.
Diagrams are not even the back of the bus, they're not even on the bus; they're third
class considerations at best.
Although I've lived on Maui for over twenty years, I have lived in many states and
traveled throughout the world. I have seen community plans that have worked by
incorporating both green and growth.
My husband Tom has worked on Southern California coastline cities on planning,
specifically community, green, and parks. And none of these areas has green been
disregarded in the general plan. This is not a radical idea. It's common practice to
have growth and green on general plans.
So, we expect smart and balanced growth and we look to a Council, we vote for a
Council, we campaign for a Council that's capable of moving us forward and not
backward. So, I thank you for your consideration and I hope to hear that the Maui
Island Plan will include all aspects of both growth and green. Thank you so much for
your time.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you. Members, is there a need to have any part of the testimony
restated? Thank you, Ms. Sewell.
Members, we're going to check in with our District Offices at this time.
Hana District Office, is there anyone who wishes to testify?
MS. LONO: The Hana Office has no one waiting to testify.
CHAIR MATEO: Lanai District Office, is there anyone who wishes to testify?
MS. FERNANDEZ: The Lanai Office has no one waiting to testify.
CHAIR MATEO: Molokai District Office, is there anyone who wishes to testify?
MS. ALCON: The Molokai Office has no one waiting to testify.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you. Mr. Clerk, call up the next testifier please.
DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK: Next testifier is Jobie Masagatani, testifying on the Maui Island
Plan.
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MS. JOBIE MASAGATANI, DEPARTMENT OF HAWAIIAN HOME LANDS (testifying on
the Maui Island Plan):
Good morning, Chair Mateo, Member, Members of the Council. My name is Jobie
Masagatani, Chairman Designate of the Department of Hawaiian Home Lands. In
the, in the interest of time, we've submitted our written testimony for the record but I
just want to cut right to the chase.
We do support both the inclusion of DHHL and DLNR lands in the Urban Growth
Boundary, but the priority and the bottom line for the department is to place back the
185 acres that is west of Mokulele Highway back into the Urban Growth Boundary.
That would allow for the properties to be consistent with its current designation as
part of Project District 10. So, that for the department is the priority.
As a second order of consideration, if you could also consider the 100 acres that are
designated for industrial. Five acres of that is intended to be used for wastewater
treatment plant. It would allow for a consistency in our plans as well as the County
plans. And other than that, if you have any questions, I'm available for questions.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you. Members, is there a need to have any part of the testimony
restated?
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Chair.
CHAIR MATEO: Go ahead, Ms. Cochran.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Thank you. And good morning, thank you for being here.
In your written, the very back page about the payment of delinquent lessee property
taxes.
MS. MASAGATANI: Yes.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: The income from the projects that could be upon the
lands you're asking to be put back in would, you know, profits off of that, revenues go
towards paying this County back at all? Have that, has that been discussed?
MS. MASAGATANI: The discussions regarding the delinquent property taxes is actually
ongoing right now. It wouldn't wait on this particular project. The tenants that we
have are businesses that do pay your property taxes as any other business would
do, once that property is actually developed.
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But when we're talking about the delinquent property taxes, we're talking about those
that relate to the homestead lessees, it's a different situation because you're unable
to enforce foreclosure on those properties. So, it's something that we're working with
your Administration very actively with to solve this problem for the County as well to
assist you with that.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Okay. Thank you. Thank you, Chair.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you, Ms. Cochran. Members, further need to have the testimony
restated? Thank you very much.
MS. MASAGATANI: You're welcome. Thank you.
CHAIR MATEO: Mr. Clerk.
DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK: Next testifier is Mahina Martin, testifying on Committee
Report 12-140.
CHAIR MATEO: Mahina Martin.
MS. MAHINA MARTIN (testifying on Committee Report No. 12-140):

Aloha. Good morning.
I'm here testifying with regards to the Public Land
Development Corporation; my favorite topic of the year. And before you, you have
done a tremendous amount of work. And so again, with gratitude, we tell you from
the community that we appreciate it moving forward as part of your Legislative
package.
And I will be leaving with the Council staff, a copy of an Attorney General's letter
dated 2011. And this whole Act 55, as you know, has been a premise on the idea of
DLNR receiving funding and for us to trust DLNR and the process it's going to take.
You will see in this October 11, Attorney General's letter, that in fact County laws will
be circumvented and zoning laws are not required to be followed. And while you
read this eight page memo from Ms. Wong, from the State Attorney General's Office,
you'll notice that it's dated almost a year, over a year ago and yet they proceeded
with work that was allowed under Act 55.
And of most concern among the fact that they could bypass County zoning and
requirements and General Plan requirements and, and everything that you're
discussing even before you today. It also allows for the PLDC to, that five member
board to actually make the decisions not required, they're not going to be required to
deal with just a local entity. They in fact have full authority to engage in contracts
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with foreign entities, non-State entities, and are not required to follow regulatory
requirements that most contractors and development projects would.
So, this should be of concern and I do, on behalf of, you know, the community, tell
you that moving it forward and fighting on behalf of our public is valuable. It protects
all the work before you with all of the General Plan works. It protects our labor
unions for the fact that it will give a clear message that hiring outside the State is not
favorable. That keeping to safety regulations that we require are necessary. And
keeping work here and employment opportunities for our local people is also
important.
So, I hope this Attorney General's letter, which is something new, have not come
before you, will provide you with additional information. And if the Honolulu City and
County has not approved their own measure, their own reso, it's okay, the neighbor
islands have always led the way. So, between the Maui Council, Kauai, and the Big
Island, you know, we tell you from the community of Maui, Maui County, you know,
imua. Move forward because this is the right thing. It, it clearly sends a message to
them with your support. So, I'll leave that with your, I guess with the desk here, all
right.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you. Members, is there a need to have any part of the testimony
restated? Thank you, Ms. Martin.
MS. MARTIN: Thank you, Chair. Thank you, Council.
CHAIR MATEO: Mr. Clerk.
DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK: Next testifier is Rene Umberger, testifying on Committee
Report 12-140, Committee Report 12-145, and the Maui Island Plan.
MS. RENE UMBERGER (testifying on Committee Report Nos. 12-140 and 12-145, and the
Maui Island Plan):
Good morning, Chair and Councilmembers. I'm Rene Umberger. I also want to just
reiterate thanks for your efforts on the PLDC.
I completely support the HSAC Package and with the inclusion of the abolishment of
the PLDC. And staying on that, staying on that note, I'll, and, but linking it to the MIP.
To me, the Maui Island Plan with last minute additional development, a needed
Olowalu urbanization, the overall all-growth no-green theme is Maui's own version of
the PLDC debacle. If the PLDC is worthy of repeal, as is being considered in the
HSAC package, then surely this development driven and community opposed Maui
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Island Plan is worthy of opposition until it receives the proper process and community
support; something as critically important as the Maui Island Plan deserves.
Okay, switching over to item 12-145 and 146. I can't help but notice the irony that
items related to injection wells and water shortages are listed next to each other on
the agenda. I'm opposed to item 12-145, believing that those funds are best used
elsewhere. I support attention and funds directed toward treating our water to a
higher level so it can be reused and the injection wells made obsolete as
communities around the world have done. Treating and reusing the estimated one
billion gallons of fresh water annually injected is an obvious path to reducing our
water shortages. Thank you.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you. Members, is there a need to have any part of the testimony
restated? Thank you, Ms. Umberger.
Mr. Clerk.
DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK: Next person to testify is Daniel Kanahele, testifying on the
Maui Island Plan.
MR. DANIEL KANAHELE (testifying on the Maui Island Plan):
Aloha mai kakou, Council Chair and Councilmembers, and Merry Christmas. My
name is Daniel Kanahele and I am testifying in support of removal of the 396 acres of
Makena Resort land from the Directed Growth Maps of the Maui Island Plan.
I suppose there are many reasons for including it. Some of them are, we need it.
Well, Makena Resort has the largest entitlements in terms of acreage and a potential
build out of any other development in that region. They have more than enough to
cover the 20-year span of the Maui Island Plan.
And this is not to mention the, the developments included in the northern part of the
region in North Kihei where potentially thousands of units could be built. Well, it's
included in the Kihei-Makena Plan. Well, that may be a good reason to include it in
the Urban Growth Boundary.
But Puunene Airport, 500 acres, is in the community plan, but not included in the
Urban Growth Boundary. You didn't include Maalaea Villages, Project District 11 in
the Urban Growth Boundary. And that's in the Makena community, Kihei-Makena
Community Plan so, you know, there are a lot of things that looked good 10, 15 years
ago, but maybe today, maybe they're not a good fit anymore.
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It would be a taking. Well, the underlying land use of this area is State agriculture
and County ag, so would need land use reclassification. It's not a taking, oh, there's
a golf course on it. Well, true, there is part of a golf course on it, but there's also a
remnant lowland dry-land forest which is the most endangered eco-system here on
Maui is also part of that 396 acres. Well, we need more, you know, high-end luxury
developments for increase our tax base.
The Wailea 670 development has proposed high-end housing developments and so
does the entitled lands of Makena Resort. I mean, those are all close proximity to
one another. There is more than enough high end developments in that area to
increase tax base. And I don't think you should always look at land use in terms of,
you know, what you can get out of it in terms of tax, you know, base for the County.
There are other policies in the Countywide and Maui Island Plan are, are important
too. So, there needs to be a balance, you know.
When the highest of most important goals and principles of both plans are to be
excellent stewards, stewards of our natural resources-DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK: Three minutes.
MR. KANAHELE: Thank you, Chair. And our cultural resources and to protect our natural
resources. So I think you have to balance when you look at a very sensitive area like
Makena.
Okay, well, you know, it's supported by GPAC, by the Maui Planning Commission-CHAIR MATEO: One minute.
MR. KANAHELE: --by the Planning Department, by the community. It's not supported by
the GPAC, it's never been supported by the Maui Planning Commission. It was not
supported by the Planning Department until this Administration. It was never on the
radar. And the community certainly doesn't support it. There's been an outcry on
this for many, many years.
So, I would ask you, out of respect for the Kihei-Makena community; for the KCA,
Kihei Community Association; and for our South Maui representative, please take out
the 396 acres of Makena Resort land from the Directed Growth Boundary. There's
really no good reason for putting it in there, that I can think of. Thank you for your
time.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you. Members, is there a need to have any part of the testimony
restated? Thank you, Mr. Kanahele.
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MR. KANAHELE: Thank you, Chair.
CHAIR MATEO: Mr. Clerk.
DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK: Next testifier is Russell Tsuji, testifying on the Maui Island
Plan.
MR. RUSSELL TSUJI, DEPARTMENT OF LAND AND NATURAL RESOURCES,
(testifying on the Maui Island Plan):
Good morning, Chair, Members of the County Council. Russell Tsuji of, here for
Department of Land and Natural Resources. I know you've seen me before and so I
want, I just want to be brief. But just to refresh your recollection, the State was
asking originally for the addition of approximately 692 acres into the Urban Growth
Boundary. Again, just to refresh your recollection, primarily the Department was
hoping to one day generate revenue from these lands to help support our
Department's Natural Resource programs.
We also, you know, thinking ahead, as you are aware DLNR is also the recipient
agency of all these land requests for other agencies such as public safety purposes
or judiciary purposes. So, we wanted to have adequate acres available should that
occur in the future.
Unfortunately, the, they did not pass the General Plan Committee and one of the
concerns that I heard anyway was the, the amount of acres and size. And so I just
want to ask this Council, we did submit on November 9, testimony with an amended
request trying to address this concern of acreage by reducing it down to that Parcel 1
attached as Exhibit "A" to our testimony which amounts to approximately 285 acres.
I think last time, last week when I was up here I meant to say 285, I think I, I don't
know if I erroneously said 185. But I really meant 285 referring to that testimony. So,
I apologize for that. I just ask that, respectfully ask that you consider our amended
request now before the County Council. Thank you.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you. Members, is there a need to have any part of the testimony
restated?
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Chair.
CHAIR MATEO: Mr. Victorino.
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COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Thank you. And thank you, Mr. Tsuji, for being here.
Just so that everybody, the public understands which parcel we were, you're referring
to. Parcel number 1, right, is the parcel you're referring to?
MR. TSUJI: Attached to that, that is identified on our map, attached to our testimony dated
November 9.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: November, yeah. I'm looking at that. So, you know, so
that, that, that land adjacent to where-MR. TSUJI: Yeah.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: --the original, it's actually Kahului side of now where the
Army and all of that is right?
MR. TSUJI: That's correct. That's correct and I, the acreage is approximately 285.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Two eighty five?
MR. TSUJI: Yes.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Okay. All right. Thank you, Chair. Thank you for that
clarification.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you.
Mr. Couch.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Thank you, Mr. Chair. And thank you, Mr. Tsuji, for being
here. Just so I, so I'm clear, you are asking for different acreage than DHHL? Is that
correct?
MR. TSUJI: DHHL was referring to the original request that we're putting in which, which
was roughly about 692 from the DLNR side. Again, I think DHHL's testimony or at
least the Chair's testimony this morning was, you know, their primary concern
obviously is their 185 that deemed under DHHL-COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: So, you're, but you want another 285 on the other side?
MR. TSUJI: That's correct.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Okay.
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MR. TSUJI: DHHL's lands is actually held in fee by them in, in trust for their, you know, for
their beneficiaries in, in their case in coproduction to help provide the homes and
infrastructure needed for their beneficiaries.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Okay.
MR. TSUJI: We also at DLNR believe that our lands are held in public trust as well, except
it's a, it's a different beneficiary class, yeah.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: So, maybe I'll ask you to play Solomon. If we had to choose
between the two, which would be the ones to do?
MR. TSUJI: Well, I think that's your decision.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Okay.
MR. TSUJI: Because the, if I, I'd be selfish, I'd say DLNR but, you know, that's really. I'm
not going to say that, I mean.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Okay. Thank you.
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Chair.
CHAIR MATEO: Mr. Pontanilla.
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Thank you, Mr. Fujii [sic], for being here. Just a
fast question. On the area that is being requested, I, I know the Planning
Department had in that one particular corner as an alternate site for the Maui jail. Am
I right?
MR. TSUJI: That's correct. Up at the, at the upper-VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: --right hand.
MR. TSUJI: Yes. That's correct.
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: That still holds?
MR. TSUJI: I, right, well, yes. I, I believe that's Mr. Spence, that's his preference for us, the
State to look at possibly moving it from the current location which is actually within
the Executive Order to the Maui County.
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VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Yes. And, and, and part of the reason is that there were a lot
of objections in regards to the proximity of the, to the highway.
MR. TSUJI: There were some I believe, yes.
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Yeah, okay.
MR. TSUJI: I, I believe Mr. Spence asked the State to look at the feasibility of the other
location which is again within that parcel that we're asking for, in the reduced acres of
285, yes.
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you.
CHAIR MATEO: Further questions, Members? Thank you, Mr. Tsuji.
Mr. Clerk.
DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK: Next person to testify is Netra Halperin, testifying on
Committee Report 12-140 and the Maui Island Plan.
MS. NETRA HALPERIN (testifying on Committee Report No. 12-140 and the Maui Island
Plan):
Aloha. I'm Netra Halperin. Thanks for listening to our testimony today. I want to talk
about the Maui Island Plan first. Many of my cohorts has spoken very, elucidating
very clearly about why we do not want the green maps taken out, the conservation
maps taken out.
And, I, I think it's, I want to put this in context and this is, I'm going to talk about the
PLDC later, and this is happening over the whole Country which is that corporate
interests are drowning out public interests. And with, the way I see it is that the
corporates, corporation's they, you know, build things, make things and they have a
place in our society. And then there's the people and their interest are often at odds
and we elect the representatives to, to stand up for the, the people's interest and
they're getting drowned out.
And sometimes it's through, you know, the positive campaign contributions, good
lobbying, and sometimes it's the threat of lawsuits. And I think that's what happened
here in the green space, is that there was a threat of a lawsuit. And to me that's
bullying. You know, anybody can threaten anybody with a lawsuit but, you know, we
have to stand up for the people. And that's what I think I, I beseech you please stand
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up for the people, all those citizens who worked all those years on the Maui Island
Plan and all these people.
Everybody who's come here has said we want the green space. And Maui is, you
know, we're a tourist island, we're all about our natural beauty and we can't just
spread, spread, spread like some communities. We have the ocean so our green
spaces are critical.
And then also, as I said, I wanted to speak about the PLDC and it's basically the
same thing where it, you know, as far as we all want to make money. We all want
money for the DLNR and for our parks and our, our natural spaces. But for instance,
many times citizens want to do businesses. For instance, like they talked about
okay, you could have a campground in this one park or, and there's many small
citizen, small community groups, non-profits, families, who could do a campground.
And so I think it, it would be good to allow commercial activities on our public lands,
but it needs to be the people. We need to have small local businesses, and that
creates the multiplier effect where you give, the public gives money to those
businesses and then they spread it around. And they spend money in the community
as opposed to mainland companies, foreign companies, then all the money leaves
the island. And jobs are great but ownership is even better. And there's a lot of
small businesses and family businesses that could benefit from that. So, thank you
for, Merry Christmas, thanks for hearing my testimony.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you very much. Members, is there a need to have any part of the
testimony restated? Thank you, Ms. Halperin.
Mr. Clerk.
DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK: Next person to testify, Irene Bowie, testifying on the Maui
Island Plan.
MS. IRENE BOWIE, MAUI TOMORROW FOUNDATION (testifying on the Maui Island
Plan):
Good morning, Chair and Members. I'm Irene Bowie with Maui Tomorrow
Foundation. I'm here to speak on the Maui Island Plan and the two points that I'd, I'd
like to speak about is the additional acres at Makena and language for green space
on the diagrams, and ask you at this eleventh hour to please remove the 390 acres
from the growth boundaries of Makena.
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Makena Resort already has 100 acres, 2,000 plus units approved in the Growth
Boundary; that's plenty for 20 years. No review panel or County official has
supported these acres until very much at the last minute. And mostly we would like
for you to make Makena Resort live up to the promises and the conditions of zoning
that they currently have before you give them anything further.
I would point out that, that ATC Partners is not a local company; it is a, a three
partners in this partnership. And the largest partner is a company out of New York.
So, they're very removed from what, what is in the best interest of this island. And I
think Mr. Revilla, who spoke before very poignantly, has made it clear to all of us that
they are really not being the good neighbor that they purport to be.
I would point out that Condition 32, the expansion of Maluaka Beach Park is still very
much up in the air. We don't know. That's been very, very controversial in where
Makena Resort wants that to go and what most of us in the community feel is the
language in the condition that would put it in the southern portion and be more
advantageous to community use. Until it was brought up by organizations, there
were gates and "no trespassing" signs at Maluaka. So, again, not a real good sign of
a good neighbor.
And on Condition 34 for the master plan for the State Park at Makena, they did put
together a report. We had a few meetings but the report was basically the work of
Oneloa Coalition that's been meeting for the last three years. And that's a coalition of
non-profit organizations and community stakeholders. So, I would say again, there's
a thousand acres, let's see what they do. And then we can add into this. It makes
sense and it's what we really need to do for South Maui.
And then just briefly, I would add to the many voices that have been here today and
in the last meeting, asking for stronger language for green space, joining in with the
Alliance of Community Associations and others. They've given you the language.
We really, really need stronger language to have some kind of a balance between
growth and green space.
And in closing, I would just ask you the Council, to give the gift of a commitment to
green space to Maui County for Christmas rather than letting this year pass-DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK: Three minutes.
MS. BOWIE: --as the great land grab of 2012. Thank you.
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CHAIR MATEO: Thank you. Members, is there a need to have any part of the testimony
restated? Thank you, Ms. Bowie.
Mr. Clerk.
DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK: Next testifier is Linda Magalianes, testifying on the Maui Island
Plan.
MS. LINDA MAGALIANES (testifying on the Maui Island Plan):
Good morning, Chair Mateo and Councilmembers. My name is Linda Magalianes,
Nahina Magalianes and I'm here to speak on behalf of the Olowalu Project. I am a
lineal descendent of the areas of where the development will be taking place.
And as far as I'm concerned, Olowalu is actually a historical, there's a lot of history,
there's a lot of historical things that's still is alive there. For example, my brother is
the caretaker of Kaiwaloa which is the piko of the ahupua'a. I am a lineal
descendants of Haia Kalani, Kawehena, Nahooikaika, Haia, and Haia Kekai. And the
reason why I'm here today is because I'm, my, the State of Hawaii shows my name
on as a lineal descendant on the kuleana land of Kawehena.
I was not spoke to about this whole development. That's my question. I don't want to
see the developing there. I don't have a, I mean they have a great developing plan,
but it's not for Olowalu. It, it will destroy the reef. I actually was, learned how to swim
in Olowalu Landing. So, that's why I'm here today to testify, that I don't want to see
the developing there.
And in their paperwork it states that how they want to bring the family back home.
How you going bring the family back home to Olowalu that's not living there? Are
you going to make them pay you for another home?
My descendants from there; my mother, my grandmother, my great-grandmother, not
only on one side, I get double-headers out there, Haia Kalani's this side with
Kawehena, Nahooikaika on my other side. I want to go back home to my property.
Prior, before Pioneer Mill it was belong to our family. After the Pioneer Mill came in,
what happened? We lost it.
In the assessments I read, I see only people who's talking about the developing, who
wants the developer. They don't even live there, I don't live there. But I still have
family members who live there but their names not on the assessment that they were
spoke to about what's happening. The ones on the outside is who was spoke to,
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who's not being in, impacted by this developing. That's what I see in the
assessments.
Yesterday there was a meeting in the cultural planning. I need to apologize to
Mr. Frampton.
DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK: Three minutes.
MS. MAGALIANES: Only on one condition because I got married November 11.
CHAIR MATEO: One minute to conclude.
MS. MAGALIANES: I went down there. I wanted to get married at the landing. I called, not
Bill Frampton's office, but Peter Martin's office to ask permission for me to use the
landing which is public. I was told no on November 11, 2011. That hurt me very,
very much cause I am a lineal descendant and to get told no, you cannot. I did that
only because in respect for them. But that's the answer I got. So, Mr. Frampton, I
apologize cause I thought that was your office. But that was Peter Martin's office
who told me no, I couldn't have my ceremony for five minutes; just five minutes I ask
to do it there and I couldn't. Thank you, Council for listening.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you. Members, is there a need to have any part of the testimony
restated?
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Chair.
CHAIR MATEO: Mr. Victorino.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: I'm interested, what was the rationale for them to say no
to you for the use of the landing?
MS. MAGALIANES: Because, because they were, they were having a wedding that
afternoon. And apparently where the set-up was for the ceremony, would have,
cameramans would have been diagonal straight into the, the part that I wanted to
use.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: I see.
MS. MAGALIANES: And he told me that they would call cops on me if I went there anyway.
I would've got all the proper permits to go do it in a public place by all means. But I
just wanted to make sure that I won't get a hard, I won't have hard time with them
because in the past when we wanted to go down there and utilize the property to, for
fishing and all that with the Nahooikaika's and all that, they locked the gate on us.
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They, from allowing us to enter. And yet we're all lineal descendants there and we
always get told no or they lock the gates. We cut the lock and they call the cops.
And, but that's our Hawaiian rights to utilize the beach area.
And, so anyway, she told me no. She told me that she could show me three other
places. So, I respected that and I followed her. Guess where was the three other
places? In the kiawe bushes. I asked her, would you want your daughter to get
married here? You, you, you for real? I walked away crying with a broken heart
cause that's supposed to be a special day for me. I was so angry but I didn't show
her that.
I come, my family come from Olowalu. My mom is from Olowalu and that's the way I
was treated. And I don't know if this development would treat the rest of the lineal
descendants who's from there or the family who's still there. Is this the kind of things
going happen to them?
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Well, we hope not. Thank you.
MS. MAGALIANES: I hope not too. Thank you.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Thank you.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you. Thank you very much, Ms. Magalianes.
Mr. Clerk, proceed.
DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK: Next person to testify, Katherine Smith, testifying on the Maui
Island Plan.
MS. KATHERINE SMITH (testifying on the Maui Island Plan):
Good morning, Chairman Mateo. Good morning, Councilmembers. Thank you for
allowing me to testify. My testimony is in favor of Olowalu Town Plan.
The debate about Olowalu Town has taken many turns and I am grateful for the
opportunity as a volunteer and a historian for Olowalu Cultural Reserve to be able to
plant and weed Native Hawaiian plants in the reserve and to learn how to make poi
and to relax listening to Olowalu Stream.
I am grateful to hear the stories of the kupuna of this place who worked so hard over
the past four years in giving their input into the plan. Aunty Adeline Rodrigues, and I
had the opportunity to also spend time with Aunty Adelaide Sylva who lived in
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Olowalu until age 11 with her grandparents, she's now 96 years old, and hear her
stories in her own words.
I'm particularly heartened by the new "West Maui Ridge to Reef Initiative", created to
address sediment and chemical pollution of our West Maui reefs. At a meeting on
this Tuesday night, all agencies with environmental jurisdiction on West Maui told the
community about their goal to plan and enact land based mitigation of storm run-off
that now runs into the sea and what they say is the reason West Maui reefs are in
such bad shape.
The mitigation steps that were proposed at this meeting are not new. They started in
1970 on the mainland on both coasts; east and west. And materials and techniques
have been in use for many, many years, but in Hawaii we're a little bit behind.
So, dead waterways and inshore habitats have been restored using drainage strips,
that's thick grass terraces that follow the contour lines and so that water does not run
directly to the ocean; berms and swales that are dikes and valleys to redirect run-off
to retention ponds instead of draining directly into the sea and the sediment then falls
out and it's there protected by vegetative barriers; planned run-off watercourses that
actually reuse the storm run-off from kona events and used later for irrigation; and the
so called soft mitigation where, that includes planting grasses and native shrubs to
prevent erosion.
All of these things are wonderful things that help preserve the Chesapeake Bay and
bring back the Potomac River. Also, to, that protect now the Puget Sound. They are
already a part of Olowalu Plan and the, the West Maui Ridge to Reef will be doing
them in Lahaina and the Kaanapali mokus to also restore those reefs.
DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK: Three minutes.
MS. SMITH: Thank you.
CHAIR MATEO: One minute to conclude.
MS. SMITH: The way I see it, you have some developers who already know about these
strategies, these old strategies, and have, and want to put them into use. And then
you have up in a little further north, you have a consortium of government agencies
that want to put them into use to restore and reclaim the reefs that have already been
damaged. And so we have an opportunity not only to use the techniques that are
proven on the mainland to, to protect our reefs and allow people to live next to the
ocean, but also to, to actually restore the reefs that already been damaged.
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So, I'm in favor of the Olowalu Plan because it contains these proven measures. The
whole ahupua'a, mountain to sea. And I'm in favor of the Maui County enacting
enforcement measures for best practices requiring storm run-off mitigation as an, that
they would put, that those things would be in-DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK: Four minutes.
MS. SMITH: Oh, sorry. That, that would be put in place for the new November rules that
have, were recently enacted. And also that there would be some way to include rules
and enforcements for the CC&R's of the communities after the developers give them
over. Thank you very much.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you, Ms. Smith. Members, is there a need to have any part of the-COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Chair.
CHAIR MATEO: --testimony restated?
I'm sorry, go ahead, Ms. Cochran.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Okay, thank you, Chair. Good morning. Thank you for
being here. How long have you been assisting with this plan or the project, you've
been involved?
MS. SMITH: I've been, I've been volunteering at Olowalu Cultural Reserve for three years.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: So, you weren't, were you around during the GPAC days
of this plan?
MS. SMITH: Yes.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: And can you clarify back then, were the makai land
portions included back then in the discussions?
MS. SMITH: I don't remember.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Thank you. Thank you, Chair.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you, Ms. Cochran. Members, further questions? Thank you very
much, Ms. Smith.
Mr. Clerk.
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DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK: Next testifier is Kimo Haynes, testifying on the Maui Island
Plan.

MR. KIMO HAYNES (testifying on the Maui Island Plan):
Good morning.
(Councilmember Baisa was excused from the meeting at 12:05 p.m.)
MR. HAYNES: I thought I was going to be the only one to come down here and testify
today, but I was wrong. My name is Kimo Haynes. I'm a homeowner in the
Maunaolu Plantation Subdivision.
Will Spence proposed to, to designate our neighborhood as rural which went to a
vote last month and did not pass. And the reason that I was given was that there
was just no input from our neighborhood. I think only one person actually testified.
(Council Chair Mateo was excused from the meeting at 12:05 p.m.)
MR. HAYNES: I testified on, last month on the thirteenth and, in support of the proposal,
and informed the Council that we would be holding our annual HOA meeting later
that week. And we would have more home, homeowners there at that, on Friday the
sixteenth. At that meeting we were able to get signatures from, of 20 of the
39 residents that, homeowners that live in that neighborhood in support of this
proposal, to designate our subdivision as rural. I've submitted that and sent it by
email to the Council.
And in addition, a lot of the, of our homeowners are non-residents of Maui or parttime residents, I should say. So, they weren't at the homeowners' association
meeting. So, I couldn't actually talk to all of our homeowners, but I was able to get
20 of the, the homeowners that were there.
The reasons that we support this is that we want our neighborhood to be called what
it is. We're a rural neighborhood. We're not an agricultural neighborhood. We, we
have hobbyists who do have agriculture in their homes, in their property, but for the
most part we're a rural neighborhood.
We also have a private water system. Our water system is not designed to support
full agriculture in that area. So, we have limitations on our, our water there.
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And third, we'd like to reduce the burden imposed on the County for enforcing any
kind of ag restrictions or rules on our, our neighborhood because we, we really are a
rural neighborhood.
You know, I, I apologize; we apologize for being late to the table on this issue. But,
we're asking the Council, revisit this issue for Maunaolu and devote to designate
Maunaolu Plantation Subdivision as rural on the Maui Island Plan. Thank you.
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you, Mr. Haynes. Members, any questions for the
testifier at this time. Seeing none, thank you very much.
Mr. Clerk.
DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK: Next person to testify is Andrea Bendlin, testifying on the Maui
Island Plan.
(Council Chair Mateo returned to the meeting at 12:07 p.m.)
MS. ANDREA BENDLIN (testifying on the Maui Island Plan):

Good morning. I will be reading testimony today from Dr. Eric Brown, a Marine
Ecologist who could not be here.
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the proposed rezoning of Olowalu on
Maui to allow urban development. I do not support this land use change because of
the negative impact it will have on the quality of life of people on the island and the
potentially damaging effects that coastal development would have on the adjacent
reef system.
Tourist come to Maui for the natural beauty of the breath-taking vistas, accessible
sandy beaches, outdoor activities, scenic ocean environment, and favorable weather.
They typically do not come to Hawaii to view urban development, sit in traffic, or visit
degraded reefs. They can go elsewhere to experience these negative effects. How
can residents and tourists value scenic areas if the government officials and resource
managers in charge of protecting these treasured areas don't appreciate them as
well?
I have studied the near-shore environment at Olowalu since 1991 as part of my
doctoral dissertation and as part of the coral reef monitoring assessment program.
This research focused on both the coral communities and fish populations. The reef
tracked along this stretch of coastline had some of the highest coral cover on Maui
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and has remained relatively stable since that time. Many of the researchers who
have studied this area attributed the stable coral community to the lack of coastal
development.
In 2000, I was asked by Ed Lindsey of the Ohana Coalition and Hannah Bernard of
the Hawaii Wildlife Fund to assist in an assessment of the reef system fronting
Hekili Point off of Olowalu.
The final report documented the existing reef condition as relatively healthy and
highlighted unique features of the reef system adjacent to the Olowalu Stream and
the reef flat area southeast of the pier. It would be a shame to lose these unique
nursery ground for both invertebrates and fish.
Structurally, the reef system at Olowalu is one of the best-developed coral reefs not
only on Maui, but around the State of Hawaii. Some of the largest and probably the
oldest coral heads in the State are located within this reef tract. Due to its large size
and diversity of species, this reef system may actually be a source of coral larvae
along the West Maui coastline and probably contributed to the recovery of the reefs
fronting Lahaina and Puamana following Hurricane Iniki in 1992. All of these
elements and unique features would be negatively impacted by urbanization of the
Olowalu area.
Urbanization of coastal areas has been known to contribute to degradation of the
adjacent reefs due to several key factors. These factors include nutrient enrichment
from sewage and fertilizer; sedimentation; and hardening of the land surfaces, which
speeds up the flow of pollutants to the ocean. Some might argue that urbanization
would actually improve certain parameters influenced, influencing reefs health.
Unfortunately, the track record is not good in Hawaii.
DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK: Three minutes.
CHAIR MATEO: One minute to conclude.
MS. BENDLIN: In reality, it is much easier to save or protect a reef that is still in fair sheet,
shape, than to try and resurrect a reef that has been degraded and will continue to do
so unless stressors are removed.
Fixing the problems to save reefs after urbanization has occurred would be far more
difficult and expensive than setting aside a watershed initially for non-consumptive
uses. The reef environment provides oxygen for us to breathe, food to eat, shoreline
protection from storms, recreational opportunities, and income from tourist activities.
There are not many developments that can do all of the above, especially over the
course of hundreds or thousands of years.
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Therefore, I strongly believe that the State in partnership with local communities
needs to protect prime examples of intact reef systems in Hawaii by limiting coastal
development and urbanization in adjacent watersheds. Thank you.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you. Members, is there a need to have any part of the testimony
restated?
Mr. Couch.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Thank you, Mr. Chair. And can I get your name?
MS. BENDLIN: Oh sorry. Andrea Bendlin.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Spell that last.
MS. BENDLIN: A-N-D-R-E-A Bendlin, B-E-N-D-L-I-N.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Thank you. And who, Ms. Bendlin, who is Dr. Eric Brown?
MS. BENDLIN: He is a Marine Ecologist, originally based on Maui, now living on Molokai
that has done a lot of research here off of Olowalu.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Okay, thank you.
MS. BENDLIN: Thank you.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you, Mr. Couch. Members, further questions? Thank you very
much.
Mr. Clerk, please advise the Chair how many more testifiers are lined up.
DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK: Chairman, we have five more testifiers in the chamber and one
recall.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you. Members, the Chair is aware of the time. We do, we haven't
started getting into our own agenda at this point. The Chair is going to, if there's no
objections, we are going to take a, our lunch recess right now. And we will be
returning back to the chambers at 1:45. Any objections?
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Chair.
CHAIR MATEO: Mr. Victorino.
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COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Yeah, and I, you know, if we have six more, for me, I'd
like to just get that done because I would like to know when we return, and I'll be
unable to be back cause, you know, I'll be leaving at one. But I'd rather get that done
so that that's all cleared up and then the business of, at hand can be taken care of
and not have more testimony. That'll and Mr. Chair, if I'm not mistaken, that also
continues to leave testimony open to a much later hour. So, my, my way is let's
finish it up. If we got six more, let's finish it up, let's check with our districts. And, and
at that point, if there's nobody, we can close public and then move on with the
business at hand.
CHAIR MATEO: Members, the Chair is going to ask each of you to, to comment on our
need to recess at this point.
Mr. Carroll.
COUNCILMEMBER CARROLL: No comment.
CHAIR MATEO: Ms. Cochran.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Chair, I always respect your, your, you know, advice. I
would much rather just finish off testimony at this point, Chair. Thank you.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you.
Mr. Couch.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: No comment.
CHAIR MATEO: Okay.
Mr. White.
COUNCILMEMBER WHITE: I'm available either way.
CHAIR MATEO: Mr. Pontanilla.
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Chairman, I asked to be excused.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you. Members, we're at a point where we're going to start to lose
quorum. So, we'll stay. We'll complete the testimony and I'm going to ask all of you,
remember, it's here. The day starts here. We heard it this morning and that's our
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commitment. The day starts here. We're going to finish public testimony. We're
going to take a very short lunch break. You need to be here on time. Okay.
Mr. Clerk, call up the next testifier please.
DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK: Next testifier is Lesley Bruce, testifying on the Maui Island
Plan.
MS. LESLEY BRUCE (testifying on the Maui Island Plan):

Good afternoon. Mele Kalikimaka. My name is Lesley Ann Bruce.
I would like to change the words in the introduction, the vision and core values. It's
the last item on the list of values, page 1-16, item K. Please restore the words,
"resolve land" and "ownership entitlement issues".
The second problem I wish to address is Diagram 6-1 to be found in Chapter 6,
following page 74, "Regional Transportation Network, Island of Maui, Diagram 6-1".
The conceptual transit corridors have not been given thorough attention considering
the proposed population increases on Maui and the statistic that indicates that one in
four persons on Maui will be a senior citizen in 2030.
We all experience every day, at present on Maui, most roads are two-lanes, crowded,
potentially dangerous lanes of traffic. In most neighborhoods, the combination of
30,000 visitor cars, with the cars of residents, plus bicycles, motorcycles,
pedestrians, and skateboards some places, take today's road, make today's roads
congested and full. We need to give more serious condition, consideration to the
acquisition of transit corridor land. The land will not get cheaper in the future. The
time to plan and buy the transit corridors is now. The Regional Transportation
Network Diagram 6-1 needs to be revised to accommodate the realities of an aging
population and forecasted population increase.
Furthermore, making a bike trail from Haiku to Makena around Kahikinui is putting
bikers at risk of accidents and death. The same principle applies to the bike trail
shown from Honokohau to Waiehu. Bikers would be put at risk of death and in, or
injury.
My last comment relates to greenways on Diagram 6-1. Maui Island greenways are
listed on the legend; however, when you hunt for greenways, there is one greenway
visible and it's in Kaanapali. The rest have disappeared.
DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK: Three minutes.
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MS. BRUCE: Thank you very much. Please restore all the greenways.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you. Members, is there a need to have any part of the testimony
restated? Thank you, Ms. Bruce.
Mr. Clerk.
DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK: Next testifier is Lucienne de Naie, testifying on the Maui Island
Plan, Bill 88, Bill 89, Bill 90, Bill 91, and Committee Report 12-140.
MS. LUCIENNE DE NAIE [testifying Committee Report No. 12-140, Bill 88 (2012),
Bill 89 (2012), Bill 90 (2012), Bill 91 (2012), and the Maui Island Planl:
Aloha and Happy Holidays to all of you. No worry, going be short.
CHAIR MATEO: Yeah. Just advise us which item you going to be referencing.
MS. DE NAIE: I'm going to start with, with item H, Report 12-140, committee reports.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you.
MS. DE NAIE: And I would just like to say that the Policy Committee has done really good
work to move forward your resolution to the Hawaii State Association of Counties
Legislative Package and just support the work that's done and urge you to move it
forward. So, short and sweet.
Moving on to the budgetary matters supporting the UV Expansion in the Lahaina
Wastewater Treatment Plant. There's a number 88, 89, 90, 91, amending the budget
to improve our use of reclaimed water in West Maui. A great investment and heading
in the right direction. We need water there and we need it to be good quality water.
So, this makes that possible. So, thank you for your consideration on those items.
Now, to the Maui Island Plan, which is my main focus. I'm testifying on behalf of
Sierra Club Maui Group. We have sent in written testimony to you folks. First of all, I
would just like to say, as to the 390 acres in Makena, besides the process of, you
know, GPAC itself and the Planning Commission reviewing this plan, the Planning
Department held a charrette in South Maui. And about 50 people, residents of South
Maui, participated in the charrette. No GPAC members were invited to attend. It, it
was for the public only, you know, just to get their raw input. They had three
breakout groups. Two of those groups very strongly recommended just limit any
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future growth in Makena. So, this 390 acres is just going a step in the wrong
direction from what everybody's heard from the public.
On to the testimony that I sent in to you folks about the, the diagrams and the green
spaces. The Sierra Club really strongly supports looking at language, the one policy
that refers to these diagrams. If the Council is not going to change back to the maps
that we all knew and reviewed for the five-year GPAC and, and Planning
Commission, and Planning Department process. And if you're insisting on using
diagrams, please realize that right now these diagrams only say two things, your
policy relating to the diagrams, it says, the diagram maps, diagrams, should be
reviewed when, you know, land use changes are being considered and that the
Council and the Administration should be notified. Well, that is not enough.
We really need other language and we ask that you add two other points. You need
to ask, direct the review bodies, and this could be the Planning Commission or the
Council or, you know, whoever has an, an item under review that they look at the
project and ask that the project designs exclude these sensitive areas. They can
have a project, they just need to have a project that has the right design. And this
language needs to be in. They're suggested language that, that you could use.
And then the second thing that we ask is that the protected areas that are shown on
the diagrams now, that there's some language that says that they will be included in
the drafts of the community plan. I hear reference to, oh yeah, the community plan is
the place to talk about this but, no one's connected the dots. They'll be on these
diagrams and someone should connect the dots and say they'll be on the draft of the
community plans for discussion. And then the community can make their decisions
rightfully so. But if there's nothing to connect them, we may end up with maps for the
community plans that do not have any of these things on them, or only have some of
them on them. And the rationale will be, well, the plan was silent on that matter so
staff had no direction to act.
So, we just ask that you strengthen the language and clarify the language. This is
consistent with what our Charter says. Our Charter really asks that we, we talk about
growth.
DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK: Three minutes.
MS. DE NAIE: Thank you. And landforms, and these green spaces are landforms. We
don't want it to be said, you know, that this is just about growth and not about
anything that's going to be protected because, and that's not how these decisions
were made when the citizens and these planning bodies debated them. They looked
at each project and the, and the, and the Urban Growth Boundary that went with it in
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terms of where were the protected areas and where were the growth areas and how
they fit together.
CHAIR MATEO: One minute.
MS. DE NAIE: Thank you. And Merry Christmas.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you.
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Chair.
CHAIR MATEO: Members, is there a need to have any part of the testimo-VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Chair.
CHAIR MATEO: --testimony restated?
Mr. Pontanilla.
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Thank you, Lucienne for being here. I was going
to leave, but I'm glad I stayed.
MS. DE NAIE: Well, thank you for coming back.
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: The question I have for you, you know, you talk about the
community plans and, you know, we doing the Urban Growth Boundary, and
sometimes we leave out things that are important in, in the existing community plan.
One of the issues that I have in regards to the Maui Island Plan, we, we, we do have
a present community plan. I just want your comments in regards in that the existing
community plan should be left intact and should be reviewed and if there's changes
that need to be made to comply with the urban, new Urban Growth Boundary, then at
that time that CP, Community Plan Advisory group do that change?
MS. DENAIE: Yes, but the, the Planning Department will submit a draft for that change.
You know, the CAC's do not sit down and draw that map.
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Oh yeah, yeah, I understoo, understood.
MS. DE NAIE: So, this, this is, this is the direction to your Planning staff. And if it's not in
your planning documents what direction they're supposed to have, then it's unclear
for them. And I think you're, you're putting them at a disadvantage. And you know,
the public is just mystified why these maps that we've been reviewing, the Directed
Growth Maps, have shown these green spaces from our existing community plans,
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most of them are on existing community plans. They may not be publicly obtained
yet.
So, I, I think your question is, you know, how does this all fit together. And my
answer is yes, the decisions made at the community plan level but there's a draft to
say yes this, no that.
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Yeah, thank you.
MS. DE NAIE: Thank you.
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you.
CHAIR MATEO: Members, additional questions? Thank you, Ms. de Naie.
MS. DE NAIE: Have a green Christmas.
CHAIR MATEO: Mr. Clerk.
DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK: Next testifier, Robin Newbold, testifying on the Maui Island
Plan.
MS. ROBIN NEWBOLD (testifying on the Maui Island Plan):
Aloha and thank you, Council Chair Mateo and Councilmembers for the opportunity
to speak. I'm Robin Newbold. I'm a Marine Biologist and a concerned Maui resident.
And I'm asking you to remove Olowalu from the Urban Growth expansion, I guess.
And, and also the 390 acres, the additional acres in Makena.
You know, we're really baffled, we don't understand. Urbanizing Olowalu just doesn't
make sense. We're wondering why any rational person would do that. Think about
it. Olowalu isn't a safe place to live. It's located at sea level and sea level is rising.
Already the roads washes out during storms. It's going to be more so in the future.
There's no adequate evacuation route. Olowalu is located in a tsunami inundation
zone. Why would you encourage, why would anyone encourage folks to live there
when there's so much land mauka?
Traffic is already slow from Maalaea to Lahaina as we heard earlier. Any reasonable
person knows that and they know that it'll be totally snarled when construction trucks
start from Maalaea going towards Olowalu and on to the urban areas of Lahaina.
And when 4,000 people are living there the traffic will be unbearable.
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Olowalu will have an extremely negative impact on west side residents, visitors,
businesses, hotels, and thus our economy because of the traffic problems. What we
do in one place on Maui affects the rest of Maui so we must think holistically. Any
reasonable person knows that development adjacent to a reef destroys the reef. It's
just a fact. It's happened everywhere in the world where development has occurred.
An engineer might tell you it's possible to prevent sedimentation during building, but
he might also tell you it's possible to build a bridge to Oahu. It's just not economically
feasible.
Coral at Olowalu provides new recruits, as you • heard from Ekolu earlier today, for
West Maui, Lanai, and Molokai. Olowalu reef and therefore what we do at Olowalu, if
we destroy that reef, which I believe we will and all the other scientists do as well,
that it will impact those other areas.
The Olowalu reef in itself is important for fishers and for-DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK: Three minutes.
MS. NEWBOLD: --our lucrative. Thank you. And for our lucrative snorkel and dive
industry. A new town at Olowalu will damage the reef.
The County can't afford-CHAIR MATEO: One minute.
MS. NEWBOLD: --to provide, thank you, basic services to a new town so far from current
infrastructure. Diverting funds from current areas will negatively impact other Maui
residents. Olowalu is located in a watershed that is critical habitat and provides an
important part of our water needs. Urbanization at Olowalu will totally alter that.
Urbanization will attract many new construction workers who will compete with Maui
residents for jobs and housing. They'll need schools, police, and other services, and
a continued source of construction work for decades to come. The number of
affordable housing in the current plan at Olowalu is minimal and there are plenty of
other-DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK: Four minutes.
MS. NEWBOLD: --safer more convenient locations for affordable housing. Please look at
the big picture. Please do what's pono for all Maui residents and leave the green
spaces on the map in Chapter 8 in place. Thank you very much.
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CHAIR MATEO: Thank you. Members, is there a need to have any part of the testimony
restated? Thank you, Ms. Newbold.
MS. NEWBOLD: Thank you. Merry Christmas.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you.
Mr. Clerk.
DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK: Next testifier is Alex Quintana, testifying on the Maui Island
Plan.
MR. ALEX QUINTANA (testifying on the Maui Island Plan):
Aloha kakou. My name is Alex Quintana. I'm a UHMC student and first time testifier.
Here it goes.
I'm testifying against the addition of the 390 acres in Makena. In school, learning that
there's a lot of delicate environments in that area such as in anchialine ponds in the
Ahihi-Kinau area, the destruction of reefs from the development, the dry land forests
with the wiliwili trees are in there, turtle nesting areas. It's a really sensitive area and
this development will affect that greatly.
Socially, it's a area of relaxation and recreation. Myself, family, friends, all use that
area. And we look forward to the uncrowded, uncrowdedness of the area, the
wildness of the area. And having 2,000 proposed homes there is really going to
affect that, the crowds, trash, and just general impact of people there.
And I don't know what kind of people are going to be there. Is it people from the
mainland that don't know anything about our islands, how to take care of it or, you
know, what's going to happen? I don't know, I'm scared.
And there's some questions in my head. Where, where is the water coming from?
Where is the food coming from for these people? What do these people bring to the
island that are going to live there? Are they from here? And also is, I know we're
looking for jobs now and is construction really a secure way for jobs? Once they
build that, where are they going to move to next. It's an island, only so much land.
And again, where is the water and food? I thought we were in a shortage of water.
And we import ninety percent of our food. Are we going to import more? Why not
make some farms?
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Myself, I, I'm, I'd like to be a farmer one day. When I empower myself and other kids
like myself, so we can help out Maui. Those are my concerns and my view. Thank
you for listening.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you. Members, is there a need to have any part of the testimony
restated? Well done, Mr. Quintana.
MR. QUINTANA: Thank you.
CHAIR MATEO: Mr. Clerk.
DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK: Next testifier is Kekoa Enomoto, testifying on the Maui Island
Plan.
MS. KEKOA ENOMOTO (testifying on'the Maui Island Plan):
Aloha mai. My name is Kekoa Enomoto. I testified previously on November 28, in
favor of the Pulehunui Master Plan. As stated at that time, I am a retired Maui News
writer and editor and am, I am also a beneficiary of the Department of Hawaiian
Home Lands. And I am testifying on behalf of 9,000 beneficiaries who are on the
land and 41,000 applications that are pending that represent 21,000 beneficiaries
waiting to get on the land. I'm also the secretary of the Waiohuli Undivided Interest
Lessees Association.
And I favor 284 Department of Hawaiian Home Lands acres to be included in the
Pulehunui Master Plan Urban Growth Boundary for three reasons.
First, a proposed shopping center on the lao side of Mokulele Highway would
generate income for the operation and programs of the State Department of
Hawaiian Home Lands, especially representing $76 million needed for infrastructure
for the Waiohuli Undivided Interest Subdivision.
Second, I envision the proposed shopping center as a signature gateway venue
accessible to millions of visitors and residents traveling to and from the airport and
the Kihei-Makena area.
Third, agencies could collaborate on costly Pulehunui Master Plan infrastructure for
needed facilities, including parks, a prison and a brackish water wastewater
treatment plant.
In addition, I serve on the Grand Wailea Resort's six member Cultural Advisory
Council, led by Cultural Specialist, Kahu Lyons Kapi'iohookalani Na'one of Kipahulu.
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At our last meeting this past Tuesday, Na'one said the area adjacent to Puunene
Sugar Mill traditionally is known as an ao kuewa, where lost or homeless souls
wander. The Pulehunui Master Plan is in and or adjacent to this ao kuewa.
A former police officer, Na'one said about the thousand year old ao kuewa concept
that he had witnessed horrendous Mokulele Highway vehicle accidents nearby. I
asked him if people could live and or work there and he advised against it.
Nonetheless, my husband, retired Kekaulike High School art teacher, Edmund
Enomoto, spent his early years living in Airport Village in, in the Puunene area. So,
Native Hawaiians have lived there in the past. And Na'one said he would be open to
serve as a DHHL consultant, and in such capacity to walk the lands and indicate ao
kuewa boundaries.
In conclusion, I favor State lands outside of a to-DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK: Three minutes.
MS. ENOMOTO: Mahalo. Outside of a to-be-delineated ao kuewa to be included in the
Pulehunui Master Plan Urban Growth Boundary to generate DHHL revenue, to
provide jobs at a signature gateway center, and to allow the Department of Hawaiian
Home Lands to partner with other State agencies and the County of Maui to install
costly infrastructure. Mahalo.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you. Members, is there a need to have any part of the testimony
restated? Thank you, Ms. Enomoto.
MS. ENOMOTO: Mahalo.
CHAIR MATEO: Mr. Clerk.
DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK: Next person to testify, Bill Frampton, testifying on the Maui
Island Plan.
MR. BILL FRAMPTON (testifying on the Maui Island Plan):
Good morning, Chair. Good morning, Councilmembers. My name is Bill Frampton.
I'm here speaking for Olowalu Town Project.
I've been up here many times. So have many other testifiers talking about Olowalu,
excuse me. And there's a continuous theme what we've heard. And I wanted to note
again that my partner David and I agree with many of the statements that are, have
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been said related to urbanization of lands adjacent to coastal zones. We have seen
on a track record, urban development along coastal shorelines that have resulted in
damage to coastal ecosystems. However, that doesn't mean that we should keep
doing it that way.
I've handed out today two handouts. One is a sheet of hundreds of case studies that
have been done by the Environmental Protection Agency in conjunction with the
American Society of Professional Landscape Architects. They have gone around the
Country and have done numerous studies, not just pie in the sky studies, but
scientific studies measuring phosphorus, copper, nitrogen, sulfur, all different kinds of
petrol chemicals that could result from hardening surfaces, development by the
shoreline. However, what they've done in all of those cases was implement low
impact development measures. I've attached copies of those in my second handout.
The difference being the old ways including what's happening at Olowalu right now
can be destructive to the shoreline. What's happening right now and was referenced
earlier, there was a study in 2000 done by Dr. Eric Brown, and I'm glad that was
brought up. He did a nice study. It was very narrow in scope in terms of where it
was I, where the study took place near Hekili Point. And he did document that the
reefs were healthy at that time.
At that time, the sugar cane cultivation was coming to an end. Since then those
lands have been left fallow and they are exposed to the weather and the inclements,
bad inclement storms. And the photos that I show, show where that water goes
during our heavy rains; straight out, discharge right out into the ocean. The existing
conditions right now are not healthy. We did do a marine biology study and it showed
that the reefs aren't doing well.
And that's a change from the 2000 study that was done. And it is largely to do with
the state of the land today. So, if we were to come forward and propose an urban
development like it's been done elsewhere in the islands, I would be concerned as
well. I would join with the folks who are in opposition of our property.
DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK: Three minutes.
MR. FRAMPTON: However, it has been shown around the Country and around the globe
that these measures do work. And it's not just being said, talked about. Olowalu will
work and it's not an experiment.
MR. FRAMPTON: Lastly-CHAIR MATEO: One minute.
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MR. FRAMPTON: I have gotten hold of a copy of a petition that was submitted. We've
done a quick review of it and I am concerned a little bit about it because there are
multiple double signatures on the, on this petition, including several members who
have spoken here; Robin Newbold, Sarah McLane, Mike Moran. When you go
through, I can submit it later, but there's multiple double signatures; vast majority of
these signatures come from around the globe, not here from this island. And I just
would caution taking words from folks who would sign up to save a reef. I'll sign the
same petition but it's not based on facts.
We are here to protect the reef. We're here to protect-DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK: Four minutes.
MR. FRAMPTON: --for the long-term preservation and are committed to do so. And we
appreciate all the work that you've done and we appreciate your trying to wrap up the
General Plan today. Best of luck with that.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you. Members, is there a need to have any part of the testimony
rephrased?
Ms. Cochran.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Thank you, Chair. Thank you, Mr. Frampton for being
here. So, you know, I went to that "Ridge to Reef" talk the other night for West Maui.
And one of my main questions, and this does fall in line with this Olowalu area also,
you mentioned that the lands today have left, been left fallow, runoff occurs after
rains, this and that. Would that not be the kuleana of the current landowners; the
people who you are the planner for to address these situations and mitigate them
now?
MR. FRAMPTON: I'm not the planner for them. I'm the developer of Olowalu Town. We
don't control the day-to-day operations of that land. Our agreement is simply, we
have an option agreement to purchase the lands and development, develop the
lands if successful through this entitlement.
The current state of those lands today, I'm, can't say that I'm thrilled with the
conditions of them. But I don't have any authority to do anything about that. But
what I can report to you is it's damaging the shoreline area. And if you were to
remove Olowalu Town from the maps, that's an option that the Council has, I would
be, challenge everybody who've challenged us; prove to us that that's going to help
the reefs.
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What's happening today is like we see everywhere else, Councilmember Cochran.
We've got to change the way we're doing it. Maui is sadly behind the rest of the
Country. We are, we just adopted low-impact development measures, the count, the
County did in November.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Thank you. Wait, you answered my question.
MR. FRAMPTON: Okay. Sorry.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Chair, I have a follow up though. You know, why do we,
why does the aina, the, the kai have to wait for a project to be approved in order for
B & P's to be put in place? I mean, that is what, it just, it just baffles my mind at this
point.
As the developer, working in conjunction with landowner, what have you, I mean I
would think that a nice gesture of some kind, to prove that, you know, you're going to
walk your talk already. That's where I fail to have some type of confidence here. So,
I just want to know why, has there been discussion where you would like to show
some good faith effort on-MR. FRAMPTON: Yeah.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: --before this even gets approved or whatever?
MR. FRAMPTON: Yeah, there, there have been. There's farms ongoing up there right
now. There's cattle that's been brought in. There's irrigation happening. That takes
time, it's a large project. But, again, I don't see the nexus between myself and that
land condition of today other than I can assure you the measures we're proposing will
work.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Thank you, Mr. Frampton. Thank you, Mr. Chair.
CHAIR MATEO: Mr. Couch.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Thank you, Mr. Chair. And thank you, Mr. Frampton, for
being here. You handed us some information and pictures and then a list of, of
places. Do, you said that there's some proven examples of this working in different
watershed areas?
MR. FRAMPTON: Yeah.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: I think somebody else mentioned that as well.
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MR. FRAMPTON: Yeah, absolutely.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Do you have-MR. FRAMPTON: Each one of those, if you look at that list that I handed to you, under
every State, it lists every State in the Country. Sadly, does not list Hawaii because
we're behind.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: But, I'm sorry.
MR. FRAMPTON: Under-COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: My ques, my question is, are there waterways?
MR. FRAMPTON: Yeah.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Actual waterways that have been cleaned?
MR. FRAMPTON: Yeah. Yes, so that's what, that's what I'm, I'm referring to. Every one of
these projects has to deal with implementing low-impact development measures.
When they implemented those measures, they set up water quality, water quality
machines, equipment. There's photos of those that was done in Villanova. On the
second to last page of the handout, it shows infiltration trenches. Villanova in that
instance did the studies. And what you can do, is you set up this equipment, it tests
the water, it measures the quantities, turbidity as to whether or not the items work,
whether or not the measures work. Each one of these are listed as successful cases
and held up by the EPA.
And the EPA is the Federal agency that started the Clean Water Act that has led to
pushing for these measures. It's been in place since 1987 and so, yes,
Councilmember Couch, that's what this list is for. These have everything to do with
being next to water, waters and troubled waters in areas such as Chesapeake Bay,
Puget Sound, Lake Superior, all over the place it's done.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Okay. Thank you, Mr. Chair.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you. Members, additional questions?
Mr. Pontanilla.
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Thank you, Mr. Frampton for being here. A
question that I have is that I, I don't know if you ever asked the Public Works
Department in the work that we're doing in Lahaina, above Lahaina Town, in regards
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to flood control and the design of that flood control would help the reefs outside
Lahaina Town. Have you had any discussion in regards to that particular
construction? You probably didn't, but I, I, thought I'd ask you the question because
of the design that they had done.
MR. FRAMPTON: Yeah, I, you're right in that I wasn't specifically working on that. I have
followed it though, given that we're in the planning industry. And that measure was
largely to do to protect the actual properties from the drastic floods that were
occurring and going down in the town.
I would have concern though, once that water's captured and diverted, where that
water goes. I don't know whether protection measures are in place to capture the
water and then treat it. I've got to imagine they have been because of the stringent
rules that are in place. That project required an NPDES, I'm sure. And I'm sure it
had to do with improving the water quality out there. Yeah.
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay. Thank you for your comments, because when we
approved the project, we're, we had a lot of discussion in regards to where the outfall
should be and they decided where it is today. Thank you.
MR. FRAMPTON: Right and it would be good to follow, to make sure it works. But again,
during construction and after construction, these are, this is where you've got to be
on top of these projects and on top of us to make sure we do what we're going to say
we're going to do, and we are.
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you. Members, additional questions?
MR. FRAMPTON: Could I make one last statement to correct a fact related to the GPAC?
CHAIR MATEO: No, we're going to-MR. FRAMPTON: Okay.
CHAIR MATEO: We're going to move on Mr. Frampton.
MR. FRAMPTON: Okay, no problem.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you very much.
MR. FRAMPTON: Okay.
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CHAIR MATEO: Okay.
Mr. Clerk.
DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK: Next testifier is Dick Mayer, testifying on the Maui Island Plan.
MR. DICK MAYER (testifying on the Maui Island Plan):

Thank you, Chair Mateo. Merry Christmas, Happy Holidays to all of you.
One rumor that's out there in the community, and I know that some of you may have
heard this, some may not have. I've heard it from several people saying that the
Mayor had given some direction to Councilmembers not to make any amendments
today, to not to, to tinker with the plan. And I know that you're all independent
enough that you wouldn't follow that. And I'm hoping you won't because I think there
are a number of amendments that are needed.
Several people have mentioned the protected areas and asking that these green
areas be put back onto the Directed Growth Maps. And I'm urging you to do that, for
many, many reasons, you've heard many of them today. But those areas are areas
that should be protected just as when the GPAC, the Planning Commission, and your
earlier actions, you indicated that certain areas should be growth areas. At the same
time to balance that, there should be areas that are protected. By delegating those
diagrams, diminishing their importance, I think we lose a very important part of what
Maui is all about. And I would urge you to ask that those green areas put back on
the Directed Growth Maps in Chapter 8.
Also, the transportation corridor. I know we don't have an exact alignment, that
wasn't something that could be done. But conceptually, it should be put back onto
the map with a statement saying that this is a conceptual outline of where they should
be. But further study should designate exactly the route it should take and what
lands, parcels in particular, it should take.
With regard to the Rural Growth Boundaries that you put around various agricultural
subdivisions, I'm asking that you put in there a specific segment that these parcels
should not be further subdivided below two acres, otherwise, the infrastructure and
other services the County has to provide may be in jeopardy if these get subdivided
into much, much smaller lots. And I think that could be put in there as a single
statement with regard to that concept.
With regard to Olowalu, we heard a lot of testimony today, I would like to call to your
attention a document that Director, Planning Director Will Spence, wrote in April, just
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seven months ago, to the applicant. In there, he wrote a nine page letter signed by
him and his, and probably worked on by his staff with 36 points with regard to
concerns on the draft EIS for the Olowalu project.
You asked in your Committee that the applicant submit the response to those things
and also to indicate what direction the final EIS would take with regard to Olowalu. I
do not believe that you have ever received anything back to answer those 36 points
drawn up by the Planning Director himself earlier this year. And I think that's
something you should get a hold of before you put this area into an a, a Urban
Growth Boundary, especially the makai area.
Now, you've also heard testimony regarding Makena, Waikapu, Pu'unani projects
earlier in the-DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK: Three minutes.
MR. MAYER: Thank you, during the hearings. I would urge you to take the Makena area
out. There's absolutely not needed at this time. There's no value for that property to
be put into the plan at this time. The project, Makena Resort has-CHAIR MATEO: One minute.
MR. FRAMPTON: --2,700, thank you, 2,700 units that they're now are fully entitled to build
within this 20-year period. That additional area is not needed and it would only
stretch resources.
The same thing goes for the area above Waikapu, above the Marilyn Monroe Golf
Course villas up there. That's going to be a very expensive area to service and again
is not needed. And no one in the community ever argued in favor of that project.
The last one, Pu'unani, the Puanani [sic] project which would close the gap between
Wailuku and Waikapu, again, is something that was spoken against over and over
again. The Waikapu Community Association sent many representatives here,
begged you not to include that in the growth boundary. And I would urge you to take
that out as one of the amendments.
DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK: Four minutes.
MR. MAYER: Thank you very much.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you.
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MR. MAYER: And I do wish you all a very Happy Holidays and I hope you give us all a
wonderful Christmas present. Thank you.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you. Members, is there a need to have any part of the testimony
restated? Merry Christmas.
MR. MAYER: Thank you very much. To you too.
CHAIR MATEO: Mr. Clerk.
DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK: Next testifier, Mark Deakos, testifying on the Maui Island Plan.
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Chair, what's the number of testifiers left?
CHAIR MATEO: Mr. Clerk, how many testifiers do we still have pending?
DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK: Mr. Deakos was the last person to sign up and we still have
Cynthia Sullivan to recall.
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you.
MR. MARK DEAKOS (testifying on the Maui Island Plan):

Thank you, Chair, Councilmembers. Well, I'm pretty exhausted. I'm sure most of you
are exhausted as well. I've met with most of you, including the Planning Director,
and even the Mayor, trying to understand why a recommendation to urbanize
Olowalu, an area that's in a tsunami disaster area, flood zone, next to a billion dollar
reef. Why, how is this smart planning?
And I didn't really get an answer from anybody. Instead, some of you talked about
how you don't believe in the Maui Island Plan and it really should be up to the
community to make those decisions, decide what they want, where they want it. I
know that's kind of what GPAC was. I know GPAC did not recommend development
makai side of the highway at Olowalu, neither did the Planning Commission.
Also submitted over 2,000 signatures from the community. You've heard from
residents of Olowalu telling you the same thing. So, if you believe that it should be
up to the community and what they want, they're clearly telling you that they don't
want Olowalu urbanized. They also say that, you hear this development might
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improve the condition of the reef there. This is like, akin to saying that the world may
be flat.
Okay, the notion that 4,000 people living uphill from the reef might be beneficial is
ridiculous, okay. And you have plenty of oral testimony, written testimony from the
best reef biologists in the State, possibly in the world. And I ask you please don't
ignore it. They're reminding you of the devastation that is pretty much inevitable if
you go ahead with this development.
You also say the project is not economically feasible without the 100 oceanfront
homes makai. I ask you why does the economic feasibility study not factor in the
value of the natural resource services that we all benefit from; the watershed, the
stream, the reef? If a billion dollar reef is destroyed, can they put up a bond to
replace the service that we all benefit from? It's unlikely. Therefore, the economic
feasibility of this entire project, whether you have oceanfront homes or not, is not
feasible in this particular area.
And for those of you who are in support of Olowalu and believe this project will
restore the traditional ahupua'a, I ask you to ask the developers to create a 3D model
of this town: the 1,500 homes; the 900 ohanas; the 300,000 square foot shopping
center; the 100 oceanfront properties. Is this a traditional ahupua'a? Sometimes
when you want something so bad, our minds selects information that fits what we
want and we tend to ignore the rest. So, let's not ignore reality.
And another reality is that once those makai lands are designated urban, the value of
those lands-DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK: Three minutes.
MR. DEAKOS: Thank you. Those, value of those lands skyrocket because now you can
put a hotel, condo, you know, anything urban. And if the price is right, the landowner
will sell it.
CHAIR MATEO: One minute to conclude.
MR. DEAKOS: And Frampton & Ward, thank you, won't be anywhere near this thing.
They're not the landowners, they're not the deep pockets that are running the show.
They, at this point in time, they're simply the salesmens. So, today is a vote, not
about Olowalu Town, it's a vote about designating those lands urban for anyone who
wants to purchase it.
To, to those of you who still have a connection with our aina, thank you for coming
and fighting for aina; whether you're black, white, green, whatever color you are,
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thank you for standing up. I know how hard it is to come up here and talk. Please
don't give up.
Members of the Council, you still have an opportunity to amend the makai lands to
protect the reef, to protect the coastline for our grandchildren and their grandchildren.
Please do the right thing and support the amendment to remove the makai lands.
DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK: Four minutes.
MR. DEAKOS: And my last note is, Mr. Victorino, I trust your assurance to me that you've
always been in support of this amendment and will vote for it. Thank you.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you. Members, is there a need to have any part of the testimony
restated? Thank you, Mr. Deakos.
Mr. Clerk.
DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK: Recalling Cynthia Sullivan.
CHAIR MATEO: Cynthia Sullivan.
Mr. Clerk.
DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK: Mr. Chair, that concludes the testifiers that have signed up in
the Council chambers.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you. Before closing public testimony, the Chair will offer anyone in
the gallery the opportunity to provide your comments to the Council this afternoon. If
you hadn't already provided testimony, please advance to the podium at this time.
The Chair will be checking with our District Offices. Are there any additional testifiers
from Hana?
MS. LONO: The Hana Office has no waiting, no waiting testifiers.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you. Are there any additional testifiers from Lanai?
MS. FERNANDEZ: The Lanai Office has no one waiting to testify.
CHAIR MATEO: Molokai, are there any additional testifiers?
MS. ALCON: The Molokai Office has no one waiting to testify.
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CHAIR MATEO: Thank you. Members, without objection, there are no additional testifiers,
we will close public testimony for the day. Any objections?
MEMBERS VOICED NO OBJECTION.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you. So ordered. Members, it's almost 1:00, we will stand in
recess.
DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK: Chairman, we have written testimony.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you. Members, we have a whole stack of public testimony that
we've received today. So, for, for our purposes, for the sake of entering it into the
record, any objections for us to receive all of the written testimonies?
MEMBERS VOICED NO OBJECTION.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you. So ordered.
THERE BEING NO OBJECTION, WRITTEN TESTIMONY
RECEIVED FROM THE FOLLOWING WERE MADE A PART OF
THE RECORD OF THIS MEETING:
.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.

Sharon Suzuki, Maui Electric Company;
Danone Shaffer;
Grant Chun, A&B Properties, Inc.;
John Revilla;
Warren Watanabe, Maui County Farm Bureau;
Lee James;
Jobie M. K. Masagatani, Hawaiian Homes Commission;
Mahina Martin;
Daniel Kanahele;
Katherine Kama'ema'e Smith;
Lucienne de Naie;
Kekoa Enomoto;
William Frampton & David Ward, Olowalu Town, LLC;
Mark Deakos;
Haunani Teruya;
Jason Schwartz;
MaryMargaret Baker;
Susan Douglas;
Steve & Fran Goldstein;
Anne Pierce;
Maria Scafidi;
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22.
23.
24.
25
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.
47.
48.
49.

Jean Power;
Umani Cynthia Groves;
Meleana Kakalia;
Sara Appel;
Ginger Johnson;
Steve Goldsmith;
Katherine Anglin;
Dean Feldman;
Ernest Jepson;
Brenda Kennerly;
Diane Shepherd;
Sylvia Cabral;
Carol Pregill, Retail Merchants of Hawaii;
Gino Gabrio;
Allan Bayless;
Judy Levy;
Pamela Palencia;
Spar Street;
Kristina Statler;
Alan Hyatt;
Ann Fielding;
Kim Harter;
Tessa Hall;
Barbara & Michael Gach;
Ryan Hall;
Lance Hotter;
Dave Arakawa, Land Use Research Foundation of Hawaii; and
Gwen Ohashi Hiraga, Munekiyo & Hiraga, Inc.

CHAIR MATEO: Members, we're going to be in recess until 2:00 this afternoon. This
Council stands in recess.
(THE MEETING WAS RECESSED BY THE CHAIR AT 12:59 P.M., AND WAS
RECONVENED AT 2:12 P.M., WITH ALL MEMBERS PRESENT, EXCEPT MEMBERS
HOKAMA, VICTORINO, AND VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA, EXCUSED.)
CHAIR MATEO: Council of the County of Maui regular meeting of December 7, 2012 will
reconvene.
Mr. Clerk, proceed.
DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK: Chairman, proceeding with minutes.
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MINUTES
The minutes of the Council of the County of Maui's regular meetings of October 5, 2012 and
October 19, 2012 were presented at this time.
CHAIR MATEO: Mr. Couch.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Thank you, Mr. Chair.
I MOVE TO APPROVE THE MINUTES OF THE REGULAR
MEETING OF OCTOBER 5, 2012 AND THE REGULAR
MEETING OF OCTOBER 19, 2012.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN:
SECOND, CHAIR.
CHAIR MATEO: It's been moved by Mr. Couch, second by Ms. Cochran, to approve the
minutes of the regular meeting of October 5, and October 19, 2012.
Any discussion, Members? All those in favor of the motion to approve the minutes of
the regular meetings of October 5, and 19, 2012, signify by saying "aye".
AYES:

COUNCILMEMBERS
BAISA,
CARROLL,
COCHRAN,
COUCH,
WHITE,
AND
CHAIR MATEO.

CHAIR MATEO: Those opposed say "no".
NOES:
EXCUSED:

NONE.
COUNCILMEMBERS HOKAMA, VICTORINO, AND
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA.

CHAIR MATEO: Motion is carried with six "ayes" and three Members "excused".
Mr., Mr. Clerk can you proceed with committee reports from the Policy Committee.
DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK: Chairman, proceeding with committee reports from the Policy
Committee.
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COMMITTEE REPORTS
COMMITTEE REPORT
NO.
12-140

- POLICY COMMITTEE:

Recommending that Resolution 12-121 , entitled "APPROVING PROPOSALS FOR
INCLUSION IN THE 2013 HAWAII STATE ASSOCIATION OF COUNTIES
LEGISLATIVE PACKAGE", be ADOPTED.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you.
Mr. Carroll.
COUNCILMEMBER CARROLL: Thank you, Chair.
ON BEHALF OF THE CHAIR OF THE POLICY COMMITTEE, I
MOVE TO ADOPT THE RECOMMENDATIONS IN POLICY
COMMITTEE REPORT 12-140.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA:
MR. CHAIR, I SECOND THE MOTION.
CHAIR MATEO: It's been moved by Mr. Carroll and second by Ms. Baisa to adopt the
recommendations in Committee Report No. 12-140.
Mr. Carroll.
COUNCILMEMBER CARROLL: Thank you, Chair. May I please ask that you direct the
Clerk to call up County Communication 12-247, which relates to the proposed
resolution attached to Policy Committee Report 12-140.
CHAIR MATEO: Mr. Clerk, call up County Communication No. 12-247.
COUNTY COMMUNICATION
NO.
12-247 - G. RIKI HOKAMA, CHAIR, POLICY COMMITTEE,
(dated November 27, 2012)
Proposing an amendment to the proposed resolution entitled "APPROVING
PROPOSALS FOR INCLUSION IN THE 2013 HAWAII STATE ASSOCIATION OF
COUNTIES LEGISLATIVE PACKAGE", attached to Policy Committee Report
No. 12-140.
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CHAIR MATEO: Thank you.
Mr. Carroll.
COUNCILMEMBER CARROLL: Thank you, Chair.
AS NOTED IN THE COMMUNICATION, ON BEHALF OF THE
CHAIR OF THE POLICY COMMITTEE, I MOVE TO AMEND
EXHIBIT "A-1" OF THE PROPOSED RESOLUTION, BY
REMOVING THE PROPOSED STATE BILL ENTITLED "A BILL
FOR AN ACT RELATING TO GASOLINE [SIC] TAX ON
LIQUOR", AND TO FILE COUNTY COMMUNICATION 12-247.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA:
MR. CHAIR, I SECOND THE MOTION.
CHAIR MATEO: Motion on the floor to amend Policy Committee Report 12-140 by
amending Exhibit "A-1" of the proposed resolution by removing the proposed State
Bill entitled, "A BILL FOR AN ACT RELATING TO GALLONAGE TAX ON LIQUOR".
Mr. Carroll.
COUNCILMEMBER CARROLL: Thank you, Chair. Following this meeting of October 31,
your Committee learned of an error in the Hawaii County proposal to increase the
gallonage tax on liquor. Your Committee was informed that Hawaii County had
indeed intended to propose that the tax be increased by 30 percent rather than
30 cents.
In addition, I am advised Kauai Council did not support the proposal. Only these,
only those proposals that are approved by all four Council's will be included in the
HSAC package for introduction to the 2013 State Legislature. I ask for the Council's
support for this amendment.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you, Mr. Carroll.
Members, further discussion? All those in favor of the motion to amend by removing
the proposed State Bill entitled "A BILL FOR AN ACT RELATING TO GALLONAGE
TAX ON LIQUOR", please signify by saying "aye".
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AYES:

COUNCILMEMBERS
BAISA,
CARROLL,
COCHRAN,
COUCH,
WHITE,
AND
CHAIR MATEO.

CHAIR MATEO: Those opposed say "no".
NOES:
EXCUSED:

NONE.
COUNCILMEMBERS HOKAMA, VICTORINO, AND
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA.

CHAIR MATEO: Motion is carried with six "ayes" and three Members "excused".
Mr. Carroll.
COUNCILMEMBER CARROLL: Back to the main motion.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you. Members, we're back to the main motion. Further
discussion?
COUNCILMEMBER CARROLL: No further discussion.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you. Members, further discussion? Hearing none, all those in favor
of the motion to adopt the recommendations in Policy Committee Report No. 12-140,
as amended, signify by saying "aye".
AYES:

COUNCILMEMBERS
BAISA,
CARROLL,
COCHRAN,
COUCH,
WHITE,
AND
CHAIR MATEO.

CHAIR MATEO: Those opposed say "no".
NOES:
EXCUSED:

NONE.
COUNCILMEMBERS HOKAMA, VICTORINO, AND
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA.

CHAIR MATEO: Motion is carried with six "ayes" and three "excused".
Thank you. Mr., Mr. Clerk, proceed.
DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK:
Communication 12-247?

Chairman, did that motion include filing of County
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CHAIR MATEO: Mr. Clerk, yes it did.
Mr. Carroll, your, your motion did include the filing of the communication?
COUNCILMEMBER CARROLL: Yes.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you.
Mr. Clerk, proceed.
COMMITTEE REPORT
NO. 12-141 - POLICY COMMITTEE:
Recommending the following:
1.

That Bill 95 (2012), entitled "A BILL FOR AN ORDINANCE AUTHORIZING
THE MAYOR OF THE COUNTY OF MAUI TO ENTER INTO AN
INTERGOVERNMENTAL AGREEMENT WITH THE HAWAII AIR NATIONAL
GUARD, 292 ND COMBAT COMMUNICATIONS SQUADRON, REGARDING
THE USE OF THE DEPARTMENT OF POLICE'S FIRING RANGE LOCATED
AT THE UKUMEHAME FIRING RANGE, LAHAINA, MAUI, FOR ANNUAL
MILITARY SMALL ARMS TRAINING AND CERTIFICATION", be PASSED
ON FIRST READING and be ORDERED TO PRINT; and

2.

That County Communication 12-81, from the Chief of Police, be FILED.

CHAIR MATEO: Thank you.
Mr. Carroll.
COUNCILMEMBER CARROLL: Thank you, Chair.
ON BEHALF OF THE CHAIR OF THE POLICY COMMITTEE, I
MOVE TO ADOPT THE RECOMMENDATIONS IN POLICY
COMMITTEE REPORT 12-141.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA:
MR. CHAIR, I SECOND THE MOTION.
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CHAIR MATEO: It's been moved by Mr. Carroll, second by Ms. Baisa to adopt the
recommendations in Committee Report No. 12-141.
Mr. Carroll.
COUNCILMEMBER CARROLL: Thank you, Chair. The proposed bill would authorize the
Mayor to enter in an intergovernment agreement with Hawaii National Guard, 29,
292 nd Combat Communications Squadron, for the Squadron's use of the Department
of Police Firing Range at Ukumehame, Lahaina, Maui.
According to the intergovernmental agreement, the Squadron does not have firing
range facilities on Maui to support required annual small arms training and
certification. Transporting Squadron personnel from Maui to other islands for the
military firing ranges are available is cost prohibitive. Use of the Department for
Police Firing Range would provide a convenient and cost efficient way for Squadron
personnel residing on Maui to accomplish their small arms training and certification. I
ask the Council for support of my motion.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you. Members, further discussion? All those in favor of the motion
to adopt the recommendations in Committee Report No. 12-141, signify by saying
"aye"
AYES:

COUNCILMEMBERS
BAISA,
CARROLL,
COCHRAN,
COUCH,
WHITE,
AND
CHAIR MATEO.

CHAIR MATEO: Those opposed say "no".
NOES:
EXCUSED:

NONE.
COUNCILMEMBERS HOKAMA, VICTORINO, AND
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA.

CHAIR MATEO: Motion is carried with six "ayes"; three "excused".
Mr. Clerk.
DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK: For the record, BILL NO. 95 (2012).
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COMMITTEE REPORT
NO.
12-142

- POLICY COMMITTEE:

Recommending the following:
1.

That Bill 96 (2012), entitled "A BILL FOR AN ORDINANCE AUTHORIZING
THE MAYOR OF THE COUNTY OF MAUI TO ENTER INTO AN
INTERGOVERNMENTAL AGREEMENT WITH THE STATE OF HAWAII FOR
CONSTRUCTION OF THE KEAWE STREET EXTENSION PROJECT AND
INTERSECTION IMPROVEMENTS LOCATED AT LAHAINA, MAUI, HAWAII"
be PASSED ON FIRST READING and be ORDERED TO PRINT; and

2.

That County Communication 12-226, from the Director of Public Works, be
FILED.

CHAIR MATEO: Thank you.
Mr. Carroll.
COUNCILMEMBER CARROLL: Thank you, Chair.
ON BEHALF OF THE CHAIR OF THE POLICY COMMITTEE, I
MOVE TO ADOPT THE RECOMMENDATIONS IN POLICY
COMMITTEE REPORT 12-142.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA:
MR. CHAIR, I SECOND THE MOTION.
CHAIR MATEO: It's been moved by Mr. Carroll and second by Ms. Baisa to adopt the
recommendations in Committee Report No. 12-142.
Mr. Carroll.
COUNCILMEMBER CARROLL: Thank you, Chair. The proposed bill would authorize the
Mayor to enter into an intergovernmental agreement with the State Department of
Transportation, Highways Division. The agreement would require the State to
construct a Keawe Street extension project improvements at the intersection of
Keawe Street and Honoapiilani Highway, Lahaina, Maui. In exchange, the County
would pay the State $1,500,000.
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The Director of Public Works notices, notes that the Keawe Street extension as well
as the first phase of the Lahaina bypass project are near completion. According to
the Director, the County received $1.5 million from a developer for the construction of
Keawe Street extension. I ask the Council for support of this motion.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you, Mr. Carroll. Members, further discussion? All those in favor of
the motion to adopt the recommendations in Committee Report No. 12-142, signify
by saying "aye".
AYES:

COUNCILMEMBERS
BAISA,
CARROLL,
COCHRAN,
COUCH,
WHITE,
AND
CHAIR MATEO.

CHAIR MATEO: Those opposed say "no".
NOES:
EXCUSED:

NONE.
COUNCILMEMBERS HOKAMA, VICTORINO, AND
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA.

CHAIR MATEO: Motion is carried with six "ayes"; three Members "excused".
Mr. Clerk.
DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK: For the record, BILL NO. 96 (2012).
COMMITTEE REPORT
NO.
12-143

- POLICY COMMITTEE:

Recommending the following:
1.

That Resolution 12-122 , entitled "AUTHORIZING THE PURCHASE OF
LAND LOCATED AT PULEHU ROAD, KAHULUI, ISLAND AND COUNTY OF
MAUI, PURSUANT TO CHAPTER 3.44, MAUI COUNTY CODE", be
ADOPTED; and

2.

That County Communication 12-225, from the Director of Environmental
Management, be FILED.

CHAIR MATEO: Thank you.
Mr. Carroll.
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COUNCILMEMBER CARROLL: Thank you, Chair.
ON BEHALF OF THE CHAIR OF THE POLICY COMMITTEE, I
MOVE TO ADOPT THE RECOMMENDATIONS IN POLICY
COMMITTEE REPORT 12-143.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA:
MR. CHAIR, I SECOND THE MOTION.
CHAIR MATEO: It's been moved by Mr. Carroll, second by Ms. Baisa, to adopt the
recommendations in Committee Report No. 12-143.
Mr. Carroll.
COUNCILMEMBER CARROLL: Thank you, Chair. The proposed resolution would
authorize the purchase of Alexander & Baldwin, LLC's interest in Lot 1-A-1 of the
Central Maui Sanitary Landfill Subdivision, TMK (2) 3-8-003:019 (portion), located at
Pulehu Road, Kahului, Maui, for $813,000, as a possible location for the extension of
the Central Maui Landfill pursuant to Chapter 3.44, Maui County Code.
I ask for support of the motion.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you, Mr. Carroll. Members, further discussion? All those in favor of
the motion to adopt the recommendations in Committee Report No. 12-143, signify
by saying "aye".
AYES:

COUNCILMEMBERS
BAISA,
CARROLL,
COCHRAN,
COUCH,
WHITE,
AND
CHAIR MATEO.

CHAIR MATEO: Those opposed say "no".
NOES:
EXCUSED:

NONE.
COUNCILMEMBERS HOKAMA, VICTORINO, AND
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA.

CHAIR MATEO: Motion is carried with six "ayes"; three "excused".
Mr. Clerk.
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DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK: For the record, RESOLUTION NO. 12-122.
COMMITTEE REPORT
NO.
12-144

- POLICY COMMITTEE:

Recommending the following:
1.

That Resolution 12-123 , entitled "APPROVING FOR INCLUSION IN THE
2013 MAUI COUNTY LEGISLATIVE PACKAGE A STATE BILL
AUTHORIZING COUNTY LIQUOR COMMISSIONS TO PROVIDE FUNDING
FOR ALCOHOL ABUSE TREATMENT AND PREVENTION", be ADOPTED;
and

2.

That County Communication 11-33, from Council Chair Danny A. Mateo, be
FILED.

CHAIR MATEO: Thank you.
Mr. Carroll.
COUNCILMEMBER CARROLL: Thank you, Chair.
ON BEHALF OF THE CHAIR OF THE POLICY COMMITTEE, I
MOVE TO ADOPT THE RECOMMENDATIONS IN POLICY
COMMITTEE REPORT 12-144.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA:
MR. CHAIR, I SECOND THE MOTION.
CHAIR MATEO: It's been moved by Mr. Carroll and second by Ms. Baisa to adopt the
recommendations in Committee Report No. 12-144.
Mr. Carroll.
COUNCILMEMBER CARROLL: Thank you, Chair. The proposed resolution would approve
for inclusion in the 2013 Maui County Legislative Package a State bill authorizing the
County liquor commissions to provide funding for alcohol abuse treatment and
prevention in the counties they serve.
Currently, the revenue is derived from collection of fines against licensees may be
used for educational programs for liquor commission staff, commissioners, liquor
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control adjudication board members, licenses, and employees. State law also allows
funds, not to exceed ten percent year of fines, to be used for the public liquor-related
educational or enforcement programs.
The proposed Senate, the proposed State bill would delete the ten percent limitation
and expand the revenue source to include license fees. The bill would empower the
County liquor commissions to use these revenues to address alcohol abuse
treatment and prevention efforts.
I ask the Council for support of my motion.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you, Mr. Carroll. Members, discussion? All those in favor of the
motion to adopt the recommendations in Committee Report No. 12-144, signify by
saying "aye".
AYES:

COUNCILMEMBERS
BAISA,
CARROLL,
COCHRAN,
COUCH,
WHITE,
AND
CHAIR MATEO.

CHAIR MATEO: Those opposed say "no".
NOES:
EXCUSED:

NONE.
COUNCILMEMBERS HOKAMA, VICTORINO, AND
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA.

CHAIR MATEO: Motion is carried with six "ayes"; three "excused".
Mr. Clerk.
DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK: For the record, RESOLUTION NO. 12-123.
COMMITTEE REPORT
NO. 12-145 - POLICY COMMITTEE:
Recommending that Resolution
, entitled "AUTHORIZING THE
EMPLOYMENT OF SPECIAL COUNSEL BINGHAM MCCUTCHEN, LLP IN HAWAII
WILDLIFE FUND ET AL. V. COUNTY OF MAUI, CIVIL NO. 12-00198 SOM BMK",
be ADOPTED.
CHAIR MATEO: Mr. Carroll.
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COUNCILMEMBER CARROLL: Thank you, Chair.
ON BEHALF OF THE CHAIR OF THE POLICY COMMITTEE, I
MOVE TO POSTPONE CONSIDERATION OF POLICY
COMMITTEE REPORT 12-145 TO THE COUNCIL MEETING
OF DECEMBER 21, 2012.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA:
MR. CHAIR, I SECOND THE MOTION.
CHAIR MATEO: Members, there's a motion made by Mr. Carroll to postpone action on
Committee Report 12-144 [sic] to date certain December 21, 2012, which is the next
Council meeting, 9:00 a.m. in this chamber.
Any discussion, Mr. Carroll.
COUNCILMEMBER CARROLL: I, Mr. Chair, I understand that there have been some new
developments concerning the employment of special counsel. On behalf of the Chair
of the Policy Committee, I'm therefore requesting the postponement of this matter.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you. Members, motion on the floor is to postpone to date certain
December 21, 2012, the next Council meeting, 9:00 a.m. in the chamber. All those in
favor, signify by saying "aye".
AYES:

COUNCILMEMBERS
BAISA,
CARROLL,
COCHRAN,
COUCH,
WHITE,
AND
CHAIR MATEO.

CHAIR MATEO: Those opposed say "no".
NOES:
EXCUSED:

NONE.
COUNCILMEMBERS HOKAMA, VICTORINO, AND
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA.

CHAIR MATEO: Motion is carried with six "ayes"; three "excused".
Members, the Chair is going to take a, a very short recess at this point. The Chair is
hoping that Mr. Pontanilla arrives shortly. The next item is an item that he should be
taking.
(Vice-Chair Pontanilla arrived at the meeting at 2:26 p.m.)
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VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: What, recess?
CHAIR MATEO: Yeah. Members, we're going to take a two minute recess. And,
Mr. Pontanilla, can you approach? Recess.
(THE MEETING WAS RECESSED BY THE CHAIR AT 2:27 P.M., AND WAS
RECONVENED AT 2:29 P.M., WITH ALL MEMBERS PRESENT, EXCEPT MEMBERS
HOKAMA AND VICTORINO, EXCUSED.)
CHAIR MATEO: Council of the County of Maui, regular meeting of December 7, 2012 will
reconvene.
Chair recognize, Mr. Pontanilla.
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you, Chairman. I apologize for my lateness.
DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK: Excuse me.
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: I guess hour is not long enough to do business. So-CHAIR MATEO: Thank you. Thank you, Mr. Pontanilla. The Chair would like to recognize
your attendance at this point.
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you.
CHAIR MATEO: Chair, recognize the Clerk to call up the item.
COMMITTEE REPORT
NO.
12-146

- WATER RESOURCES COMMITTEE:

Recommending the following:
1.

That Bill
(2012), entitled "A BILL FOR AN ORDINANCE AMENDING
CHAPTER 14.06, MAUI COUNTY CODE, RELATING TO DECLARATION OF
WATER SHORTAGES" be PASSED ON FIRST READING and be ORDERED
TO PRINT; and

2.

That County Communication 12-217, from the Director of Water Supply, be
FILED.

CHAIR MATEO: Mr. Pontanilla.
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VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you, Chairman.
ON BEHALF OF THE COMMITTEE CHAIR, I MOVE TO
DEFER COMMITTEE REPORT NO. 12-146 TO THE COUNCIL
CHAIR FOR THE TERM BEGINNING JANUARY 2, 2013.
COUNCILMEMBER WHITE:
SECOND THE MOTION, CHAIR.
CHAIR MATEO: We have a motion on the floor made by Mr. Pontanilla and second by
Mr. White that Committee Report No. 12-146 be referred to the Council Chair for the
term beginning January 2, 2013 pursuant to Rule 23 of the Rules of the Council.
Mr. Pontanilla, discussion?
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. At its meeting of November 26, 2012, your Water
Resource Committee recommended passage of a proposed bill entitled "A BILL FOR
AN ORDINANCE AMENDING CHAPTER 14.06, MAUI COUNTY CODE, RELATING
TO DECLARATION OF WATER SHORTAGES".
This is a very important legislation that may potentially impact many of the residents
of our County if we continue to have droughts here in Maui County. It is important for
the Council to review comments and recommendations from the Board of Water
Supply. They will be meeting on the matter, on this matter here, on December
the 20.
So, I respectfully request the Council's consideration of the motion.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you, Mr. Pontanilla. Members, further discussion?
Mr. Couch.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Thank you, Mr. Chair. And it, just asking either you, I guess
you, is that the only reason to defer this, cause the Board of Water Supply hasn't
heard it?
CHAIR MATEO: There's additional issues that, that arose that Committee Chair Victorino
was, was looking into.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Okay. Thank you.
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CHAIR MATEO: Thank you, Mr. Couch.
Members, further discussion?
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Chair.
CHAIR MATEO: Ms. Cochran.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Yeah. I guess along those lines, it wouldn't be time
enough to just postpone to date certain to our next full Council meeting for this
particular item at this point?
CHAIR MATEO: Well, one, one of the issues that was involving this particular item was that
the, the Commission itself, the Water Board had not had the opportunity to schedule
a meeting to actually hear this particular item. So, Committee Chair Victorino has felt
it important enough to refer it giving both the department and the, the board ample
time to actually review this item.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Thank you, Chair. And, I know that particular board is
there for guidance and direction. I'm just curious, maybe perhaps Corporation
Counsel can chime in if, if you don't mind, if this is a particular mandate to have to
have them review such a item.
CHAIR MATEO: Corporation Counsel would you be able to respond?
CORPORATION COUNSEL PATRICK WONG: If you're asking whether or not the Charter
requires that the item be referred to and reviewed by the commission, what I'll
suggest to you is Charter Provision 8-11.3 reads: "The board of water supply shall
act as advisor to the director of the department of water supply, the mayor and the
council in all matters concerning the county's water system."
My review of the Charter, there's nothing in here that dictates that that review is
necessary. It's in here that if you ask for the advice, you shall get it.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Thank you, Mr. Wong. And thank you, Chair for that
opportunity.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you. Members, further discussion?
Mr. Couch.
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COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: And that was the, again, you said there were other issues as
well that, that, okay. Cause I, if that was the only issue, I would like to vote on this
one but if, if there are others then.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you, Mr. Couch.
No more discussions. Members, all those in favor of the motion. Pardon me. Two
minutes? Members, we're going to stand in recess for two minutes.
(THE MEETING WAS RECESSED BY THE CHAIR AT 2:34 P.M., AND WAS
RECONVENED AT 2:35 P.M., WITH ALL MEMBERS PRESENT, EXCEPT MEMBERS
HOKAMA AND VICTORINO, EXCUSED.)
CHAIR MATEO: Council of the County of Maui, regular meeting of December 7, 2012 will
reconvene. Members, further discussion? We're, we're discussing Committee
Report 12-146. Thank you.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: And the discussion is to defer, or the motion is to defer, is
that correct?
CHAIR MATEO: Correct.
Ms. Cochran.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: No, no. I just wanted clarification on the exact motion.
Thank you, Chair.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you. Members, with no more discussion, all those in favor of the
motion that the item be referred to the Council Chair for the term beginning
January 2, 2013, pursuant to Rule 23 of the Rules of the Council, signify by saying
"aye".
AYES:

COUNCILMEMBERS BAISA, CARROLL, WHITE,
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA, AND CHAIR MATEO.

CHAIR MATEO: Those opposed say "no".
NOES:
EXCUSED:

COUNCILMEMBERS COCHRAN AND COUCH.
COUNCILMEMBERS HOKAMA AND VICTORINO.
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CHAIR MATEO: Thank you. We have two "noes", we have Ms. Cochran and Mr. Couch
"noes". The "ayes", Mr. Carroll, Ms. Baisa, Mr. White, Mr. Pontanilla, and Chair
Mateo, five "ayes". Motion is carried.
Mr. Clerk.
DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK: Chairman, shall I move forward with the committee reports on
the Budget and Finance Committee?
CHAIR MATEO: Proceed.
DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK: Chairman, proceeding with committee reports from the Budget
and Finance Committee.
COMMITTEE REPORT
NO.
12-137

- BUDGET AND FINANCE COMMITTEE:

Recommending the following:
1.

That Bill 97 (2012), entitled "A BILL FOR AN ORDINANCE AMENDING
THE FISCAL YEAR 2013 BUDGET FOR THE COUNTY OF MAUI AS IT
PERTAINS TO APPENDIX A, PART I, GRANT REVENUE — SCHEDULE OF
GRANTS BY DEPARTMENTS AND PROGRAMS, DEPARTMENT OF
FINANCE", be PASSED ON FIRST READING and be ORDERED TO PRINT;
and

2.

That County Communication 12-209, from the Budget Director, be FILED.

CHAIR MATEO: Thank you.
Mr. Pontanilla.
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you, Chairman.
I MOVE TO ADOPT THE RECOMMENDATIONS SET FORTH
IN COMMITTEE REPORT NO. 12-137.
COUNCILMEMBER WHITE:
MR. CHAIR, I SECOND THE MOTION.
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CHAIR MATEO: Motion made by Mr. Pontanilla and second by Mr. White to adopt the
recommendations in Committee Report No. 12-137.
Mr. Pontanilla.
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you, Chairman. The report details the Committee's
review and recommendation of a revised proposed bill amending the Fiscal
Year 2013 Budget by adding a grant revenue appropriation of $120,368 to the
Department of Finance for the "State Identification Program".
The awarded grant will be used to provide funding for two limited appointment
equivalent personnel and associated cost to implement, effective January 1, 2013,
the issuance of State identification cards through the County's Motor Vehicle &
Licensing Program.
The report states the Committee's recommendation for passage of the revised bill
and the filing of County Communication.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you. Members, further discussion? All those in favor of the motion
to adopt the recommendations in Committee Report No. 12-137, signify by saying
"aye".
AYES:

COUNCILMEMBERS
BAISA,
CARROLL,
COCHRAN,
COUCH
WHITE,
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA, AND CHAIR MATEO.

CHAIR MATEO: Those opposed say "no".
NOES:
EXCUSED:

NONE.
COUNCILMEMBERS HOKAMA AND VICTORINO.

CHAIR MATEO: Motion is carried with seven "ayes"; two "excused".
Mr. Clerk.
DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK: For the record, BILL NO. 97 (2012).
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COMMITTEE REPORT
12-138
NO.

- BUDGET AND FINANCE COMMITTEE:

Recommending the following:
1.

That Bill 98 (2012), entitled "A BILL FOR AN ORDINANCE AMENDING
THE FISCAL YEAR 2013 BUDGET FOR THE COUNTY OF MAUI AS IT
PERTAINS TO APPENDIX A, PART I, GRANT REVENUE — SCHEDULE OF
GRANTS BY DEPARTMENTS AND PROGRAMS, DEPARTMENT OF
HOUSING AND HUMAN CONCERNS", be PASSED ON FIRST READING
and be ORDERED TO PRINT; and

2.

That County Communication 12-210, from the Budget Director, be FILED.

CHAIR MATEO: Thank you.
Mr. Pontanilla.
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you, Chairman.
I MOVE TO ADOPT THE RECOMMENDATIONS SET FORTH
IN COMMITTEE REPORT NO. 12-138.
COUNCILMEMBER WHITE:
MR. CHAIR, I SECOND THE MOTION.
CHAIR MATEO: It's been moved by Mr. Pontanilla, second by Mr. White, to adopt the
recommendations in Committee Report No. 12-138.
Mr. Pontanilla.
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you, Chairman. The report details the Committee's
review and recommendation of a proposed bill amending the current fiscal year
budget by increasing the grant appropriation for an addition of $432,900 to the
Department of Housing and Human Services "Kupuna Care Program".
The increased funding resulted from the provision of additional State funds for the
program designed to provide in-home care services for the County's senior citizen
population.
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The report states the Committee's recommendation for passage of the bill and the
filing of the County Communication.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you. Members, discussion? All those in favor of the motion to
adopt the recommendations in Committee Report No. 12-138, signify by saying
"aye".
AYES:

COUNCILMEMBERS
BAISA,
CARROLL,
COCHRAN,
COUCH
WHITE,
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA, AND CHAIR MATEO.

CHAIR MATEO: Those opposed say "no".
NOES:
EXCUSED:

NONE.
COUNCILMEMBERS HOKAMA AND VICTORINO.

CHAIR MATEO: Motion is carried with seven "ayes"; two Members "excused".
Mr. Clerk.
DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK: For the record, BILL NO. 98 (2012).
COMMITTEE REPORT
NO.
12-139

- BUDGET AND FINANCE COMMITTEE:

Recommending the following:
1.

That Bill 99 (2012), entitled "A BILL FOR AN ORDINANCE AMENDING
THE FISCAL YEAR 2013 BUDGET FOR THE COUNTY OF MAUI AS IT
PERTAINS TO ESTIMATED REVENUES; DEPARTMENT OF HOUSING
AND HUMAN CONCERNS, HUMAN CONCERNS PROGRAM; TOTAL
OPERATING APPROPRIATIONS; AND TOTAL APPROPRIATIONS
(OPERATING AND CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT PROJECTS)" be PASSED ON
FIRST READING and be ORDERED TO PRINT; and

2.

That County Communication 12-230, from the Budget Director, be FILED.

CHAIR MATEO: Thank you.
Mr. Pontanilla.
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VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you, Chairman.
I MOVE TO ADOPT THE RECOMMENDATIONS SET FORTH
IN COMMITTEE REPORT NO. 12-139.
COUNCILMEMBER WHITE:
MR. CHAIR, I SECOND THE MOTION.
CHAIR MATEO: Motion made by Mr. Pontanilla, second by Mr. White, to adopt the
recommendations in Committee Report No. 12-139.
Mr. Pontanilla.
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you, Chairman. Again, this report details the
Committee's review and recommended approval of a revised bill to amend the
current fiscal year budget by providing increase to the estimated Carryover/Savings
revenues in the General Fund by $1.5 million, and adding an equivalent amount,
grant appropriation to the Heritage Hall, Inc.
Your Committee was provided certification of the additional revenue that will serve as
a County's match to the State funding for the project to be located in Paia and will
consist of a multi-purpose hall, kitchen, and two cultural resource centers.
The Committee Report recommends passage of the revised bill and the filing of the
County Communication.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you, Mr. Pontanilla. Members, further discussion?
Mr. Couch.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Thank you, Mr. Chair. And I'm just curious if we have a
conflict of interest between the Chair and Ms. Baisa due to the heritage of both of
you?
CHAIR MATEO: Mr. Couch, it's call, it's called a privilege.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Thank you.
CHAIR MATEO: No. Thank you. The Chair does not, the Chair does not see it as any
conflict. Thank you.
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Mr. Couch.
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CHAIR MATEO: Members, further discussion? All those in favor of the motion to adopt the
recommendations in Committee Report No. 12-139, signify by saying "aye".
AYES:

COUNCILMEMBERS
BAISA,
CARROLL,
COCHRAN,
COUCH
WHITE,
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA, AND CHAIR MATEO.

CHAIR MATEO: Those opposed say "no".
NOES:
EXCUSED:

NONE.
COUNCILMEMBERS HOKAMA AND VICTORINO.

CHAIR MATEO: Motion is carried with seven "ayes" and two Members "excused".
Mr., Mr. Clerk.
DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK: For the record, BILL NO. 99 (2012).
Chairman, that concludes the committee reports on today's agenda. Shall I proceed
with county communications?
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you. You can proceed.
DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK: Proceeding with County Communications.

COUNTY COMMUNICATIONS
NO.

12-243

- DANILO F. AGSALOG, DIRECTOR OF FINANCE,
(dated November 9, 2012)

Informing of the sale of $70,250,000 of General Obligation Bonds, 2012 Series A, B,
C, and D.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you.
Mr. Pontanilla.
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VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you, Chairman. May I request the Clerk to call forward
County Communication 12-244, so I may request in one motion, referral of both
communication to the Council Chair for the next term.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you. Mr. Clerk, call up County Communication No. 12-244.
NO. 12-244 - DANILO F. AGSALOG, DIRECTOR OF FINANCE,
(dated November 13, 2012)
Transmitting the "COUNTY OF MAUI SUPPLEMENTAL SUMMARY OF TOTAL
FUNDED INDEBTEDNESS OUTSTANDING AND UNPAID AS OF
NOVEMBER 14, 2012 BASED UPON RECORDS OF THE DIRECTOR OF
FINANCE".
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you.
Mr. Pontanilla.
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you.
CHAIRMAN,
I
MOVE TO
REFER COUNTY
COMMUNICATIONS NO. 12-243 AND 12-244 TO THE
COUNCIL CHAIR FOR THE NEXT COUNCIL TERM.
COUNCILMEMBER WHITE:
SECOND.
CHAIR MATEO: Members, we have a motion on the floor made by Mr. Pontanilla, second
by Mr. White, that County Communication Nos. 12-243 and 12-244 be referred to the
Council Chair for term beginning January 2, 2013.
Mr. Pontanilla.
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you, Chairman. Both communications from the Director
of Finance transmit to Council summary and report of fiscal matters which the future
Council may benefit through review and further consideration. Therefore, I request
both communication be referred to the Council Chair for consideration in the next
term. Thank you.
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CHAIR MATEO: Thank you, Mr. Pontanilla. Members, discussion? All those in favor of the
motion that County Communication Nos. 12-243 and 12-244 be referred to the
Council Chair for the term beginning January 2, 2013, signify by saying "aye".
AYES:

COUNCILMEMBERS
BAISA,
CARROLL,
COCHRAN,
COUCH
WHITE,
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA, AND CHAIR MATEO.

CHAIR MATEO: Those opposed say "no".
NOES:
EXCUSED:

NONE.
COUNCILMEMBERS HOKAMA AND VICTORINO.

CHAIR MATEO: Motion is carried with seven "ayes"; two "excused".
Mr. Clerk.

NO. 12-245 - JOHN D. KIM, PROSECUTING ATTORNEY,
(dated November 14, 2012)
Transmitting a copy of a grant award letter from the Department of the Attorney
General, State of Hawaii for Special Needs Advocacy Project (SNAP).
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you.
Mr. Pontanilla.
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you.
I MOVE TO FILE COUNTY COMMUNICATION
NO. 12-45 [SIC].
COUNCILMEMBER WHITE:
SECOND.
CHAIR MATEO: It's been moved by Mr. Pontanilla, second by Mr. White, that County
Communication No. 12-245 be filed.
Mr. Pontanilla.
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VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. This communication from the Prosecuting
Attorney transmit to Council copy of a grant award letter from the State Department
of Attorney General indicating funds appropriated for the County of Maui designated
for the Special Needs Advocacy Project for the period July 1, 2012 until
September 30, 2013.
As no forwarding Committee action is required, I request the filing of this
communication.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you, Mr. Pontanilla. Members, discussion? All those in favor of the
motion to, that County Communication No. 12-245 be filed, signify by saying "aye".
AYES:

COUNCILMEMBERS
BAISA,
CARROLL,
WHITE,
COCHRAN,
COUCH
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA, AND CHAIR MATEO.

CHAIR MATEO: Those opposed say "no".
NOES:
EXCUSED:

NONE.
COUNCILMEMBERS HOKAMA AND VICTORINO.

CHAIR MATEO: Motion is carried with seven "ayes"; two "excused".
Mr. Clerk.
NO.

12-246

- DAVID TAYLOR, DIRECTOR OF WATER SUPPLY,
(dated November 14, 2012)

Transmitting copies of the Department of Water Supply's Monthly Source Report and
Groundwater Use Report for the month ended October 2012.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you.
Mr. Pontanilla.
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you, Chairman. Can I have a short recess?
CHAIR MATEO: Sure. Members, two minutes, Mr. Pontanilla?
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Yeah.
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CHAIR MATEO: Members, we're going to stand in recess for two minutes.
(THE MEETING WAS RECESSED BY THE CHAIR AT 2:47 P.M., AND WAS
RECONVENED AT 2:49 P.M., WITH ALL MEMBERS PRESENT, EXCEPT
COUNCILMEMBERS HOKAMA AND VICTORINO, EXCUSED.)
CHAIR MATEO: Council of the County of Maui, regular meeting December 7, 2012, will
reconvene.
Chair recognizes Mr. Pontanilla.
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you, Chairman.
I MOVE TO FILE COUNTY COMMUNICATION NO. 12-246.
COUNCILMEMBER WHITE:
CHAIR, I SECOND THE MOTION.
CHAIR MATEO: Been moved by Mr. Pontanilla, second by Mr. White, to file County
Communication No. 12-246.
Mr. Pontanilla, any discussion?
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Yeah, short. In your packet, this is the Department of Water
Supply's Monthly Source Report and Groundwater Use Report for the month ending
October 2012, Chairman.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you. Members, further discussion? All those in favor of the motion
to file County Communication No. 12-246, signify by saying "aye".
AYES:

COUNCILMEMBERS
BAISA,
CARROLL,
COCHRAN,
COUCH
WHITE,
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA, AND CHAIR MATEO.

CHAIR MATEO: Those opposed say "no".
NOES:
EXCUSED:

NONE.
COUNCILMEMBERS HOKAMA AND VICTORINO.
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CHAIR MATEO: Motion is carried with seven "ayes"; two Members, "excused".
Mr. Clerk.
NO. 12-248 - JOSEPH PONTANILLA, CHAIR, BUDGET AND FINANCE
COMMITTEE, (dated November 23, 2012)
Informing of his intention to offer the following motions:
1.

A motion to DISCHARGE the Budget and Finance Committee from further
consideration of County Communication 11-314, transmitting a proposed bill
entitled "A BILL FOR AN ORDINANCE AMENDING CHAPTER 3.48, MAUI
COUNTY CODE, RELATING TO THE REAL PROPERTY TAX
CLASSIFICATION OF CONDOMINIUM UNITS";
A motion to WAIVE the requirement of committee referral and report as
provided for in Rule 7(E) of the Rules of the Council;

3.

A motion to PASS ON FIRST READING AND ORDER TO PRINT a proposed
bill entitled "A BILL FOR AN ORDINANCE AMENDING CHAPTER 3.48, MAUI
COUNTY CODE, RELATING TO THE REAL PROPERTY TAX
CLASSIFICATION OF CONDOMINIUM UNITS";

4.

A motion to FILE County Communication 11-314; and

5.

A motion to FILE this communication.

CHAIR MATEO: Mr. Pontanilla.
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you, Chairman.
I MOVE THAT THE BUDGET AND FINANCE COMMITTEE BE
DISCHARGED FROM FURTHER CONSIDERATION OF
COUNTY COMMUNICATION 11-314.
COUNCILMEMBER WHITE:
MR. CHAIR, I SECOND THE MOTION.
CHAIR MATEO: Members, we have a motion on the floor made by Mr. Pontanilla and
second by Mr. White to discharge the Budget and Finance Committee from further
consideration of County Communication No. 11-314, transmitting a proposed bill
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entitled "A BILL FOR AN ORDINANCE AMENDING CHAPTER 3.48, MAUI COUNTY
CODE, RELATING TO THE REAL PROPERTY TAX CLASSIFICATION OF
CONDOMINIUM UNITS".
Mr. Pontanilla.
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: No further discussion on that.
CHAIR MATEO: Members, discussion? All those in favor of the motion to discharge the
Budget and Finance Committee from further considerations of County
Communication No. 11-314, signify by saying "aye".
AYES:

COUNCILMEMBERS
BAISA,
CARROLL,
COCHRAN,
COUCH
WHITE,
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA, AND CHAIR MATEO.

CHAIR MATEO: Those opposed say "no".
NOES:
EXCUSED:

NONE.
COUNCILMEMBERS HOKAMA AND VICTORINO.

CHAIR MATEO: Motion is carried, seven "ayes"; two "excused".
Mr. Pontanilla.
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you, Chairman.
I MOVE THAT THE REQUIREMENT OF COMMITTEE
REFERRAL AND REPORT AS PROVIDED FOR IN RULE 7(E)
OF THE RULES OF THE COUNCIL BE WAIVED.
COUNCILMEMBER WHITE:
CHAIR, I SECOND THE MOTION.
CHAIR MATEO: It's been moved by Mr. Pontanilla, second by Mr. White, to waive the
requirement of Committee referral and report as provided for in Rule 7(E) of the
Rules of the Council.
Mr. Pontanilla.
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: No discussion on that.
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CHAIR MATEO: Members, discussion? All those in favor of the motion to waive the
requirements of Committee referral and report as provided for in Rule 7(E) of the
Rules of the Council, signify by saying "aye".
AYES:

COUNCILMEMBERS
BAISA,
CARROLL,
COCHRAN,
COUCH
WHITE,
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA, AND CHAIR MATEO.

CHAIR MATEO: Those opposed say "no".
NOES:
EXCUSED:

NONE.
COUNCILMEMBERS HOKAMA AND VICTORINO.

CHAIR MATEO: Motion is carried with seven "ayes"; two Members "excused".
Mr. Pontanilla.
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you, Chairman.
I MOVE THAT THE PROPOSED BILL ATTACHED TO
COUNTY COMMUNICATION 12-248 ENTITLED "A BILL FOR
AN ORDINANCE AMENDING CHAPTER 3.48, MAUI COUNTY
CODE, RELATING TO THE REAL PROPERTY TAX
CLASSIFICATION OF CONDOMINIUM UNITS", BE PASSED
ON FIRST READING AND BE ORDERED TO PRINT, AND
THE FILING OF COUNTY COMMUNICATION 11-314 AND
12-248.
COUNCILMEMBER WHITE:
I SECOND THE MOTION, MR. CHAIR.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you. Members, we have a motion on the floor made by
Mr. Pontanilla, second by Mr. White, to pass on first reading and order to print, bill
attached to County Communication 12-248, "A BILL FOR AN ORDINANCE
AMENDING CHAPTER 3.48, MAUI COUNTY CODE, RELATING TO THE REAL
PROPERTY TAX CLASSIFICATION OF CONDOMINIUM UNITS". And it does
include the filing of County Communication No. 11-314, as well as this
Communication as well.
Mr. Pontanilla.
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VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. You want to vote on that, sir? No.
CHAIR MATEO: Members, further discussion, Members?
DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK: Chairman.
CHAIR MATEO: Go ahead.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: What. He wanted to talk to you.
CHAIR MATEO: Mr. Clerk.
DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK: Chairman, I was going to request a short recess.
CHAIR MATEO: Two minutes. We're in recess.
(THE MEETING WAS RECESSED BY THE CHAIR AT 2:54 P.M., AND WAS
RECONVENED AT 2:56 P.M., WITH ALL MEMBERS PRESENT, EXCEPT MEMBERS
HOKAMA AND VICTORINO.)
CHAIR MATEO: Council of the County of Maui regular meeting of December 7, 2012 will
return to order.
Chair recognize Mr. Pontanilla.
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you, Chairman. I was going to add some discussion to
that.
BUT AT THIS TIME I WOULD LIKE TO MOVE TO AMEND
PROPOSED SECTION 3.48.305(C)(5), MAUI COUNTY CODE,
BY STRIKING THE UNDERSCORE, SCORED WORD "SHALL"
AND INSERTING THE UNDERSCORED WORD "MAY", IN ITS
PLACE.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH
MR. CHAIR, I SECOND.
CHAIR MATEO: Members, we have on the floor a motion to amend the proposed bill and
the amendment proposal to Section 3.48.305(C)(5), Maui County Code, by striking
the underscored word "shall" and inserting the underscored word "may" in its place.
Mr. Pontanilla, further discussion?
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VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Mr. Chair, during the Committee's discussion, it
was contended that the original proposed language in this section seemed a bit
heavy handed.
The proposed revision would allow the Director of Finance the discretion to consider
extenuating circumstances and hopefully avoid creating unnecessary hardship for
individual condominium, condominium unit owners.
And let me further discuss that, Chairman, the purpose of the proposed bill is to allow
the County to classify properties subdivided into condominium units as hotel and
resort when those units are advertised for occupancy for the period less than six
consecutive month.
The passage of the proposed bill prior to the end of this calendar year will allow the
County to recognize additional revenues realized through the reclassification of
properties in the Fiscal Year 2014.
Chairman, you know, as we move forward as on, as a County to increase revenues,
the Real Property Tax Division has been really working hard to see, you know, to get
revenues from those entities that are so-called cheating the system. Thank you.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you, Mr. Pontanilla. Members, discussion?
Mr. Couch.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Thank you, Mr. Chair. And I want to thank Mr. Pontanilla for
bringing this up. That was my concern at, at the Committee meeting. And as a
condo owner who's AOAO is not as on it as a lot of others are, I was concerned
about having that "shall" in there. So, I appreciate Mr. Pontanilla for bringing it up.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you. Thank you, Mr. Pontanilla. Members, further discussion? No.
All those in favor of the motion to amend the proposed bill as proposed by Budget
Chair Pontanilla, signify by saying "aye".
AYES: COUNCILMEMBERS BAISA, CARROLL,
COCHRAN,
COUCH
WHITE,
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA, AND CHAIR MATEO.
CHAIR MATEO: Those opposed say "no".
NOES:
EXCUSED:

NONE.
COUNCILMEMBERS HOKAMA AND VICTORINO.
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CHAIR MATEO: Motion is carried with seven "ayes"; two Members "excused".
Members, we're back to the main motion. All those-Mr. Pontanilla, any additional discussion?
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: No discussion.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you. Members, all those in favor of the motion to pass on first
reading and order to print the proposed bill as amended, signify by saying "aye".
AYES:

COUNCILMEMBERS
BAISA,
CARROLL,
COCHRAN,
COUCH
WHITE,
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA, AND CHAIR MATEO.

CHAIR MATEO: Those opposed say "no".
NOES:
EXCUSED:

NONE.
COUNCILMEMBERS HOKAMA AND VICTORINO.

CHAIR MATEO: Motion is carried with seven "ayes"; two Members "excused".
Mr., Mr. Clerk, proceed.
DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK: Chairman, the following County Communications are
recommended for referral to the Council Chair for the term beginning
January 2, 2013.
NO.

12-249

- DANILO F. AGSALOG, DIRECTOR OF FINANCE,
(dated November 14, 2012)

Transmitting copies of the Finance Director's Quarterly Report for Fiscal Year
July 1, 2012 to June 30, 2013 as of September 30, 2012 and the Capital
Improvement Project Report as of September 30, 2012.
The recommended action is that County Communication No. 12-249 be referred to the
Council Chair for the term beginning January 2, 2013.
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12-250

NO.

- DAVID TAYLOR, DIRECTOR OF WATER SUPPLY,
(dated November 8, 2012)

Transmitting copies of the water use reports for January through December 2011 and
January through September 2012.
The recommended action is that County Communication No. 12-250 be referred to the
Council Chair for the term beginning January 2, 2013.
(COUNTY COMMUNICATION NO. 12-250 WAS FILED LATER
IN THIS MEETING. See pages 123 through 125 for discussion.)
NO.

12-251

- WILLIAM SPENCE, PLANNING DIRECTOR,
(dated November 15, 2012)

Relating to an application submitted by Pacific Rim Land, Inc., transmitting copies of
documents and three proposed bills entitled:
1.

"A BILL FOR AN ORDINANCE TO AMEND THE KIHEI-MAKENA
COMMUNITY PLAN AND LAND USE MAP FROM AGRICULTURE TO
HEAVY INDUSTRIAL FOR PROPERTY SITUATED AT 500 EAST
WELAKAHAO ROAD, KIHEI, MAUI, HAWAII";

2.

"A BILL FOR AN ORDINANCE TO AMEND THE STATE LAND USE
DISTRICT CLASSIFICATION FROM AGRICULTURAL DISTRICT TO URBAN
DISTRICT (CONDITIONAL BOUNDARY AMENDMENT) FOR PROPERTY
SITUATED AT 500 EAST WELAKAHAO ROAD, KIHEI, MAUI, HAWAII, FOR
THE KIHEI ROCK CRUSHING FACILITY AND RELATED IMPROVEMENTS,
INCLUDING UPGRADE OF AN EXISTING WATERLINE"; and

3.

"A BILL FOR AN ORDINANCE TO CHANGE ZONING FROM
AGRICULTURAL DISTRICT TO M-2 HEAVY INDUSTRIAL DISTRICT
(CONDITIONAL ZONING) FOR PROPERTY SITUATED AT 500 EAST
WELAKAHAO ROAD, KIHEI, MAUI, HAWAII".

The recommended action is that County Communication No. 12-251 be referred to the
Council Chair for the term beginning January 2, 2013.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you. Members, if there's no objections, the recommendation would
be to refer to the Council Chair for the up--
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DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK: Excuse me. I apologize, Chair, but I forgot one more county
communication.
CHAIR MATEO: Go ahead.
NO.

12-252

- DANNY A. MATEO, COUNCIL CHAIR,
(dated November 13, 2012)

Transmitting a letter from Ryan Churchill, President & Chief Operating Officer of Maui
Land & Pineapple Company, Inc., submitting the Annual Compliance Report in
accordance with Ordinance No. 3889, West Maui Project District 5 (Pulelehua),
Unilateral Agreement and Declaration for Conditional Zoning for property situated at
Mahinahina, Kahana, Lahaina, Maui, Hawaii.
The recommended action is that County Communication No. 12-252 be referred to the
Council Chair for the term beginning January 2, 2013.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you. Members, any, any objections to the recommendation of
referral to the Council Chair for the upcoming term beginning January 2, 2013, any
objections?

DISCUSSION AND ACTION RELATING TO
COUNTY COMMUNICATION NO. 12-250
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Mr. Chair.
CHAIR MATEO: Yes, Mr. Couch.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH:
I MOVE TO FILE NO., COUNTY COMMUNICATION
NO. 12-250.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA:
MR. CHAIR, I SECOND THE MOTION.
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CHAIR MATEO: Thank you. Members, we have a motion on the floor made by Mr. Couch,
second by Ms. Baisa, to file County Communication 12-250.
Mr. Couch.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Thank you, Mr. Chair. This is one we typically file coming
through and just wanted to remind Members that it is in their binders if they have any
questions and we can bring it back out if necessary. Thank you.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you. Members, further discussion?
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Chair.
CHAIR MATEO: Ms. Cochran.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Actually, wasn't this referred to us just now because we
haven't been receiving it? It was like an oversight on behalf of the Water
Department.
CHAIR MATEO: Ms. Baisa.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Thank you very much, Chair. I believe I see these regularly.
CHAIR MATEO: Yes.
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Chairman.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: We were, it says on the front page, sorry.
CHAIR MATEO: No. Go ahead, Ms. Cochran.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Anyways, "we were informed that the Council has not
been receiving copies of the water usage reports." We get the groundwater counts
but this in particular, the usage reports, we haven't been receiving. It's interesting
stuff, it's good. I'm okay to file, I just wanted to point that out. Thank you, Chair.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you, Ms. Cochran.
Mr. Pontanilla.
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Disregard.
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CHAIR MATEO: Members, further discussion? We have a motion on the floor to file
County Communication 12-250. Members, Chair is going to call for the vote. All
those in favor of the motion to file, signify by saying "aye".
AYES:

COUNCILMEMBERS
BAISA,
CARROLL,
COCHRAN,
COUCH
WHITE,
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA, AND CHAIR MATEO.

CHAIR MATEO: Those opposed say "no".
NOES:
EXCUSED:

NONE.
COUNCILMEMBERS HOKAMA AND VICTORINO.

CHAIR MATEO: Motion is carried with seven "ayes"; two Members "excused".
Members, again, go back to the request for referral to the Council Chair. Any
objections with the remaining communications?
MEMBERS VOICED NO OBJECTION.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you, so ordered.
Mr. Clerk.
DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK: Chairman, proceeding with ordinance for first reading.

ORDINANCES
ORDINANCE NO.
BILL NO.
(2012)
A BILL FOR AN ORDINANCE AMENDING CHAPTER 2.80B, MAUI COUNTY CODE
RELATING TO THE MAUI ISLAND PLAN
CHAIR MATEO: Members, the Chair would like to ask that this bill be moved to end of
calendar. There is many other bills that, that is included in this agenda that we need
to complete. And by us completing the agenda with, with moving this particular item
to end of calendar, it will give us the opportunity to complete the, the work for today
and provide greater focus on the Island Plan itself.
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So, if there's no objections, Members, we will move this particular item to end of
calendar. Any objections?
MEMBERS VOICED NO OBJECTION.
(See pages 145 through 183 for discussion.)

CHAIR MATEO: Thank you.
Mr. Clerk, proceed.
DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK: Chairman, proceeding with ordinances for second and final
reading.
ORDINANCE NO.
BILL NO.
88 (2012)
A BILL FOR AN ORDINANCE AMENDING
THE FISCAL YEAR 2013 BUDGET FOR THE COUNTY OF MAUI
AS IT PERTAINS TO ESTIMATED REVENUES; AND
CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT PROJECT, WEST MAUI COMMUNITY PLAN AREA,
SEWER, WEST MAUI RECYCLED WATER PROJECT, PHASE I — UV EXPANSION
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you.
Mr. Pontanilla.
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you, Chairman. I would like to request that the Clerk
also bring up Bills No. 89 and 90 because all three Bills 88, 89, and 90 pertains to the
same project.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you.
Mr. Clerk, call up Bills No. 89 and 90 as well.
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ORDINANCE NO.
BILL NO. 89 (2012)
A BILL FOR AN ORDINANCE AMENDING ORDINANCE NO. 3954,
BILL NO. 46 (2012), RELATING TO THE ISSUANCE OF
GENERAL OBLIGATION BONDS OF THE COUNTY OF MAUI
(WEST MAUI RECYCLED WATER SYSTEM EXPANSION)
ORDINANCE NO.
BILL NO. 90 (2012)
A BILL FOR AN ORDINANCE AUTHORIZING THE MAYOR OF THE COUNTY OF
MAUI TO ENTER INTO AN INTERGOVERNMENTAL AGREEMENT FOR A STATE
WATER POLLUTION CONTROL REVOLVING FUND LOAN FOR THE
WEST MAUI RECYCLED WATER PROJECT, PHASE I — UV EXPANSION,
FISCAL YEAR 2013 BUDGET ORDINANCE
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you.
Mr. Pontanilla.
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you, Chairman.
I MOVE TO PASS ON SECOND AND FINAL READING, BILLS
NO. 88, 89, AND 90.
COUNCILMEMBER WHITE:
SECOND.
CHAIR MATEO: It's been moved by Mr. Pontanilla, second by Mr. White, that Bill Nos. 88,
89, and 90 (2012) pass on second and final reading.
Mr. Pontanilla.
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you, Chairman. These bills in companion will delete
and re-appropriate $3.5 million of authorized general obligation bond appropriation to
allow and add equal appropriation through State Revolving Loan Funds for funding
the West Maui Recycled Water Expansion project.
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The County will reduce finance costs by substituting bond funding with the use of the
State Revolving Fund Loan for the project which includes upgrades that in, that will
increase the amount of R-1 treated water available for the West Maui area.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you. Members, discussion? All those in favor of, of the motion that
Bill Nos. 88, 89, and 90 (2012) pass on second and final reading, signify by saying
"aye".
AYES:

COUNCILMEMBERS
BAISA,
CARROLL,
COCHRAN,
COUCH
WHITE,
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA, AND CHAIR MATEO.

CHAIR MATEO: Those opposed say "no".
NOES:
EXCUSED:

NONE.
COUNCILMEMBERS HOKAMA AND VICTORINO.

CHAIR MATEO: Motion is carried with seven "ayes"; two Members "excused", Mr. Hokama
and Mr. Victorino.
Mr. Clerk.
ORDINANCE NO.
BILL NO.
91 (2012)
A BILL FOR AN ORDINANCE AMENDING
THE FISCAL YEAR 2013 BUDGET FOR THE COUNTY OF MAUI
AS IT PERTAINS TO ESTIMATED REVENUES;
MAKAWAO-PUKALANI-KULA COMMUNITY PLAN AREA, WATER SUPPLY,
WAIKAMOI FLUME REPLACEMENT;
TOTAL CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT PROJECT APPROPRIATIONS; AND
TOTAL APPROPRIATIONS (OPERATING AND CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT PROJECTS)
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you.
Mr. Pontanilla.
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you, Chairman. Can I have the Clerk bring up also Bill
No. 92? Both 91 and 92 pertains to the same project.
CHAIR MATEO: Mr. Clerk. Call up Bill No. 92 (2012).
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ORDINANCE NO.
BILL NO. 92 (2012)
A BILL FOR AN ORDINANCE AMENDING ORDINANCE NO. 3954,
BILL NO. 46 (2012), RELATING TO THE ISSUANCE OF
GENERAL OBLIGATION BONDS OF THE COUNTY OF MAUI
(WAIKAMOI FLUME REPLACEMENT)
CHAIR MATEO: Mr. Pontanilla.
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you, Chairman.
I MOVE TO PASS ON SECOND AND FINAL READING,
BILLS 91 AND 92.
COUNCILMEMBER WHITE:
MR. CHAIR, I SECOND THE MOTION.
CHAIR MATEO: Been moved by Mr. Pontanilla, second by Mr. White, that Bills No. 91 and
92 (2012) pass on second and final reading.
Mr. Pontanilla.
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you, Chairman. These bills in companion authorizes
and appropriates $5.2 million of general obligation bond funding in supplement to the
Waikamoi Flume Replacement project.
The appropriation in bonds were deemed necessary to address a funding shortfall for
the project due to the State Department of Health informing the County that it would
only authorize State Revolving Fund Loan equal to about 60 percent of the total cost
of the project. The added bond funding will allow timely forwarding of the project.
Thank you.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you. Members, further discussion? All those in favor of the motion
that Bills No. 91 and 92 (2012) pass on second and final reading, signify by saying
"aye.
AYES:

COUNCILMEMBERS
BAISA,
CARROLL,
COCHRAN,
COUCH
WHITE,
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA, AND CHAIR MATEO.
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CHAIR MATEO: Those opposed say "no".
NOES:
EXCUSED:

NONE.
COUNCILMEMBERS HOKAMA AND VICTORINO.

CHAIR MATEO: Motion is carried with seven "ayes"; two Members "excused", Mr. Hokama
and Mr. Victorino.
Mr. Clerk.
ORDINANCE NO.
BILL NO. 93 (2012)
A BILL FOR AN ORDINANCE AMENDING TITLE 10, MAUI COUNTY
CODE, AND TITLE 13, MAUI COUNTY CODE, AUTHORIZING PARKS
SECURITY OFFICERS TO ISSUE CITATIONS AND PROHIBITING
UNAUTHORIZED ACTIVITY IN PARKS
CHAIR MATEO: Mr. White.
COUNCILMEMBER WHITE: Thank you, Chair.
I MOVE TO PASS BILL 93 (2012) ON SECOND AND FINAL
READING.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN:
SECOND.
CHAIR MATEO: It's been moved by Mr. White and second by Ms. Cochran that Bill No. 20,
excuse me, Bill No. 93 (2012) pass on second and final reading.
Mr. White.
COUNCILMEMBER WHITE: Thank you, Chair. This bill will authorize parks security
officers to issue citations for unauthorized activity within the boundaries of our County
parks.
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A representative of the Department of Police has stated that the parks security
officers receive the same training as police officers regarding the issuance of
citations.
In addition, only properly trained and authorized Department of Parks and Recreation
personnel will have access to the citation booklets and have the ability to issue the
citations. I respectfully ask for the Council's support of Bill 93 (2012).
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you. Members, further discussion? All those in favor of the motion
that Bill No. 93 (2012) pass on second and final reading, signify by saying "aye".
AYES:

COUNCILMEMBERS
BAISA,
CARROLL,
COCHRAN,
COUCH
WHITE,
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA, AND CHAIR MATEO.

CHAIR MATEO: Those opposed say "no".
NOES:
EXCUSED:

NONE.
COUNCILMEMBERS HOKAMA AND VICTORINO.

CHAIR MATEO: Motion is carried with seven "ayes"; two Members "excused", Mr. Hokama
and Mr. Victorino.
Mr. Clerk.
ORDINANCE NO.
BILL NO. 94 (2012)
A BILL FOR AN ORDINANCE AMENDING CHAPTER 14.13,
MAUI COUNTY CODE, RELATING TO WATER METER
ISSUANCE PROVISIONS FOR THE UPCOUNTRY WATER SYSTEM
CHAIR MATEO: Mr. Pontanilla.
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you, Chairman.
ON BEHALF OF THE COMMITTEE CHAIR, I MOVE TO
REFER BILL 94 (2012) ENTITLED "A BILL FOR AN
ORDINANCE AMENDING CHAPTER 14.13, MAUI COUNTY
CODE, RELATING TO WATER METER ISSUANCE
PROVISIONS FOR THE UPCOUNTRY WATER SYSTEM", TO
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THE COUNCIL CHAIR FOR THE NEXT TERM BEGINNING
JANUARY 2, 2013 FOR CONSIDERATION BY THE COUNCIL
ON SECOND AND FINAL READING.
COUNCILMEMBER WHITE:
I SECOND THE MOTION, MR. CHAIR.
CHAIR MATEO: Members, we have a motion on the floor made by Mr. Pontanilla, second
by Mr. White, that Bill No. 94 (2012) be referred to the Council Chair for term
beginning January 2, 2013.
Mr. Pontanilla, further discussion?
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you, Chairman. Bill No. 94 would enable the
Department of Water Supply to process water service application more quickly and
eliminate the Upcountry water meter priority list.
Mr. Chair, this is a very important legislation that may potentially impact many of our
residents Upcountry. At the last meeting, several concerns were raised related to the
bill. The Department of Corporation Counsel and Department of Water Supply have
responded to those concerns and the Members should have all copies of their
responses.
It is important for the Council to have time to review those responses and also to
review comments and recommendation from the Board of Water Supply who will be
meeting on this matter on December the 20.
I respectfully request the Council's consideration of this motion.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you, Mr. Pontanilla. Members, further discussion?
Mr. Couch.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Thank you, Mr. Chair. And I, I did receive that a while back I
think, a couple days ago and was able to look at it. Is the only concern, again, the,
the Water Board has, hasn't looked at it yet?
CHAIR MATEO: At this one, I'm not, I'm not aware of Mr. Couch.
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Chairman.
CHAIR MATEO: Mr. Pontanilla, are you aware of--
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VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Yes. One of the issues is having the Water Board review this
particular proposal. The other thing is that I had conversations with the Director of
that particular department regarding an issue that I had and I haven't had a chance to
read the response from Corporation Counsel.
And basically my, my concern is that, you know, what happens to those after
January 2, 2013 who may not be able to apply for a water meter? When you look at,
you know, how this thing is being planned, for example, let's say street "A" on the
existing water list you have maybe four individuals that are on that list that can work
together and pool their money so that they can do the construction by sharing cost.
After January 2, 2013, by chance, maybe one or two more applicants off that same
particular street comes in and say, you know, we, we want to be included in, in the
addition of the cost, including the cost of providing that infrastructure. But come
January 2, 2013, you know, those two individuals wouldn't be able to apply for a
water meter.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you, Mr. Pontanilla.
Mr. Couch.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Thank you for that explanation, Member Pontanilla. But that,
that's not how I understood it. If we can ask Corp. Counsel if that's what the
consequences would be. It's my understanding that more people could get on, get a
meter instead of. That, that deadline is for people not getting, not getting on the list.
CHAIR MATEO: Corporation Counsel, are you prepared to provide a response?
CORPORATION COUNSEL: I'm going to ask First Deputy Kushi to approach if you don't
mind, Chair.
CHAIR MATEO: Mr. Kushi.
FIRST DEPUTY CORPORATION COUNSEL EDWARD KUSHI: Mr. Chair, Members, what
was the question?
CHAIR MATEO: Mr. Couch.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Thank you, Mr. Chair. Mr. Pontanilla had concerns that if
somebody came in after January 2 and wanted another, wanted to get on a group of
water meters, that they couldn't. And my understanding is that it makes it easier after
January 2. That this bill only allows for the stopping of the list, for anybody else
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getting on the list; whereas they can start issuing the meters right away. So, I guess
I'm.
FIRST DEPUTY CORPORATION COUNSEL:
Mr. Chair, Member Couch, my
understanding of the bill is that it would create, if, if, if passed, Bill 94 as proposed,
would create a date certain definitive priority list as of, proposed January 1, 2013.
So, you have a firm list. If the department finds added capacity, it'd have to serve
that list first. So, people who are not on that list, January 2, you just got to wait.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Which is the same as if they wanted to, if they wanted to
come in after January 2, it's going to be the same wait, is that right?
FIRST DEPUTY CORPORATION COUNSEL: People won't, the department won't even
take their application.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Okay. Is, is it possible to hear from the, the Water Director
on that, Mr. Chair?
CHAIR MATEO: Is the Water Director-COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Short recess.
CHAIR MATEO: Yeah, wait. Is the Water Director here with us? He's not here with us.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: I thought I just saw him. I hear-CHAIR MATEO: You know, the Water Director was here a few minutes ago. The Chair will
take a very short recess until we can secure him. We're in recess.
(THE MEETING WAS RECESSED BY THE CHAIR AT 3:17 P.M., AND WAS
RECONVENED AT 3:21 P.M., WITH ALL MEMBERS PRESENT, EXCEPT MEMBERS
HOKAMA AND VICTORINO, EXCUSED.)
CHAIR MATEO: Council of the County of Maui regular meeting for December 7, 2012 will
reconvene.
Mr. Couch.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Thank you, Mr. Chair. And thank you, Mr. Taylor for coming
up here. I, it was mentioned that, if a group of people on a street were on the priority
list. And three of, say there's five, and three of them got their meters, they're eligible
for meters; and two more wanted to join that group but they're not on the list at all.
That this bill would prevent them from getting in, getting a meter during that time
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when the rest of the people on the street get the meter should there need to be some
improvements, infrastructure improvements, etc. And that, that was the contention.
My contention is either it's easier for them if this bill passes or there's no difference if
this bill passes. I'm, I'm not quite sure the ramifications there.
CHAIR MATEO: And, and you're asking Mr. Taylor for a response?
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Yes, I'm sorry.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you.
Mr. Taylor.
DIRECTOR OF WATER SUPPLY DAVID TAYLOR: Chair, thank you, Mr. Chair. I think the
answer that Mr. Kushi gave you is the same one I'm going to give you.
It doesn't really make a difference if, whether somebody is last on the list or whether
we, we don't have a list anymore and they're just out there, they're still welcome to
contribute to those improvements. And at some point when they're offered water,
either they're last on the list and will be made that offer at some point in the future or
they're not on the list right now and we have water at some point in the future, that's
the time they'll be offered a meter.
So, even if, you have somebody who is number one and somebody who is 1,600,
though they're both on the list, number 1,600 still has no timeline of when or if he is
going to be offered a meter. So, whether or not he's going to be willing to financially
contribute doesn't really make much of a difference. I don't think passing this bill or
not makes a difference to that person cause there's still uncertainty for the people at
the end of the list when, if and when they will ever be offered that meter.
CHAIR MATEO: Mr. Couch.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Mr. Chair. Thank you, Mr. Taylor. So, passing this bill is, is
fine. We, I mean, we've gone through first reading and we discussed everything. So,
Mr. Pontanilla's concerns are there regardless whether we pass this bill or not, right?
And there are other reasons to have this bill passed at this time. Is that correct?
DIRECTOR OF WATER SUPPLY: We, as you know, part of our big, our overall plan is to
pass this bill. These issues were discussed I think in Committee. And though there
may be people who don't agree with certain portions and things that may happen, I
don't think these concerns are really different than what was discussed in Committee.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Thank you. Thank you, Mr. Taylor.
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CHAIR MATEO: Members, further questions?
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Chair.
CHAIR MATEO: Yeah, go ahead Ms. Cochran.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: So, just a clarification from Director Taylor, thank you for
being here. This is to help expedite your department in issuing these meters right? I
mean, this is like the, the sort of package of bills that you folks have brought together
for us to decide on in order to assist you to move meters out right?
DIRECTOR OF WATER 'SUPPLY: That's correct. And, and, this particular bill is not
necessarily about expediting the meters. It's about getting us to a point where this
list itself, which is in the way of helping the problem. Because as Member Pontanilla
noted, there's a difficulty with people on the same street who are separated on the list
who can't combine their financial abilities to do site improvements.
If we can get to a point in the future where this list does not constrain anyone, we
won't have that problem anymore. So, rather than simply looking at this as a way to
expedite meters, this is a way to put an end to the era of this list constraining us and
having a methodology that, that, where the list itself is no longer a part of the
problem.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Thank you, Director. Thank you, Chair.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you, Ms. Cochran.
Ms. Baisa.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Yes, thank you very much, Chair. And I would like to get on
with moving this legislation. You know, this list has been a pain for a very, very long
time and I believe that it is an impediment to us dealing with what we have to deal
with in order to get water where it needs to go. And I am very, I've listened to all the,
the pros and cons. I've been stopped everywhere by people who have questions
about it. It's, it's been difficult to understand. It's a complicated matter. But then,
once we get Director Taylor here, every time, he makes it very clear why we're doing
it and why we have to do this in order to move ahead. And so, I would like very much
for us to deal with this and move it on today. Thank you.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you, Ms. Baisa. Members, further discussion?
Mr. Pontanilla, followed by Mr. White.
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VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Same question that was asked earlier from
Corporation, to Corporation Counsel in regards to the review process by the Board of
Water Supply who hadn't had a chance to review this particular ordinance and get
their inputs.
CORPORATION COUNSEL:
It, essentially it's the same answer, Councilmember
Pontanilla. It's a, it's an advisory board and in the event you want their advice-CHAIR MATEO: Mr. Wong, can you use the microphone please?
CORPORATION COUNSEL: They're an advisory board. If you ask for their advice, they
must provide it. If you don't, then they don't need to.
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: So the provision in the Charter actually is almost like
meaningless for the Water Department.
FIRST DEPUTY CORPORATION COUNSEL: Mr. Chair, Member Pontanilla, I'm looking at
the Charter itself and, and this change from, the Board of Water Supply changed
from a semiautonomous to basically advisory group. And as Corp. Counsel
mentioned, they are advisory to the department, to this body, as well, and the Mayor.
But again, if they're not asked, they cannot be advise, they cannot advise.
Again, but there are some specific powers, duties, and functions assigned to the
board. One is to review the department's budget before it goes to the Mayor.
Secondly, they need to review, shall review rates and charges before it goes to the
Mayor and the Council.
And in addition, they have the power to hear appeals from the decision of the
Director. And they can overturn that, that type of decisions. Aside from that, they're
just advisory board.
CHAIR MATEO: Mr. Pontanilla.
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you.
Mr. White.
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COUNCILMEMBER WHITE: Thank you, Chair. I'm, I'm comfortable enough with this
measure to move it today if, if the body feels that, that's important. And, and I agree
with Ms. Baisa that the list is the problem. The list is the reason why we can't have
groups of people sharing costs on the same road.
And my recollection from Mr. Taylor's explanation is that we can only start combining
the resources of the folks on the same road in different positions on the list once we
get rid of the list. Because we have an obligation to follow the numerical order of the
list now, which none of us feels is a really smart way to do it. But we have no, no
other option. So, I say, let's pass it. I, I appreciate Mr. Pontanilla's cautions but I
think it's time to get moving on this.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you, Mr. White.
Mr. Couch.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: What he said. Essentially, that's exactly what I was going to
say. So, thank you.
CHAIR MATEO: Members, further discussion? We still have the motion to refer to the
Council Chair on the floor? Members, if there's no more discussion, the Chair is
going to call for the question on the existing motion on the floor. All those in favor to
refer to the Council Chair, Bill No. 94 for the term beginning January 2, 2013, all
those in favor, signify by saying "aye".
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Aye.
CHAIR MATEO: Those opposed say "no".
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: No.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: No.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: No.
COUNCILMEMBER WHITE: No.
CHAIR MATEO: Let's do one, two, three, four, five. Did we hear five "ayes"; two "noes"?
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: No, no. We heard four "noes".
CHAIR MATEO: Four "noes", excuse me. Four "noes".
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COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Roll call, please.
CHAIR MATEO: Roll call, starting with Mr. Carroll.
DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK:

Councilmember Gladys Coelho Baisa.

COUNCILMEMBER BAISA:

NO.

DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK:

Councilmember Robert Carroll.

COUNCILMEMBER CARROLL:

NO.

DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK:

Councilmember Elle Cochran.

COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN:

NO.

DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK:

Councilmember Don Couch.

COUNCILMEMBER COUCH:

NO.

DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK:

Councilmember Riki Hokama.

CHAIR MATEO:

EXCUSED.

DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK:

Councilmember Michael P. Victorino.

CHAIR MATEO:

EXCUSED.

DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK:

Councilmember Mike White.

COUNCILMEMBER WHITE:

NO.

DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK:

Vice-Chair Joseph Pontanilla.

VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA:

AYE.

DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK:

Chair Danny A. Mateo.

CHAIR MATEO:

AYE.
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AYES:

VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA AND CHAIR MATEO.

NOES:

COUNCILMEMBERS
BAISA,
COCHRAN, COUCH, AND WHITE.

EXCUSED:

CARROLL,

COUNCILMEMBERS HOKAMA AND VICTORINO.

DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK: Chairman, there are five "noes"; two "ayes". Motion fails.
CHAIR MATEO: Okay. Thank you very much. Motion fails. Thank you very much.
Mr. Couch.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH:
MR. CHAIR, I MOVE TO APPROVE, OR TO PASS BILL
NO. 94 ON SECOND AND FINAL READING.
COUNCILMEMBER WHITE:
SECOND, THE MOTION.
CHAIR MATEO: Motion on the floor made by Mr. Couch and second by Mr. White to pass
on second and final reading Bill No. 94.
Mr. Couch.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Thank you, Mr. Chair. And we discussed it before. So, I
have, I have no more further discussion.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you. Members, discussion? All those in favor of the motion that Bill
No. 94 (2012) pass on second and final reading, signify by saying "aye".
AYES:

COUNCILMEMBERS
BAISA,
COCHRAN, COUCH. AND WHITE.

CARROLL,

CHAIR MATEO: Those opposed say "no".
NOES:
EXCUSED:

VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA AND CHAIR MATEO.
COUNCILMEMBERS HOKAMA AND VICTORINO.
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CHAIR MATEO: Motion is carried with five "ayes" and two "noes".
Mr. Clerk.
DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK: Chairman, proceeding with unfinished business.

UNFINISHED BUSINESS
ORDINANCE
ORDINANCE NO.
BILL NO. 87 (2012)
A BILL FOR AN ORDINANCE TO AMEND THE STATE LAND USE
DISTRICT CLASSIFICATION FROM AGRICULTURAL DISTRICT
TO RURAL DISTRICT (CONDITIONAL BOUNDARY AMENDMENT)
FOR PROPERTY SITUATED AT 1813 BALDWIN AVENUE,
TAX MAP KEY NO. (2) 2-5-004:007, MAKAWAO, MAUI, HAWAII
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you.
Mr. Carroll.
COUNCILMEMBER CARROLL: Thank you, Chair.
MOVE TO PASS BILL 87 (2012) ON SECOND AND FINAL
READING.
COUNCILMEMBER WHITE:
MR. CHAIR, I SECOND THE MOTION.
CHAIR MATEO: Members, we have a motion on the floor made by Mr. Carroll and second
by Mr. White that Bill No. 87 (2012) pass on second and final reading.
Mr. Carroll.
COUNCILMEMBER CARROLL: Thank you, Chair. The District Boundary Amendment
would allow for the continued use of existing dormitory facilities historically known as
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the Fred Baldwin Memorial Home, and on-site educational programs to include
exercise, yoga, metaphysics, water sports training, agriculture, and Hawaiian cultural
practices.
The District Boundary Amendment would also allow for the development of a
proposed college, including a 7,090 square foot classroom facility, excuse me, and
pool on the property to support educational programs.
I ask the Council for support of my motion to pass Bill 87 on second and final reading.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you, Mr. Carroll. Members, further discussion?
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Chair.
CHAIR MATEO: Ms. Cochran.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Hi. Thank you. So, all throughout this discussion I've
been the sole only "no" vote and I again will be that. But I would like to explain
myself. And just by chance in my latest HawaiianMiles newsletter, on the back page,
there's actually a huge ad for this particular project already setting up room rates, you
know, minimum stays. And in it, they're going to toss in some free classes. So, it
really seems like a very different picture being painted in this ad, for me, and my, my
suspicions all along seem to be confirmed here, in my eyes. And so what Mr. Carroll
just said in regards to this motion as a college and classrooms and all this stuff, I
don't see it in this ad. So, that has been my fear and I see it here. So, again, I will
not support this. So, just wanted to explain my "no" vote. Thank you, Chair.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you, Ms. Cochran. Members, further discussion?
Mr. White.
COUNCILMEMBER WHITE: Thank you, Chair. I, I understand Ms. Cochran's concerns.
But I think one of the, this is the type of advertisement that we'd had a fairly extensive
discussion on in Committee. And the discussion was that we can only really hold
them accountable for the advertising they do directly. And this is clearly an ad that's
put together by Hawaiian Air, they're all the same ad, all on the Hawaiian Air
newsletter. And so this is not one of those instances where we can hold them
accountable.
And I still support moving ahead with this motion. I think it's, again, a very exciting
and expensive re-use of an old facility that otherwise without the efforts of the owner,
would have simply probably turned into dust over time. So, I, I support the, the bill.
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CHAIR MATEO: Thank you, Mr. White.
Mr. Couch.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Thank you, Mr. Chair. And while I understand Mr. White's
comments, my, one of my concerns too was, is it really a hotel versus a college?
And, you know, Hawaiian Airlines doesn't just go out there and throw that on there
and throw those people's logo on. They have to get approval to get that ad out there
like that, in my opinion.
My preference would be to defer, refer this to the next Council so we can talk to the
folks again because I have, I have a concern like Ms. Cochran has. So, right now if
this, this were to go to vote, I am sure I would vote "no" on it because I would like to
see some more, discuss this with these folks a little bit more. So, that's why my "no"
vote.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you. Members, further discussion? All those in favor of the motion
that Bill No. 87 (2012) pass on second and final reading, signify by saying "aye".
AYES:

COUNCILMEMBERS BAISA, CARROLL, WHITE,
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA, AND CHAIR MATEO.

CHAIR MATEO: Those opposed say "no".
NOES:
EXCUSED:

COUNCILMEMBERS COCHRAN AND COUCH.
COUNCILMEMBERS HOKAMA AND VICTORINO.

CHAIR MATEO: Members, we have two "noes", Ms. Cochran and Mr. Couch; "aye" votes
is Mr. Carroll, Ms. Baisa, Mr. White, Mr. Pontanilla, and Mr. Mateo. Motion carries.
Members, a short recess please.
(THE MEETING WAS RECESSED BY THE CHAIR AT 3:37 P.M., AND WAS
RECONVENED AT 3:45 P.M., WITH ALL MEMBERS PRESENT, EXCEPT
COUNCILMEMBERS HOKAMA AND VICTORINO, EXCUSED.)
CHAIR MATEO: Council of the County of Maui regular meeting of December 7, 2012 will
reconvene.
Members, at this time, we have one additional item on the agenda and that is the
"BILL FOR AN ORDINANCE AMENDING CHAPTER 2.80B, MAUI COUNTY CODE,
RELATING TO THE MAUI ISLAND PLAN".
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Members, we will be losing quorum in a few minutes. The, the Chair is going to ask
that we recess this meeting and reconvene Monday morning, 9:00 a.m. in this
chambers. Any objections?
MEMBERS VOICED NO OBJECTION.
CHAIR MATEO: Okay, thank you. Members, Council of the County of Maui, meeting of
December 7, 2012, stands in recess.
THE COUNCIL MEETING OF DECEMBER 7, 2012 WAS RECESSED BY THE CHAIR AT
3:46 P.M., AND WAS RECONVENED ON DECEMBER 10, 2012, AT 9:07 A.M.
CHAIR MATEO: Council of the County of Maui recessed meeting of December 7, 2012 will
come to order.
Mr. Clerk, may we have the roll call please.

ROLL CALL
PRESENT: COUNCILMEMBERS GLADYS C. BAISA, ROBERT
CARROLL, ELEANORA COCHRAN, DONALD G. COUCH JR.,
G. RIKI HOKAMA, MICHAEL P. VICTORINO, MICHAEL B.
WHITE, VICE-CHAIR JOSEPH PONTANILLA, AND
CHAIR DENNIS A. MATEO.
EXCUSED: NONE.
DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK: Chairman, there are nine Members present, a quorum is
present to conduct the business of the Council.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you. Members, we have just one item to be addressed today, and
it's the proposed "BILL FOR AN ORDINANCE AMENDING CHAPTER 2.80B, MAUI
COUNTY CODE, RELATING TO THE MAUI ISLAND PLAN".
Mr. Clerk, will you please call up the ordinance, proposed ordinance, excuse me.
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ORDINANCE
ORDINANCE NO.
BILL NO. 101 (2012)
A BILL FOR AN ORDINANCE AMENDING CHAPTER 2.80B, MAUI COUNTY CODE,
RELATING TO THE MAUI ISLAND PLAN
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you.
Ms. Baisa.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Mr. Chair.
I MOVE TO PASS ON FIRST READING THE PROPOSED BILL
ADOPTING THE MAUI ISLAND PLAN.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH:
MR. CHAIR, I SECOND.
CHAIR MATEO: It's been moved by Ms. Baisa and second by Mr. Couch to pass on first
reading and order to print the proposed bill entitled "A BILL FOR AN ORDINANCE
AMENDING CHAPTER 2.80B, MAUI COUNTY CODE, RELATING TO THE MAUI
ISLAND PLAN".
Ms. Baisa.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA:
MR. CHAIR, I MOVE TO AMEND THE INSIDE COVER PAGE
OF THE MAUI ISLAND PLAN TO INSERT THE NAME
"CHRISTOPHER L. HART" AFTER THE PHRASE "IN LOVING
MEMORY".
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH:
MR. CHAIR, I SECOND.
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CHAIR MATEO: Members, you have a motion on the floor made by Ms. Baisa, second by
Mr. Couch to insert in the cover page of the Maui Island Plan, the name
"Christopher L. Hart" after the phrase "In loving memory".
Ms. Baisa.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Mr. Chair, Chris Hart was an important and influential member
of our community, particularly in the area of planning. Mr. Hart contributed to the
drafting of the Maui Island Plan and is recognized for his work as a consultant on the
Acknowledgements page of the plan. With the unfortunate recent passing of
Mr. Hart, he should also be recognized in memoriam.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you. Members, further discussion?
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Chair.
CHAIR MATEO: Ms. Cochran.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: You know, I respect all the names that are listed there, I
just feel like that word "loving" though, for me, belongs like on a headstone or for
family, you know personal family members. I think, I feel more comfortable if it's just
"In memory of or add "Memorium" or of that nature. That's just my comments so I
will not be supporting this.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you. Members, further discussion? Members, all those in favor of
the motion to amend the inside cover page of the Maui Island Plan to insert the name
"Christopher L. Hart" after the phrase "In loving memory". All those in support of the
amendment, signify by saying "aye".
AYES: COUNCILMEMBERS BAISA, CARROLL, COUCH,
HOKAMA, VICTORINO, WHITE, VICE-CHAIR
PONTANILLA, AND CHAIR MATEO.
CHAIR MATEO: Those opposed say "no".
NOES: COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN.
CHAIR MATEO: Motion is carried with eight "ayes"; one "no", Ms. Cochran.
Ms. Balsa.
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COUNCILMEMBER BAISA:
MR. CHAIR, I MOVE TO AMEND PAGE 2-48 OF THE MAUI
ISLAND PLAN TO STRIKE THE PHRASE "IDENTIFIED ON
CULTURAL/SCENIC RESOURCE POLICY MAP."
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH:
MR. CHAIR, I SECOND.
CHAIR MATEO: Motion made by Ms. Baisa, second by Mr. Couch to amend page 2-48 of
the Maui Island Plan to strike the phrase "identified on Cultural/Scenic Resource
Policy Map."
Ms. Baisa.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: The General Plan Committee deleted the Cultural/Scenic
Resource Policy Map from the Maui Island Plan and voted to place it with the
technical plans and studies prepared pursuant to Section 2.80B.030(H), Maui County
Code. Therefore, a reference to the map in the Maui Island Plan is no longer correct.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you, Ms. Baisa. Members, further discussion? All those in favor of
the motion to amend page 2-48 of the Maui Island Plan to strike the phrase "identified
on Cultural/Scenic Resource Policy Map." Please indicate by saying "aye".
AYES: COUNCILMEMBERS BAISA, CARROLL, COCHRAN,
COUCH, HOKAMA, VICTORINO, WHITE,
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA, AND CHAIR MATEO.
CHAIR MATEO: Those opposed say "no".
NOES: NONE.
CHAIR MATEO: Motion is carried with nine "ayes".
Ms. Baisa.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA:
MR. CHAIR, I MOVE TO AMEND PAGE 8-21 OF THE MAUI
ISLAND PLAN TO STRIKE FROM TABLE 8-6 THE PHRASE
"WAI'ALE WORKFORCE HOUSING AND".
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COUNCILMEMBER COUCH:
MR. CHAIR, I SECOND.
CHAIR MATEO: Motion on the floor made by Ms. Baisa and second by Mr. Couch to
amend page 8-21 of the Maui Island Plan to strike from Table 8-6 the phrase
"Wai'ale Workforce Housing and".
Discussion, Ms. Baisa.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Mr. Chair, the description for the Waiale Workforce Housing is
detailed in Table 8-5 on page 8-20 of the Maui Island Plan. The additional reference
to the Wai'ale Workforce Housing in Table 8-6 was an inadvertent error that should
be deleted.
CHAIR MATEO: Members, further discussion? All those in favor of the motion to amend
page 8-21 of the Maui Island Plan to strike from Table 8-6 the phrase "Wai'ale
Workforce Housing and", signify by saying "aye".
AYES: COUNCILMEMBERS BAISA, CARROLL, COCHRAN,
COUCH, HOKAMA, VICTORINO, WHITE,
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA, AND CHAIR MATEO.
CHAIR MATEO: Those opposed say "no".
NOES: NONE.
CHAIR MATEO: Motion is carried with nine "ayes".
Ms. Baisa.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA:
MR. CHAIR, I MOVE TO DIRECT STAFF TO MAKE
NONSUBSTANTIVE REVISIONS TO THE TEXT ONLY OF
THE MAUI ISLAND PLAN TO CORRECT TECHNICAL AND
MANIFEST CLERICAL, CLERICAL ERRORS, INCLUDING
SPELLING, GRAMMAR, FORMATTING, PUNCTUATION,
CAPITALIZATION, AND NUMBERING, SUBJECT TO THE
COUNCIL CHAIR'S APPROVAL.
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COUNCILMEMBER COUCH:
MR. CHAIR, I SECOND.
CHAIR MATEO: Motion on the floor made by Ms. Baisa, second by Mr. Couch to direct
staff to make nonsubstative revisions to the text only of the Maui Island Plan to
correct technical and manifest clerical errors, including spelling, grammar, formatting,
punctuation, capitalization, and numbering, subject to the Council Chair's approval.
Members, all those in favor of the motion. Ms. Baisa.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Yes, due to the voluminous nature of the Maui Island Plan,
Chair, technical and manifest clerical errors to the text were inadvertently overlooked
during the final review of the plan. To avoid having to reference each correction to
spelling, grammar, formatting, punctuation, capitalization, and numbering, staff
should be authorized to make these corrections, subject to the Council Chair's
approval, prior to posting the proposed bill for second and final reading and that's the
reason for the amendment.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you, Ms. Baisa. Members, discussion? All those in favor of the
motion to direct staff to make nonsubstative revisions to the text only of the Maui
Island Plan to correct technical and manifest clerical errors, including spelling,
grammar, formatting, punctuation, capitalization, and numbering, subject to the
Council Chair's approval, please signify by saying "aye".
AYES: COUNCILMEMBERS BAISA, CARROLL, COCHRAN,
COUCH, HOKAMA, VICTORINO, WHITE,
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA, AND CHAIR MATEO.
CHAIR MATEO: Those opposed say "no".
NOES: NONE.
CHAIR MATEO: Motion is carried with nine "ayes".
Ms. Baisa.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Mr. Chair, I have no further amendments. Thank you.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you. Members, we have, we are in receipt of additional
amendments being proposed to the, to the current bill as proposed, and Chair will
recognize Member Pontanilla for his amendment proposals.
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VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you, Chairman.
I MOVE TO AMEND MAP C4 OF THE MAUI ISLAND PLAN,
AND CORRESPONDING MAPS, BY THE DEPARTMENT OF
HAWAIIAN HOME LANDS, DHHL, LOCATED WEST OF
MOKULELE HIGHWAY, IN PULEHUNUI, TO THE URBAN
GROWTH BOUNDARY.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO:
SECOND, MR. CHAIR.
CHAIR MATEO: Motion on the floor made by Mr. Pontanilla and second by Mr. Victorino.
Mr. Pontanilla.
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. An urban, this area is an urban designation for
this land is consistent with its Project District No. 10 designation in the Kihei-Makena
Community Plan. According to the Kihei-Makena Community Plan, the objective of
Project District 10 is to "establish a master planned recreational and industrial
expansion area . . . to provide areas for industrial activities, including government
facilities, whose location are better suited away from urban areas." The land has
high commercial value and development potential due to its central location and
established access intersection with Mokulele Highway.
Also, Mr. Chairman, in, in the existing community plan for Kihei-Makena for Project
District 10, it says here "the acreage between Mokulele Highway and Kai Malu are
almost all in sugar cane cultivation", which we all know, "and it shall remain as sugar
until sugar production no longer remains a viable commodity within the State". So,
that is within the existing community plan area, therefore, inclusion of the land into
urban growth boundary will assist DHHL to attain self-sufficiency and generate
revenues to support DHHL housing programs for Native Hawaiians. Thank you.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you, Mr. Pontanilla. Members, further discussion?
Mr. Carroll.
COUNCILMEMBER CARROLL: Thank you, Chair. This has been a long process and
we're coming to the end now. I know there are people that are, have concerns with
amendments, we have in the gallery behind us obviously with Olowalu and other
places. However, between the GPAC and the Council, almost all the community
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plans that were submitted before, are not the same plans that you have now. We
have altered, changed, added, and deleted. I think enough is enough.
This plan needs to be okayed and it needs to go back to the communities. The
people that have concerns and many of the people of the concerns that we have
heard are not from the community's affected. Those people need to go to those
communities and plead their case. We need to get back on track.
When we first started this in 1982, and I was there, it was assured to us that the
communities would have their say and these would be community plans. We have
tweaked, changed, altered them enough. This plan I think is basically a good plan;
however, these changes need to go to the community level.
They can't be here today, we're making more amendments when people have no
representation. They have nothing to say about it. We need to okay this, it needs to
go back to the communities where they can meet in the evenings, to where they can
get together. To where the people that aren't in the communities can meet with those
communities, let their concerns be known and work it out with the communities.
And when they have come, come to some sort of consensus at the community levels,
then it needs to come back to us for final approval. We need to get back on track.
These are supposed to be community plans that we just oversaw, look for glaring
things that might be illegal or mistakes in maps or other things. We really shouldn't
have been tweaking and making all of these changes.
I would hope, I am not going to vote for any amendments today. I think it is the
wrong way to go. I think we should pass this plan out, get it back to the communities,
let them have their say. Enough is enough.
I would even encourage the maker of the motion, and I will not get into a debate
about the merits of the amendments offered today. I think that is the worst thing we
can do because again we are arguing what the community should have, when we
shouldn't be doing that. I would hope that the maker of the motion would withdraw
the motion and then we would just go on and approve this and send it out. Mahalo.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you, Mr. Carroll.
Mr. Couch.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Thank you, Mr. Chair. And, I concur with what Mr. Carroll
has to say. We had talked about, there are several Members here who believe that
the community plan should come first, and this is what we were dealt with, with Bill 84
and subsequently Bill 53. So now we have a framework that the community plans,
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and we've all agreed that if the community plans come in and makes changes, we
would agree to amend the General Plan along with the community's desires.
So, we've all agreed to this, or at least everybody said so in their, in their testimonies
here, in their comments. So the best thing is to just let this go as is, let the
community, you get thirteen members of each community plan advisory committee,
from that community, they get their chance to have their say for their community.
They have a little bit of a guideline until we make both plans match. So, it, that's the
time to do it is at the community plan level in my opinion. Thank you.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you, Mr. Couch.
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Mr. Chairman.
CHAIR MATEO: Members, further. Mr. Pontanilla.
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. This is the existing community plan for the County
of Maui, it hasn't been updated. We all talk about if you want to make changes,
make changes in the community plan, when we do the community plan. Hey, what
about if, if those thirteen individuals, thirteen individuals, Mr. Chairman, created this
community plan that is in existence.
So in the next review, if that thirteen individuals would like to take it out, have them
take it out. Presently it's in the existing community plan. We all say yeah, wait for
the community plan and then we can do the changes. Why can't we do the changes
during the community plan to take out things that we don't want. You know, the flip
side. Make sense to me.
And furthermore, Chairman, Department of Hawaiian Home Lands, the Hawaiian
Homes Commission Act gives the Hawaiian Homes Commission exclusive authority
to control and determine how Hawaiian Home Lands are to be used. The legal basis
that authorizes the Hawaiian Home Commission to designate land use is from
Section 206 HHCA which states that the powers and duties of the Governor and the
Board of Land and Natural Resources in respect to the lands of the State, shall not
extend to lands having the status of Hawaiian Home Lands. That we know.
The sentiment is also reflected in Congressional record 66 Congress, Second
Session, which states those Hawaiian Homes Lands are exclusively by the terms of
the bill, HHCA, under the control of its Hawaiian Homes Commission. This authority
was confirmed by the State of Hawaii Supreme Court, Ahuna vs. DHHL 1982 where
the court ruled that the Department headed by the Hawaiian Homes Commission
received exclusive control of Hawaiian Home Lands by Section 204 HHCA.
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So based on that law and based on the community plan that was done, I don't know,
maybe ten, fifteen years ago, people have already reviewed this particular area that
I'm talking about. So, Mr. Chairman, you know, my, I respect my colleagues
comments but if and when the community plan is being reviewed for Kihei-Makena
area, if that commission want to take out this area, Project District 10, from the
existing community plan, then, by all means go ahead.
And again, Mr. Chairman, according to Project District 10, those lands will be utilized
for sugar cane cultivation until sugar production is no longer remains a viable
commodity within the State. Thank you.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you, Mr. Pontanilla. Members, further discussion?
Ms. Baisa.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Thank you very much, Chair. Chair, with all due respect to my
colleagues, I just want to state my position. I am not supporting any further
amendments because for me this plan before us represents years of work by the
Council. The Committee was a committee of all of the Councilmembers, we all came
to agreement in order to present what is before us and therefore I am satisfied that
we present this, and if changes are made at the community plan level, then so be it
because we have said that we will support that. But I will not be supporting
amendments today.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you, Ms. Baisa. Members, further discussion?
Mr. Victorino.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Thank you, Chair. And I respect my colleagues and their
stance and I will as I have from the beginning through this point support
Mr. Pontanilla, and we may be on the losing end of that deal, and that's the way life
is. But there's others all around us, so we're saying go home, forget it, we're not
going to talk today. That's basically what we said right now, we're not going to make
any changes.
There are some mistakes that have been made and I think some of us want to see
some changes, mistakes in our mind, I'm not talking about mistakes by others,
mistakes in our mind that we want to correct. Open space, greenway, there's some,
some things that even bothers me; however, there's nine of us that make decisions
here and I respect each and every one of them who come up and have worked hard.
You know, Ms. Baisa's been this from the beginning of the process, and I've been
with this for the last four plus years.
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And you know, one thing I've learned, no matter where I turn, whom I speak to,
everyone has their idea of what the plan should be. Many of them are not out here
today. Many of the everyday working people who have to support their family who
are not here, who cannot be here have told me, Mike, do what you can to protect, but
make sure opportunities for our children and future generations are there. Important
aspect on this whole plan. My children, grandchildren and great grandchildren and
many generations to come need to be protected to live, work, and play here in Maui
County, especially island of Maui.
So, all my decisions have been based solely on the fact, what the future will bring.
We go through the community plan, there will be people that want changes, let them
all hash it out, let the community. But let me say this, let the community speak, not
all these outsiders coming in and trying to tell the community how to run their
community. Be respectful of that. That is important. Be respectful of the community
and the members who live there, cause they're the ones that are impacted directly.
They are the ones that have the most to gain or to lose whenever changes are made.
So remember that. Respect those who live there and are working there and that play
there. Give them that opportunity. Listen to them, work with them. Those who are
coming from the outside and saying oh this, that and everything else, how much does
it impact you?
I will listen for other amendments, I will not carte blanche, say I will not support
anything today. I will listen, like I say, I support my colleague Mr. Pontanilla. We
may be on the short end of that stick, but that's okay. It's the matter of we have our
beliefs, we have our, our ability to make what we call the best plan for Maui County,
and then now the communities will have their chance.
And yes, and finally I'll close that yeah this process next time better flip it around, let
the communities come to us, not us to them. I really believe it's been a flawed
system, but it's what we were dealt, these are the cards, now we got to play urn.
We're at the end, we're at the very end, so let's do the right thing for the people
whenever and wherever possible. Thank you, Mr. Chair.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you, Mr. Victorino.
Ms. Cochran.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Thank you, Chair. And yeah I just want to chime in on
this particular amendment. I'm going to say I, I am in support of Mr. Pontanilla's
amendment. You know, when we first started discussing this area Pulehunui in this
General Plan, this was already in there, you know, from the past as Mr. Pontanilla
pointed out in the existing community plan. And, just all by itself, in it of itself, very
supportive.
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You know, but then all of a sudden things started to morph and things started to grow
in this area and that's where, you know it was really hard to swallow. But Mr.
Pontanilla has broken up the sections that he's hoping to amend today and this one
in particular I am supportive. So I just wanted to state that for the record. Thank you,
Chair.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you, Ms. Cochran. Members, further discussion?
Mr. Pontanilla.
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you, Chairman. I, I, I know County of Maui have some
issues with the Hawaiian Home Lands today and I've had discussion with the
Department of Hawaiian Home Lands and also the Administration of this County.
And, what we're trying to do at this present time is, is to create a memorandum of
understanding that whatever is the issue can be corrected in the future. So, you
know, yeah, government does have their issues between themselves. But it
shouldn't stop Maui County, the nine of us from not supporting the host culture, which
is the Native Hawaiians. And I believe this amendment will support the Native
Hawaiians of Maui County.
So, I ask my colleagues to reconsider their understanding about not making any
amendments on this floor. We have the right, we have the right to make
amendments in any meeting. So, Mr. Chair, I, I ask my fellow colleagues to support
this particular amendment which will support the Native Hawaiian in our community,
who is our host culture. Thank you.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you, Mr. Pontanilla. Members, further discussion.
The Chair has heard a division, Mr. Pontanilla will you please state the, your motion
to amend at this point.
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I move to amend Map C4 of the Maui Island Plan, and corresponding maps in the
Map Book attached as Appendix B, to add approximately 184 acres of land owned by
Department of Hawaiian Home Lands, located west of Mokulele Highway, to the
urban growth boundary.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO:
Second, Mr. Chair.
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CHAIR MATEO: Thank you.
Mr. Clerk, Chair will call for a roll call vote.
DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK:

Councilmember Gladys Coelho Baisa.

COUNCILMEMBER BAISA:

NO.

DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK:

Councilmember Robert Carroll.

COUNCILMEMBER CARROLL:

NO.

DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK:

Councilmember Elle Cochran.

COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN:

AYE.

DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK:

Councilmember Don Couch.

COUNCILMEMBER COUCH:

NO.

DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK:

Councilmernber Riki Hokama.

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

NO.

DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK:

Councilmember Michael P. Victorino.

COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO:

AYE.

DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK:

Councilmember Mike White.

COUNCILMEMBER WHITE:

NO.

DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK:

Vice-Chair Joseph Pontanilla.

VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA:

AYE.

DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK:

Chair Danny A. Mateo.

CHAIR MATEO:

AYE.
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AYES: COUNCILMEMBERS COCHRAN, VICTORINO,
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA, AND CHAIR MATEO.
NOES: COUNCILMEMBERS BAISA, CARROLL, COUCH,
HOKAMA, AND WHITE.
DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK: Chairman, there are five "noes"; four "ayes". Motion fails.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you.
Mr. Pontanilla, you have another amendment.
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Yeah, I have another amendment for the Department of
Hawaiian Homes and you know, just based on the, this vote taken, but I'm still going
to do, go ahead and, and make this amendment.
MR. CHAIR, I MOVE TO AMEND MAP C4 OF THE MAUI
ISLAND PLAN, AND CORRESPONDING MAPS IN THE MAP
BOOK ATTACHED AS APPENDIX B, TO ADD
APPROXIMATELY 100 ACRES OF LAND OWNED BY
DEPARTMENT OF HAWAIIAN HOME LANDS, LOCATED
EAST OF MOKULELE HIGHWAY, TO THE URBAN GROWTH
BOUNDARY.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO:
SECOND, MR. CHAIR.
CHAIR MATEO: Motion made by Mr. Pontanilla and second by Mr. Victorino.
Mr. Pontanilla.
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. The reason for the amendment is to, was
intended to locate a water treatment plant and wastewater treatment facility on the
100-acre parcel. This facility would support the water and wastewater needs for the
State, County, and private development proposed for Pulehunui area.
And again, Mr. Chairman, I, I note the, the right that the Hawaiian Home Lands have
regarding Section 204 HHCA, you know, we can vote "no" and if they want to move
ahead, fine. Thank you.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you, Mr. Pontanilla. Members, further discussion?
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COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Chair.
CHAIR MATEO: Ms. Cochran.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Thank you. So, since the last motion failed, I was not
going to support this in conjunction with the other, but because that one did fail, I
shall now support this one to try and help out DHHL. Thank you, Chair.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you, Ms. Cochran. Members, further discussion?
Chair is again, going to go to the Clerk.
Mr. Pontanilla, state your motion again, please.
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Chairman, I move to amend Map C4, Maui Island Plan, and
corresponding maps in the Map Book attached as Appendix B, to add approximately
100 acres of land owned by Department of Hawaiian Home Lands, located east of
Mokulele Highway, to the urban growth boundary.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you.
Mr. Clerk, roll, roll please.
DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK:

Councilmember Gladys Coelho Baisa.

COUNCILMEMBER BAISA:

NO.

DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK:

Councilmember Robert Carroll.

COUNCILMEMBER CARROLL:

NO.

DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK:

Councilmember Elle Cochran.

COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN:

AYE.

DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK:

Councilmember Don Couch.

COUNCILMEMBER COUCH:

NO.

DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK:

Councilmember Riki Hokama.

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

NO.
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DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK:

Councilmember Michael P. Victorino.

COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO:

AYE.

DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK:

Councilmember Mike White.

COUNCILMEMBER WHITE:

NO.

DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK:

Vice-Chair Joseph Pontanilla.

VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA:

AYE.

DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK:

Chair Danny A. Mateo.

CHAIR MATEO:

AYE.

AYES: COUNCILMEMBERS COCHRAN, VICTORINO,
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA, AND CHAIR MATEO.
NOES: COUNCILMEMBERS BAISA, CARROLL, COUCH,
HOKAMA, AND WHITE.
DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK: Chairman, there are four "ayes"; five "noes". Proposed
amendment fails.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you.
Mr. Pontanilla, you have an additional amendment?
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Yes, one last one.
MR. CHAIR, I MOVE TO AMEND MAP C4 OF THE MAUI
ISLAND PLAN, AND CORRESPONDING MAPS IN THE
MAUI [SIC] BOOK ATTACHED AS APPENDIX B, TO ADD
APPROXIMATELY 285 ACRES OF LAND OWNED BY
DEPARTMENT OF LAND AND NATURAL RESOURCES,
LOCATED EAST OF MOKULELE HIGHWAY, TO THE URBAN
GROWTH BOUNDARY.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO:
SECOND, MR. CHAIR.
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CHAIR MATEO: Motion made by Mr. Pontanilla, second by Mr. Victorino.
Mr. Pontanilla.
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you, Chairman. An urban designation for this land
would enable the State to generate revenues to fund important, important State
programs, including forest fire prevention and endangered species recovery
programs. These programs provide direct benefits to the residents of Maui County.
Additionally, including the lands in the urban growth boundary will provide DLNR with
the flexibility to straighten the boundaries between the State land, lands and lands
managed by the County for a more useful land as, being, as the configuration that
now stands.
The other issue is that during our deliberations, in regards to this one particular area,
Pulehunui, many have testified in regards to the jail location in Project District 10, and
Planning Department had indicated two different alternate site. One, both of them
are towards East Maui, towards East Maui and this 285 acres that my amendment is
asking for, will encompass alternate three. Thank you.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you, Mr. Pontanilla. Members, further discussion?
Mr. Pontanilla, state your motion once again, please.
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. I move to amend Map C4, of the Maui Island
Plan, and corresponding maps in the Map Book attached as Appendix B, to add
approximately 285 acres of land owned by DLNR, located east of Mokulele Highway,
to the urban growth boundary.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you.
Mr. Clerk, roll please.
DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK:

Councilmember Gladys Coelho Baisa.

COUNCILMEMBER BAISA:

NO.

DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK:

Councilmember Robert Carroll.

COUNCILMEMBER CARROLL:

NO.
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DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK:

Councilrnember Elle Cochran.

COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN:

AYE.

DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK:

Councilmember Don Couch.

COUNCILMEMBER COUCH:

NO.

DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK:

Councilmember Riki Hokama.

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

AYE.

DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK:

Councilmember Michael P. Victorino.

COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO:

AYE.

DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK:

Councilmember Mike White.

COUNCILMEMBER WHITE:

NO.

DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK:

Vice-Chair Joseph Pontanilla.

VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA:

AYE.

DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK:

Chair Danny A. Mateo.

CHAIR MATEO:

AYE.

AYES: COUNCILMEMBERS
COCHRAN,
HOKAMA,
VICTORINO, VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA, AND
CHAIR MATEO.
NOES: COUNCILMEMBERS BAISA, CARROLL, COUCH,
AND WHITE.
DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK: Chairman, there are five "ayes"; four "noes". Proposed
amendment passes.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you.
Mr. Pontanilla, we, we have gone through three of your, your submitted amendments.
We will move on from this point. You don't have additional amendments, right.
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VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: At this time, no, Chairman. I thank the Members for voting
"aye" on the last one. It, it will provide for the County of Maui, I'm sure and for the
Department of Land and Natural Resources here in our community. Thank you.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you, Mr. Pontanilla.
Chair, recognize Ms. Cochran.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Thank you, Chair. Yeah, I have a amendment, it's a huge
one and.
I MOVE TO AMEND MAP W4 OF THE MAUI ISLAND PLAN,
AND CORRESPONDING MAPS IN THE MAP BOOK
ATTACHED AS EXHIBIT B, BY DELETING THE URBAN AND
RURAL GROWTH BOUNDARIES IN THE OLOWALU AREA.
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA:
MR. CHAIRMAN, I SECOND FOR DISCUSSION.
CHAIR MATEO: We have a motion on the floor to amend made by Ms. Cochran and
second by Mr. Pontanilla.
Ms. Cochran.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Chair, you know, this has been debated and I know it's
been a huge controversial section of this map in particular the West Maui district that
I represent. And, you know, for me, the General Plan should stay general and it's
just a huge, huge decision on our behalf to urbanize an entire ahupuaa in Olowalu,
you know based on one specific project and one particular developer. Who's to say
once this gets converted into, this ag into urban, another proposal that's more, you
know, enticing for the landowner, isn't going to be taking over.
I was just recently on, at Thursday's Cultural Resource Commission meeting that
reviewed their CIA, Cultural Impact Assessment, and hotel zoning was brought up.
You know, so this can open the doors for all kinds of other things, which I'm afraid of,
and those decisions again, a lot of the Members stated it today should be discussed
and vetted out during the community plan level.
You know, at that CRC meeting, there were many, so anyways I'll elaborate more
later, sorry, I was.
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So that, that's my motion and hoping for a second, or-CHAIR MATEO: Yeah, you got a second.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Oh, thank you, thank you, Mr. Pontanilla.
And, at this meeting, there was a dozen lineal descendants and actually current
Hawaiian families that are living on the land. It was asked of the developer, what will
happen to them? And his answer was I don't know. Chair, that scares me, you
know. I'm here to honor my Alii, Kamehameha V's birthday is tomorrow. He signed
over a lease to the plantation people, and it was a lease of crown lands in Olowalu,
over 6,000 acres, lease mind you.
Today, here it's morphed into what it is. And so I want to uphold his dream, his
wishes for this crown lands in Olowalu as ag. And at that time during community plan
level, the community decides they would like to see something otherwise, then so be
it. But right now Chair, I am not comfortable in making the decision to urbanize an
entire ahupuaa based on one developer, one ohana, self-proclaimed konohiki of this
area.
I want to remind the Members, there, this is a huge cultural significance of the area.
Kaiwaloa Heiau, a luakini heiau, is in this area and there is another heiau on the
makai lands Hale 0 Papa that is connected. You know these things have not been
fully discussed, Chair. Traffic impacts, you know, flood zones, a lot of parcels in this
proposed project, you know, I don't want to go into details, I, I, I just really it's upset
me the entire time that we've spoke too much detail. It should be general.
So for me, Chair, I can talk on and on, but you know, I would like to, I just had to state
my case and the latest breaking news for this area is NOAA has determined three
coral species on the endangered species list. Three, all three are located in this
area. So kudos to all the Olowalu reef people here, the, the experts and, and doctors
who this is what they eat, live and breathe, are experts in that field. You know, they
know.
And so Chair, I am not going to be a part of some kind of desecration, some kind of
massacre of such a special area and that I cannot live with. So this is the reason for
my motion. Thank you for my second and I'm ready to see how we're going to vote
on this. Thank you, Chair.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you, Ms. Cochran. Members, further discussion?
Ms. Cochran, please state your proposed motion.
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COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Yeah, my, thank you, Chair. I move to amend Map W4 of
the Maui Island Plan, and corresponding maps in the Map Book attached as
Exhibit B, by deleting the urban and rural growth boundaries in the Olowalu area.
CHAIR MATEO: Mr. Clerk, roll please.
DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK:

Councilmember Gladys Coelho Baisa.

COUNCILMEMBER BAISA:

NO.

DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK:

Councilmember Robert Carroll.

COUNCILMEMBER CARROLL:

NO.

DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK:

Councilmember Elle Cochran.

COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN:

AYE.

DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK:

Councilmember Don Couch.

COUNCILMEMBER COUCH:

NO.

DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK:

Councilmember Riki Hokama.

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

AYE.

DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK:

Councilmember Michael P. Victorino.

COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO:

NO.

DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK:

Councilmember Mike White.

COUNCILMEMBER WHITE:

NO.

DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK:

Vice-Chair Joseph Pontanilla.

VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA:

AYE.

DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK:

Chair Danny A. Mateo.

CHAIR MATEO:

NO.
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AYES: COUNCILMEMBERS COCHRAN, HOKAMA, AND
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA.
NOES: COUNCILMEMBERS BAISA, CARROLL, COUCH,
VICTORINO, WHITE, AND CHAIR MATEO.
DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK: Chairman, there are three "ayes"; six "noes". The proposed
amendment fails.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you.
Ms. Cochran, you have an additional amendment.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: I do, as backup, in case that one failed, which it did. So
Chair, thank you.
I MOVE TO AMEND MAP W4 OF THE MAUI ISLAND PLAN,
AND CORRESPONDING MAPS IN THE MAP BOOK
ATTACHED AS EXHIBIT B, BY DELETING, OH, SORRY, BY
DELETING THE URBAN GROWTH BOUNDARIES
PROPOSED ALONG THE MAKAI SIDE OF HONOAPIILANI
HIGHWAY IN THE OLOWALU AREA.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO:
MR. CHAIR, I SECOND THE MOTION.
CHAIR MATEO: Members, motion on the floor made by Ms. Cochran and second by
Mr. Victorino.
Ms. Cochran.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Thank you. Thank you, Mr. Victorino.
So, you know, I touched on a significant feature in the makai section, there's a couple
other burials there that have not been discussed and you know, vetted out. And also
it really does not fit into the Pali to Puamana Plan that this Administration has been,
you know, trying to work on for many years now. So, for me it's, it's, it's in a tsunami
zone, the makai lands are, are extremely important, you know, as in protecting those
endangered corals and, and just the, you know, livelihood of others, our culture, our
environment, what have you.
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So I think if nothing can be changed at this point with the mauka portions, at least, we
can at least put some type of protection into the makai lands. And that is the main
reason, you know, for this motion and it will be in line also with the Pali to, Pali to
Puamana Park Plan, that we'll be, we'll be discussing also later. So, thank you,
Chair.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you, Ms. Cochran.
Mr. Victorino.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Thank you, Chair. And I know there's no, no surprise to
the developer or anyone that I have been a staunch supporter of preserving the
makai lands from the highway primarily not only all, what Ms. Cochran has
mentioned, but we have global warming, we have tidal action, especially tsunamis in
this area has not, but it's not to say, not a matter of when, I mean not a matter of if,
it's when. And so I've been a proponent and I will continue to be a proponent on not
developing lands close to the ocean, present ocean high water marks, whatever you
want to call it.
I think it's time that we start looking at setbacks. And this will be the beginning of
what the County has called their Puamana to Ukumehame beachfront restoration and
owning the lands from Ukumehame to Puamana and preserving that for open space,
to protect the reefs and all the other stuff, this all comes as part of it. I think this is
something very important.
So, whether my colleagues support this or not, I believe this one I, I can. You know, I
couldn't the other, the other one I couldn't, but his one I definitely can and I'd like to
see that lands protected. And I've told the developer from the day they walked in that
I didn't want to see development, if it's there, it's there, I understand there's things
that are there now, can't change what is there. But I'd like to make sure nothing else
goes there in the future and to protect what open space we have, beachfront.
I just, I just came home this past weekend enjoying my son's golf tournament and I
spent a lot of time in South Maui. Walked along the beachfront, starting from Wailea
Point and going all the way down to Andaz. And quite impressed, but I can see
where everybody is kind of pushing and pushing towards the ocean and it got kind of
scary when I saw what was going on down there. So, I can support this, Mr. Chair.
Thank you.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you, Mr. Victorino. Members, further discussion?
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Chairman.
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CHAIR MATEO: Mr. Pontanilla.
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Yeah, thank you. You know, everybody consider me as a prodeveloper, really, and I've sat down with some of the individuals that were very
concerned about our reefs and, you know, I, I, I do look, look at National
Geographics and, and it's amazing how our reefs throughout the world is being
destroyed.
And, you know, kind of, you know, agree what Mr. Victorino had said. I, I don't mind
anything above the highway, but anything below the highway, you know, is very
important that we preserve. It's, you going get lot of construction and yeah, we going
try mitigate the problems going into the ocean, but we can't, not one hundred
percent. So I going to be supporting the motion.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you, Mr. Pontanilla. Members, discussion?
Ms. Cochran, state your motion, please.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Yes, Chair. I move to amend Map W4 of the Maui Island
Plan, and corresponding maps in the Map Book attached as Exhibit B, by deleting
the urban growth boundary proposed along the makai side of Honoapiilani Highway
in the Olowalu area.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you. Mr. Clerk, roll please.
DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK:

Councilmember Gladys Coelho Baisa.

COUNCILMEMBER BAISA:

NO.

DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK:

Councilmember Robert Carroll.

COUNCILMEMBER CARROLL:

NO.

DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK:

Councilmember Elle Cochran.

COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN:

AYE.

DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK:

Councilmember Don Couch.

COUNCILMEMBER COUCH:

NO.
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DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK:

Councilmember Riki Hokama.

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

AYE.

DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK:

Councilmember Michael P. Victorino.

COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO:

AYE.

DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK:

Councilmember Mike White.

COUNCILMEMBER WHITE:

NO.

DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK:

Vice-Chair Joseph Pontanilla.

VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA:

AYE.

DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK:

Chair Danny A. Mateo.

CHAIR MATEO:

AYE.

AYES: COUNCILMEMBERS
COCHRAN,
HOKAMA,
VICTORINO, VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA, AND
CHAIR MATEO.
NOES: COUNCILMEMBERS BAISA, CARROLL, COUCH,
AND WHITE.
DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK: Chairman, there are five "ayes"; four "noes". Amendment
passes.
CHAIR MATEO: Okay. Ms. Cochran, you submitted two proposed amendments, we have
completed them. The Chair will ask the rest of the Members if there are further
considerations at this time.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Chair.
CHAIR MATEO: Yeah, Ms. Cochran.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Is, oh, if no one else has any further, I have something, if
that's okay.
It's a floor amendment cause I didn't have time to do it through staff.
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CHAIR MATEO: It's an additional floor amendment.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Yes.
CHAIR MATEO: Okay, at, at this time, Ms. Cochran, the Chair, we, the Chair would not, my
preference is to hold it at this point because we all had ample time to submit for
review. We don't know what that proposed amendment includes in terms of whether
or not Corporation Counsel had the opportunity to review it. The Chair will take a few
minutes for you to discuss it with Corporation Counsel first to see whether or not
there are any additional concerns relative to that proposal. Members, this Council
will stand in recess for five minutes.
(THE MEETING WAS RECESSED BY THE CHAIR AT 9:52 A.M., AND WAS
RECONVENED AT 10:09 A.M., WITH ALL MEMBERS PRESENT.)
CHAIR MATEO: Council of the County of Maui reconvened meeting of December 7, 2012
will return to order.
Prior to the break, Ms., Ms. Cochran had the floor. Chair, recognize Ms. Cochran.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Thank you, Chair. And during the, thank you for the break
for, to, for me to discuss with Corporation Counsel and others about my floor
amendment. At this point, I am going to table this till our next full Council's General
Plan meeting and thereby be able to get more language and the rest of the
Councilmembers' to have opportune time to look through it. So, thank you, Chair.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you. Members, additional considerations?
Mr. Couch.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Thank you, Mr. Chair. And, you know after listening to
everything here and hearing that essentially people were interested in hearing
motions, I still don't like having to make motions here, but I have always promised
my, my constituency that I would do this.
SO I MOVE TO AMEND MAP S2 OF THE MAUI ISLAND
PLAN, AND CORRESPONDING MAPS IN THE MAP BOOK
ATTACHED AS APPENDIX B, BY DELETING MAKENA
RESORT'S 390 ACRES IN THE URBAN GROWTH
BOUNDARY PROPOSAL.
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COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN:
SECOND.
CHAIR MATEO: We have a motion on the floor made by Mr. Couch, second by
Ms. Cochran.
Mr. Couch.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Thank you. Mr. Chair, the, the Maui Planning Commission,
the GPAC, and the community would like to keep development in Makena down to a
minimum. The current entitlements are over a thousand acres already and that's
going to take forever to, to go. You know the owner, the prior owner didn't think that
this was an important enough to include in his many years of trying to get
entitlements for Makena.
So, I think this is something to take a look at and keep in mind that the current owner,
while we, we see the face of a local person here, the current owner is a, a big
corporation in New York. It's not local, it's not somebody from here, it's somebody in
New York who's just trying to, to make some bucks. So, I urge my Members, my
fellow Members to support me in this motion. Thank you.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you, Mr. Couch. Members, discussion?
Seeing none, Mr. Couch, state your proposed motion.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Mr. Chair, I move to amend Map S2 of the Maui Island
Plan, and corresponding maps in the Map Book attached as Appendix B, by deleting
Makena Resort's 390 acres in the urban growth boundary proposal.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you. Mr. Clerk, roll.
DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK:

Councilmember Gladys Coelho Baisa.

COUNCILMEMBER BAISA:

NO.

DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK:

Councilmember Robert Carroll.

COUNCILMEMBER CARROLL:

NO.
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DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK:

Councilmember Elle Cochran.

COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN:

AYE.

DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK:

Councilmember Don Couch.

COUNCILMEMBER COUCH:

AYE.

DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK:

Councilmember Riki Hokama.

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

AYE.

DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK:

Councilmember Michael P. Victorino.

COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO:

NO.

DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK:

Councilmember Mike White.

COUNCILMEMBER WHITE:

NO.

DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK:

Vice-Chair Joseph Pontanilla.

VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA:

NO.

DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK:

Chair Danny A. Mateo.

CHAIR MATEO:

NO.

AYES: COUNCILMEMBERS COCHRAN, COUCH, AND
HOKAMA.
NOES: COUNCILMEMBERS
BAISA,
CARROLL,
VICTORINO, WHITE, VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA,
AND CHAIR MATEO.
DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK: Chairman, there are three "ayes"; six "noes". Proposed
amendment fails
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you. Thank you, Mr. Couch.
Members, any additional concerns or considerations? Hearing none, Members,
we're going to go on to the main motion. And the main motion on the floor would be
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to pass on first reading and order to print the proposed bill entitled "A BILL FOR AN
ORDINANCE AMENDING CHAPTER 2.80B, MAUI COUNTY CODE, RELATING TO
THE MAUI ISLAND PLAN" as amended.
Chair, recognize Ms. Baisa.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Thank you very much, Mr. Chair.
The Maui Island Plan is the final product of five years of hard work on the part of the
Department of Planning, the Maui General Plan Advisory Committee, the Maui
Planning Commission, the Planning Committee for the 2009 to 2011 Council term,
and your General Plan Committee.
The committee also provided extensive input on the development of the Maui Island
Plan through the Focus Maui Nui project. Your committee expressed its appreciation
for the many community volunteers who dedicated their time and careful
consideration to help shape the Maui Island Plan and also for the members of the
public who took time out of their busy lives to come express their concerns and
hopes for the future of Maui County.
The Maui Island Plan is a twenty year regional plan that addresses the unique needs
of the island of Maui relating to water, protection of heritage resources, economic
development, housing, infrastructure, and land use. Most notable the Maui Island
Plan establishes for the first time a Directed Growth Plan for the island.
The Directed Growth Plan will accommodate population and employment growth in a
manner that safeguards the island's natural and cultural resources, enhances areas
that are already developed, and preserve land use opportunities for future
generations.
Chapter 2.80B, Maui County Code, requires that the Maui Island Plan also include an
implementation plan. Ordinance 3979 enacted on October 8, 2012 allows the
Council to adopt the implementation program of the Maui Island Plan no later than
one year after the Council adopts the other components of the Maui Island Plan.
Therefore, to give the Department of Planning more time to update the
implementation program and the Council more time to consider the implementation
program, your committee deleted the portions of the draft Maui Island Plan related to
implementation.
The Maui Island Plan will provide a framework for the development of the community
plans and clear policy direction for decision-making for future generations of Maui
residents. I honor and respect the decisions of my committee. I ask for the Council's
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full support of my motion to pass on first reading the proposed bill as revised,
adopting the Maui Island Plan. Thank you.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you, Ms. Baisa.
Chair will just continue. Mr., Mr. Couch, followed by Mr. Pontanilla.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Thank you, Mr. Chair. And, I want to thank Ms. Baisa for
running a tight ship and getting this thing through. Yeah, there are things that people
like and there are things that other people don't like. There's a mixed bag but, one of
the things we did come out of this was the community plans level is where the meat,
the rubber will hit the road, especially the green space. Green space has to be
determined at the community plan level, we have to get that in there.
Ms. Baisa talked about the implementation plan. That will be in my committee next
term and I, as soon as I get it from the Planning Department, I'm going to move
forward on it ASAP so we get this thing wrapped up. So I'm imploring the Planning
Department to come up with the, the necessary amendments that we need.
So, anyway, I, I urge my Members, even though, you know, my fellow Members that,
even though some of the things you wanted didn't go in or some of the things you
didn't want got in, overall it's something that we worked on for a long time so please
support this measure. Thanks.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you, Mr. Couch.
Mr. Pontanilla.
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. I too would like to congratulate Member Baisa for
steering this committee forward in trying to get this Maui Island Plan done. You
know, earlier I made two amendments in, in regards to the Department of Hawaiian
Home Lands, and you know, although it didn't pass, you know, I'm willing to live with
it.
There is a Federal law, like I said the Hawaiian Homes Commission Act, that gives
the Hawaiian Homes Commission exclusive authority to control and determine how
Hawaiian Home Lands are to be used. So, you know, again, although it didn't pass
at, at this level, you know that doesn't mean that Hawaiian Home Lands just go away.
They had, they have this ability through this Federal law.
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I was hoping though that we all, we always look for partnership and why not
government, State government, Department of Hawaiian Home Lands. You know,
we, we give private industries a lot of leeway, but when comes to government, you
know, we make it so difficult. That, I really don't understand.
Yeah, we may have individual issues in regards to the State of Hawaii, but you know,
County government, State government need to work in partnership, in moving this
State. And, you know, I, again I, I thank my colleagues who supported those two
measurements for the Native Hawaiian community, the host culture here in Maui
County. You know, thank you for your vote. I appreciate that.
I'm going to be supporting the first reading in regards to the Maui Island Plan, but
again Chairman, I, I just want to say congratulations to the committee who worked
very hard, the, the last two years. And you and I weren't on the Maui Island Plan
Committee, three, four years ago. And you know, it was a learning experience for me
in trying to insure that the County of Maui continues to grow economically, we
continue to protect our environment which is very important.
You know, as, as a sitting Councilmember for the last almost, almost ten years now,
you know, I come to realize that what is important for our people, and that's what we
are elected for, to, to serve in this office, to protect our people, to provide for our
people, and insure that economic development and environmental concerns are met.
Thank you, Chairman.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you, Mr. Pontanilla. Members, further discussion?
Ms. Cochran.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Thank you, Chair. And again this has been a really long,
drawn out process and I have been following this from GPAC days. And you know,
Mr. Carroll mentioned how it has morphed, it has evolved into something entirely
different from then. A lot of projects have, you know, certain details have, so
although many thousands of testifiers and many hours and hours of deliberations
have occurred, what we are looking at and voting today is something very, very
different from back in those days.
And, you know, I, I hear people talking about respect the community, where people
live, work, play, sense of place, host culture, food security, all this stuff and for me,
this entire plan really goes against that. And personally I am not in favor. I have not
been in favor of the process and I know that was something we couldn't change, we
just had to live with it and deal with it and we did. But at this point, it's something that
I just will not support and can live with. So thank you, Chair.
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CHAIR MATEO: Thank you, Ms. Cochran.
Mr. Hokama.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: Chairman, thank you. For, for me this is my third
participation in General Plan process. It's been interesting to note how it has
changed each time that we go through a renewal. I kind of miss that original process
when, you know, for the General Plan it was, I think those that participated really
understood what they were setting, a general planning document.
I've sat in many meetings during this process and thought I was in a zoning meeting.
And that's not to say anything about the leadership from our Chair, Ms. Baisa. She
had a process that she was given to make us work through. I commend her
perseverance for, for one, and the ability to deal with eight strong headed individuals
that had eight different other perspectives. And so to Ms. Baisa, I thank you for your
patience and perseverance in guiding us through this.
But Chair, you know, as the process states, it's you know, while the five years that
have elapsed was very important, where the rubber meets the road is with the nine of
us. We make the final decision. And I understand my colleague Ms. Cochran, but I
do believe, you know, I have great reservations and, I can tell you I'm not sure about
second reading. But I do know that it is worthy for us to move this to its final decision
place of second reading to make a final determination. That we owe everybody,
including ourselves.
But I hope we keep in mind that, you know, island plan, general plans was to talk
about overarching island-wide issues and components, not to get down to the nittygritty of a zoning application. And that was unfortunate. A lot of people thought this
was a zoning process. And maybe from the start we screwed it up by the process we
provided. That's why I take my responsibility for that. But I do believe this is worthy
to get a final decision at the next meeting and I will be happy to assist in making this
happen, Chairman. Thank you.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you, Mr. Hokama. Members, further discussion.
Mr. White.
COUNCILMEMBER WHITE: Thank you, Mr. Chair. Like the others, I wish the community
plans had preceded this document, but we are where we are, and we have what we
have. This, this document is not perfect, and I, a lot of what is in the plan is general,
very general. And what is going to prove our worth is going to be what we do from
here on with this plan.
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What will we do with respect to items like the Upcountry greenway. What will we be
doing with those items such as the greenways that people have been concerned
about us pulling off of the regulatory maps. And we all know that that was a decision
we had to make. But it's now our responsibility to follow through on these items that
we have put in writing, in very general terms and I for one will be coming in with a
recommendation on how to proceed with identifying and putting a focus on the scenic
corridors in a way that we preserve those. And I will also be moving forward with the
same thing with the Upcountry greenway plan.
So it, my concern is there's a lot of people that are concerned about this General
Plan, Maui Island Plan, being the final document. But it's really just the beginning
and if, and if something didn't make the hurdle to get into this plan, it's not over. We
all know that we have in the Land Use Committee items that come in for General
Plan amendment, Community Plan amendment, and Change of Zoning, all at the
same time.
So there are items that I've voted against today because I'd made the decision not to,
not to offer or support amendments. But there are items this morning that I
supported.
But, there's a point at which we just have to say enough is enough. Let's move on
and each of these items can be brought up in other circumstances. And, and I, I will
be supporting this motion going forward because I think it's time for us to move on. I
think it's time for us to, maybe each of us choose a section of the Maui Island Plan
that we want to take to the next step and put in an ordinance, so that it's effective and
it's detailed as to how we want to proceed to protect the areas that need protection.
How we're going to spend our money, and our, somewhat limited funds to preserve
the areas that we feel are, are very critical to us going forward.
So with that, Chair, I appreciate your giving us the opportunity to make our
comments. Mahalo.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you, Mr. White.
Mr. Victorino.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Thank you, Chair. My colleagues have stated, and I
think Mr. Hokama put it in most, a very elegant way, nine hardheaded, determined
people. And really, in essence we are. We have our passions. No begrudging
anything of that nature, that's not criticism, that's a compliment. That's a compliment
to the heart of this Council, the nine Members here. And that's why we wanted all
nine here Monday morning, so that there would be no opportunity to say, oh well so
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and so wasn't there that's why the vote was the way it was. Every vote that came up,
whether you had said you're not going to support any amendments or not, was
decided today.
The process has just begun. Those who are out there whether they supported this or
that, whether they wanted this or that, it doesn't make a big difference. This is just
the beginning. But what it has done, what it has done is engaged this community bar
none, to look at themselves and say where do we want to go. And I can tell you,
those that are not here today, the working people of Maui County, the blue collar
group that doesn't come very often cause they can't. They can't afford it, they don't
have time off, they don't have their own businesses. They have told me in no
uncertain terms, like Mr. Pontanilla mentioned, protect our environment, but make
sure there's an economic growth so our children, grandchildren and future
generations can live here.
You know there was a scary statement that was said and I want you guys to all think
back. There was a gentleman there that said I come, I was coming here for many,
many years, from 1958 with my dad. Remember that statement being made by that
certain gentleman. And twelve years ago he bought here. He made a statement that
was very profound and really caught my ear. He says, I bought here twelve years
ago and there's many more of us coming. Many more of us coming. That means
there's a lot of people that want to come here, live here, retire here, and those fat
cats have money.
What do we do to our children, our grandchildren, other generations? Mr. Chair,
almost all of us have that. That's a worrisome problem because they're going to be
forced out, they going be pushed away. So long as I have any breath, and so long
as I'm on this Council, I will fight to make sure, I will make sure that that doesn't
happen. I will protect our people so they will have opportunities, again, as I've said it
so many times, to live, raise their family, and play here in Maui and Maui County.
If my last breath is doing that for the future, then I have done what the good lord has
put me on this earth for. Nothing else, I care nothing about anything else. I have no
self-gain, except making sure the future generations of us, every one of us in this
room, who born, raised, and multi-generational that have many generations on this,
in this County and in this State have an opportunity to stay here. That's, that's our
responsibility. That's sustainability. All the other parts are just pieces of.
So this plan, we've gone through it, there's still lots to be done and I agree with Mr.,
Mr. White, you know, I think all of us, and one of the things I will take on is shoreline
cause I think from now on we've got to build back. We cannot build on the shores
anymore, of our State and on this County especially. We've got to have setbacks,
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400 feet or more to protect the future. We've got to have open space all along the,
the beachfronts.
However, with that said, this plan has encompassed a lot of, a lot of ideas and a lot of
heart. So I want to thank everybody in the room who's had any part in it, whether it's
GPAC, Planning Commission, the individuals who come out here from, from the boat
captains to the workers to the hotels, everybody who's come here, they all had the
heart of Maui in there, when they walked in here. We may not have agreed with
them, but they had the heart.
And let me warn those who want to come here, that you better understand that it's
not going to be easy coming here in the future. We want to protect what we have.
We're going to work hard, there's many more things to be done.
So Mr. Chair, I'll close by saying thank you to everyone in this community, every one
of my colleagues, Corp. Counsel, Planning, our staff, everyone worked really, really
hard, endless hours. And Ms. Baisa and I go back from the day one as far as the
Council receiving this, we're the only two that's went through the whole process and
she went back in GPAC, which I followed but never really attended meetings. But I
think she's done a yeoman's job and I want to thank her for that.
But we've come to this point and I can support the overall, I'm not, there's things I
don't like either. I don't think if you went from Mr. Carroll all the way down to
Mr. Pontanilla, and you inclusive, there are many things we may not want in that little
piece of this area or that area. But we're looking at the whole picture. We've got to
look at the whole picture because that's what this County is all about.
We've always been there when we needed help. We've always been there when the
need, whether it's Molokai, Lanai, Maui, Hana, I don't care what, when there was a
disaster or there was need, this County always came through. We've been resilient,
we've had the fortitude and we have the foresight. And these nine Members here, no
matter how stubborn they are, no matter how passionate they are, I can respect
them, and love them for that and I will say mahalo. And thank you, Chair for allowing
me to have a few moments.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you, Mr. Victorino. Members, further discussion?
Ms. Baisa.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Thank you very much, Chair. For my second and last time.
Now that I've gotten through the formalities, and all the facts and figures that have to
be stated when you speak in, you know, support of a motion that you make. I'd like
to make some personal remarks.
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One is that I totally, totally agree and commit and I will be on Mr. Spence's back. We
have got to amend this bill and this process. This is not a good process. We have to
take care of it. And, I'm going to be on his back until we get something in the, in the
hopper cause I don't have a whole lot of time left on this Council and I'd really like to
see something happen before. You know, we just need to deal with it, it is an
unwieldy process. Anything that takes this long is a problem.
And so we got to figure out a better way to do this so that we get plans that are up-todate and can use information that is up-to-date. You know, by the time we do a study
and we get it back, it's outdated. And then we start using it, we say oh the population
has changed, the number of houses has changed, everything's changed, the
economy is changed and so this has been a real issue.
However, I was given a responsibility by you and I don't know whether I should thank
you or say you know what, but I do really want to thank you because it has given me
an opportunity to learn a great deal about many things that I needed to know a lot
more about. And so even though I've had to deal with all of my colleagues and I
have to say I really want to thank them, you know, they, they came along, it was
tough. And it was hard getting everybody to focus, but they've been here for me and
they've worked with me and I want thank all of you personally very, very much for, for
your help in getting this through.
I just want to make one comment and I want everybody out there who is wondering
about, you know the, the votes on DHHL, the votes on Olowalu, and all of this
allegation that maybe we're not paying attention to Native Hawaiians. I want you to
know that I can't go very far because I live with a Native Hawaiian, who I have lived
with for almost 48 years. I have one right at home, so it isn't that I don't care. It's
about I'm trying to be fair.
And, my Native Hawaiian tells me that while we are so concerned about the reef in
Olowalu and we have sat here for many, many hours listening to impassioned pleas,
I heard a lot of testimony from people who have commercial activity going on in that
area. And one of the things that I never heard suggested was maybe in order to
protect the reef, all of that should be stopped. All commercial activity in on or around
it should be on some kind of moratorium and hopefully we can get it back. And get
rid of the oils and all the stirring of the, the whatever, and the walking on the coral
and whatever happens there. I never heard that. I really would like to see that reef
preserved, it's really very important, it's an important part of our Hawaiian culture.
The last thing I want to say is yes, it has been contentious and it's been difficult at
times. I have been demonized, I never saw in my entire 72 years of living, my face
on a wanted poster. But I did in, in relation to this, it hurt a lot because I really care
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very, very much about this island. It is my home, it is the home of my grandparents,
my parents, my children, my grandchildren, and my great-grandchildren. I don't want
anything bad to happen to Maui County, and that's why I'm here on this Council, I'm
here to help.
Anything that was not included in this plan as far as I'm concerned that is good for
the people of Maui County, my door is open, I encourage people to come talk to me if
they have ideas about how to do things. This is not the end of the road, I see this as
a beginning. This was a responsibility that this Council had to complete and I give us
credit because we're here. It wasn't easy, but we've made it together.
And yes, some people are really happy, and some people are not, but you know, it's
the beginning and we go forward. And I look, I'm really excited about going into the
community plan phase and I want to tell people participate in the community plan
phase, it's really, really important because that's where we can make changes in the
Maui Island Plan if there is enough strong feelings in the community plan. So don't
give up, come, come and share manao.
I love democracy, I love the process, I think it's wonderful that we can sit here and we
can, you know, express our feelings for or against and when it's over, a decision is
made, we move on, we shake hands and we're all friends and we go back and try to
do more for our County.
So Chair I want to thank you very, very much for this opportunity. I want to thank my
colleagues again. I want to thank the public and my wonderful, wonderful staff that I
worked with and everybody who helped to get us here. I want to also give special
thanks to Vice-Chair Couch. He was my right-hand person and he helped me get
through it all, it was not easy, but Don was always there making the motions and
making sure things happen. So special thanks to you Don and thank you to
everyone. Aloha.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you, Ms. Baisa.
Mr. Carroll.
COUNCILMEMBER CARROLL: Thank you, Chair. Indeed it has been a long process. It's
a process a lot of us disagreed with, almost everybody disagreed with it at some
point along the line. Way back it was suggested that this Council and the Planning
Department submit a General Plan and give it to the communities to work with, giving
them some guidelines of where they could go. And then the communities would have
the final say in the plan. When it came back to the Council the only thing we would
look if there was communities merging, or plans within the communities. Then the
communities would truly have the last say.
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Well, we're at the point now where they can have that last say. As we approve this
plan and that's why I didn't approve any amendments. All that transpired here today,
all of the concerns, I would hope that all of the communities that can hear us in Maui
County will get together and they will look what we are going to pass out hopefully in
a few moments and say yes, I want this, no I don't want that and really get it together
and come back over here with something that this Council can support in supporting
the individual communities. Mahalo.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you, Mr. Carroll. Members, further discussion?
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Chair.
CHAIR MATEO: Ms. Cochran.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Again, I think everyone knows my sentiment in regards to
this plan. And I, and I just want to reiterate as the representative of West Maui, and,
you know being the bread and butter, Mr. White pointed out $91 million alone in RPT
is put into this County, our Countywide budget. That's not including the TAT, you
know $21 plus million or what have you. And you know, but I feel and a lot of
constituencies in my depart, district feel that a lot of the brunt in this General Plan,
and impacts have occurred in the West Maui District.
And so for me, that is what's very disturbing. For me that is why I cannot support this
at this point. And I'm happy to hear though that, you know everyone's agreeing that
this will be dealt with during the community plan levels. So I just want to say
everybody, let's buckle up, and gear up for that because I'll tell you what, West Maui
is definitely going to have some voices that are going to be recognized and heard in
redrawing the lines here, so I just want to thank everyone for their work too and
Happy Holidays. Thank you, Chair.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you. The Chair too would like to share some comments regarding
the Maui Island Plan. First the Chair would like to commend Committee Chair Baisa
for really helping to move the process through. It, it was an extremely difficult task,
you know, and as mentioned earlier by prior speakers, Bill 84 on paper looked
incredible. When you have to do it, it sucked. And it really is, we really need to go
back, we need to readdress because the process is skewed.
Maui Island Plan, some of my concerns and I'll just share a few of them. One is the
Urban Growth Boundary areas. Urban Growth Boundaries to me is nothing more
than an incredible tool for private interests. Private interests to dictate what can and
cannot be done in specific areas. Our plan is much too specific to be general. The
community plans, the next process, they will surely be challenged. We have set, we
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have set the, the ground for them and, and now they're going to have to really start
reconstructing certain areas because it is the community's opportunity to voice their
concerns. Something that was a missing element in this process.
And, and to me one of the larger concerns or considerations that I have is really the
fact that this voluminous plan, this huge document that we're passing, we have no
idea how much it will cost to implement. And as a County government with a little
over half a billion dollars in our, in our funds, we don't even know what the
implementation of this plan is going to cost us. As a legislator I would have wanted to
know. I think it's my responsibility in us having an opportunity to address the
upcoming budgets.
So for those few concerns, I will not be able to support the Maui Island Plan today.
Members, further discussion? Members, we're going back to the, to the main motion.
The Main motion is to pass on first reading and order to print the proposed bill
entitled "A BILL FOR AN ORDINANCE AMENDING CHAPTER 2.80B, MAUI
COUNTY CODE, RELATING TO THE MAUI ISLAND PLAN" as adopted [sic].
Mr. Clerk, roll call.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you. Mr. Clerk, roll.
DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK:

Councilmember Gladys Coelho Baisa.

COUNCILMEMBER BAISA:

AYE.

DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK:

Councilmember Robert Carroll.

COUNCILMEMBER CARROLL:

AYE.

DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK:

Councilmember Elle Cochran.

COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN:

NO.

DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK:

Councilmember Don Couch.

COUNCILMEMBER COUCH:

AYE.

DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK:

Councilmember Riki Hokama.

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

AYE.
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DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK:

Councilmember Michael P. Victorino.

COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO:

AYE.

DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK:

Councilmember Mike White.

COUNCILMEMBER WHITE:

AYE.

DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK:

Vice-Chair Joseph Pontanilla.

VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA:

AYE.

DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK:

Chair Danny A. Mateo.

CHAIR MATEO:

NO.

AYES: COUNCILMEMBERS BAISA, CARROLL, COUCH,
HOKAMA, VICTORINO, WHITE, AND VICE-CHAIR
PONTANILLA.
NOES: COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN, AND CHAIR
MATEO.
DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK: Chairman, there are seven "ayes"; two "noes", the amended
proposed bill passes.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you.
Members, the Chair would like to ask if there is no objections that you allow the Chair
to direct staff to make the appropriate changes to the text as it relates to the
amendments that were made to the map. Any objections?
MEMBERS VOICED NO OBJECTION.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you.
Mr. Clerk.
DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK: Chairman, for the record BILL NO. 101 (2012).
Mr. Chairman, there is no further business scheduled on the agenda for this meeting.
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CHAIR MATEO: Thank you. Members, we have concluded our business for the day. The
Chair would like to recognize those individuals that continue to provide support to the
Council: our Corporation Counsel, Mr. Wong; as well as Mr. James Giroux; we have
the Deputy County Clerk, Mr. Lance Taguchi; from the Office of Council Services, we
have both Ms. Kirstin Hamman and Dianne Shimizu; and our support staff, Joyce
Murashige and Theresa Valdez.
Members, I thank you all very much for your hard work today and in the meeting of
the seventh as well, that was a marathon indeed. So to all of you, thank you all very
much. Members, the regular meeting of the Council of the County of Maui for
December 7, 2012 is now adjourned.

ADJOURNMENT
The regular meeting of December 7, 2012 was adjourned by the Chair on
December 10, 2012 at 10:46 a.m.
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